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CODNGE IS AID HOSPITAL 
LEGISLATIVE BETTERMENTS!
By-LawB XntfOduced Pertaining To Grant Of $15,000 Will Be Made To- 
Dogs, Biiildlng Regulation And wards Enlargement And Improvc- 
Traiie I/lcencea I ment Of Accommodation
Owing to the absence of Mayor Suth­
erland and Aldermen Shcplicrd
The directors of the Kelowna Hos- 
and lpital Society have received official not-1 
icrc ification from ti>e Provincial Secret-Shier, who were all out of town, the e 
was just a quorum at the regular meet- ary's Department, through the Provin- 
ing of the City Council on Monday cial Board of Health, that the sum of 
night, with Aldtrmcn Knowles, Mciklc, $15,000 wilThe -available this year as a 
Rattenbury and Morrison in attend-1government grant towards the many]
ance. On motibii, Aid. Rattenbury took undertakings planned for the cnlarge- 
tho chair. |ment and betterment of the Kelowna!
A cheque for $32.48 was received General Hospital, 
from Mr. J. A. IC. Armotlr, Secretary of This good news comes at an opport- 
the Okanagan Valley Intcr-SchooI unc time, the directors having evolved 
Track Meet, being the City’s share of an extensive scheme for meeting the 
the gate rcceiuts at the annual meet, hospital needs due to the growth of the 
hpld here in May. > ■ ! ^ city.
An application having been received The full plans of the Board call for 
from Capt. J. A. Goodwin, of Vancou- the erection of a Maternity Home with 
ver, for permission to the Vancouver public, semi-public and private wards 
Salvation Atmy Citadel Silver, Band to and the present maternity wing of the 
give two concerts in the City Park on hospital being turned into general 
the affiex'noon and evening of Tuesday, wards with additional wards in the 
July l9th, use q( the Park was readily (downstairs portion; the enlargement of 
granted. > the operating room; the building of a
Additional InfltrumentB For Band | new anaesthetic room, also doctors’
Ip .m
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Word« by WBIR MujIc by 1LAVA1.1EB
The Late R. STANLEY WEIR
C a n a d a !  O u r . L io m cy  o u r  n a t i v e  !$ x n d !  
T r u e  p a t r i o t  l o v e  in .  a l l  tb !y  s o n s  
c o m m a n d .
W i t h  g l o w i n g  h e a r t s  w e  s e e  t h e e  r is c i .
T h e  T r u e  N o r t h ,  s t r o n g  a n d  f r e e .
A n d  s t a n d  o n  g u a r d ,  O  C a n a d a ,
W e  s t a n d  o n  g u a r d  f o r  t h e e ,
O  C a n a d a ,  g l o r i o u s  a n d  f r e e ,
W e  s t a n d  o n  g u a r d ,  w e  s t a n d  o n  g u a r d  
f o r  t h e e !
O  C a n a d a ,  w e  s t a n d  o n  g u a r d  f o r  t h e e !
Owing to the feet that jnmnerouB euggestions were received from, all parts of Canada that a wniforna English 
version o f "O Canada” Jbe approved, the National Committee for the Celebiation o f the Diamond Jubilee o f  
Confedcratioii circularize the Prime Ministers and th e Ministers of Education o f all the Provinces. Replies 
were xeceived that the version written by the late R. Stanley W eir, D.C.1», Recorder o f Montreal, is b e m g ^ d  m  
the BchoolB of a ll the Provinces, including the English* speaking sections of Quebec. In view of this, the 
Committee is using the W eir v (^ o n  in  its own publlcalions.
s t'hro“hw“' ? d - o f  Gonfederatioii A nniversaryvised the Council that the; f o l l o w i n g f e " e w a l  of the present heating|-B- X CXXX.AAXJ.W' vrJL v  W A
pieces had been added to the inatru-
ments forming the equipment of the well as future buildings, and
Orchard City Bund: two trumpets, ail- “̂ ^ ‘̂ ^"struction of a  general refriger 
ver plated; one hiellohorn, silver plated; pt*®” to supply the whole hos'
one euphonium, brass; one bass, silver- ?**“,*• O ther plans outlined are an over­
plated.* The total cost of the instru- a i r  furniture, .flooring, plumb-
merits was $311.68, express paid. The and the fabno  of file present build-
Final Details Of Friday’s Celebration As Arranged By Committee
In Charge
Baridmaster and the Band Committee the Ikying out of the grounds and
le^l --------  ■ The programme of the events con-had recoriimcnded that th  band iristru-^®aeral improvements needed, so that, - -  , u .• i,
merits, which were vested in the cus- the hospital' can become a matter of "ected witk the celebration here to- 
todv of the Citv should be insured. ovic pride. morrow of the Diamond Jubilee of Caii-
S d ?  M o rrS ^  had in- The plans cover work for the nê tt k^a’s Confederation has been settled by
spected the instruments, which had j three years, and only a portion of this I the committee in charge, who have been 
been secured through the proceeds of j work can be carried out this year, but busily engaged for some days past in 
the Gyro Whirl, and, speaking as an th^t portion will be'begun at once, the, w ak in g  but various details. ^
old bandsman^ he had found them of, * 9̂a being to ke,ep this city in the front T o  ®^hool children, also the Guides 
very good qiiality and bought at a fav-' of the '.Interior towns as regards ™* b. .̂®symble on ruchter
curable price.  ̂  ̂  ̂ the care of the sick. ' Street, in the vicinity of the Public
The question of insuring the instru- , -r—-— ——̂ S c h o o l ,  at 10.15 a.m. Banners posted
ments was left in the hands of Aid. j j e m BER  FO R  NEW  ' ^  ^ along the street will indicate the posi-
Morrison for discussion with the Band tion each umt is expected to take up.
S S e e v  ^ tne ttann W ESTM INSTER. PASSES The decoratedi floats, motor cars and
‘ ‘ ' u, , - —-r—-  bicycles will also assemble at 10.15, but
Tourist Agent s Report . .QUESNED, June, 30.—-Dr.., E. . J. on Harvey Avenue, facing east.'
A report presented by Mr. W . Craw-1 Rpthwell, M-L.A. Tor New__.Westmin-1 xhe parade will b̂e, led by the Or-
ford, Tourist Agent, for the period ster,^ died at the Quesnel Hospital at Lflard City Band, followed in turn by 
from. June ,5th. tq June. 21st, inclusive, last night from acute gastric ulcer, the Scouts, school children and Guides; 
showed a total of $27.25 collected in Wis wife and son were with him dur- historical floats decorated cars bi- 
Tourist Camp^fMS.. . g B  last hours, also his sister from c y l lS  and  ̂ by
Su^senptaon Agents To Pay Licence Prince Rupert. , . v . the Kelowna Scottish Society. It .will
Three By-Laws were introduced and Attorney General Manson, travelling proceed down Richter Street and Bern
were given the customary first, second through Cariboo .and knowing the ser- ard Avenue.
and third readings. iousness of Dr. Rothwell’s condition, ri.. uiue Ronri
The first of these, No. 457, provides remained here over night and was pre- 
for amendment of By-Law No. ,440, be- sent when he died. ' -  will halt and the Scouts, fo owed by
ing the Trade Licence By-Law, by ad- Dr. Rothwell had come here last
ding the folipwing section:,  ̂ Saturday, accompanied by his son, on ' i n t o  two cojumns and will line up
children will proceed to the Ground by 
the short route past the tennis courts, 
the children being presented with their 
Jubilee medals and ticket for ice cream 
as they pass through a booth placed at 
the east entrance.
On arrival at their destination the 
Marshal, Mr. F. M. Buckland, will ar­
range all so that they face the platform.
The ceremonial to be observed at the 
Park will be as follows.
At 11.30 His Worship Mayor Suther­
land will read the Proclamation of His 
Excellency, the Governor General, also 
the special .message to all people in the 
Dominion issiiedi by the Premier, Rt. 
I^on. W. L. Mackenzie King. After 
this' the whole assemblage will sing “O 
Canada,” accompanied by the Orchard 
City Band. Mr. Grote Stirling, M.P., 
will then deliver an addres_s on “The 
Meaning of Confederation,’’ and, after 
all. have unifed in singing '’O God Our 
Help In Ages Past,” Mr. J. W.' Jones, 
M.L.A., will speak on the historical in­
cidents portrayed by the various floats. 
After a basket picnic which \vill last
(4a) It is heteby provided that any I a vacation and fishmg trip'in the Black-1 
person who, either bri his own behalf| water region Mo I the Board of Trade Building. .Thus all
or' as agent for another  ̂ sells or, solicits 
or takes orders for the sa le /o f any 
newspaper or periodical published in 
Canada, or of books of an educationa 
character, shall obtain a licence am 
pay the fee therefor set out in the var­
ious sub-sections of Section 4 o f . the 
‘Trade Licence By-Law, 1926,’ before 
commencing business, and it is hereby 
declared to be necessary to obtain such 
licence and to pay such fee.’
The City Clerk explained that enact­
ment of the new section was necessary 
on account of the provisions^ of an a- 
mendment made to the Municipal Act 
at the last session of the Legislature.
He was, taken seriously! 
ill on Saturday night.
WEEKLY REPORT
New Dog Licensing By-Law
The second Bjr-Law, No. 458, re­
peals No. 161 in its entirety and pro­
vides a new .municipal statute for the 
licensing of dogs.
The reason for introducing a coin 
piete new By-Law, Mr. Dunn ex 
plained, was because of ‘the changes 
brought about by the Sheep Protection 
Act, which contained certain require­
ments not covered by By-Law No. 161. 
For instance, under that By-Law dogs 
under six months of age were not lia 
ble to licence, but the age limit was 
now set by the new Act at four months. 
Provision was also made in the Act 
that a trust fund ,of $1,000 must be est 
abiished in municipalities to meet any 
claims that may be lodged for damage 
done by dogs whose ownership cannot 
be traced, and only when such trust 
fund reaches $1,00{> can- any sums over 
that amount be paid into the general 
revenue of any municipality. Should a 
municipality fail to pass a By-Law in 
consonance with the Act, then the Pro­
vincial Government can collect all dog 
licence fees within such municipality.
Change In Regulation Regarding 
Employment Of Architect
Superintendent Blakcborough stated 
that he had brought forward By-Law 
No. 459, amending Bj’-Law No. 398, be­
ing the “Fire Limits and Building Re­
gulation Bj’-Law,” because it was pro­
posed to print the latter in book form 
and it was desirable that any changes 
be made forthwith. He had found that 
much objection was being taken by 
building contractors and others to Sec- 
, tion 3 _of By-Law No. 398, which re­
quired that a registered architect be 
employed in connection with the erec­
tion of buildings costing over $5,000. 
It was contended by those \yho oppos­
ed this regulation that there was no 
reason for special legislation by the 
City, as a provincial statute provided 
that a registered architect must be em­
ployed for buildings costing over $10,- 
*000. and buildings running between 
$5,000 and $10,000 in cost were neces­
sarily of such a comparatively simple 
nature that there was no need to em­
ploy and architect. He considered it 
would be advisable to adopt the pro­
vincial requirement, hence the word­
ing of the new Section 3, as follows:
“(3) The Inspector shall not grant 
a permit for any building to be erected.
juveniles will be giveti a good view of 
the floats, decorated/cars and bicycles.
After the children have lined the 
street on both sides, and the Orchard 
City Band and the floats, cars and bi­
cycles have .proceeded on to the City 
Park, the Pipers’ Band will take the 
lead and will be followed by the Guides, 
school children and) Scouts in turn.
On reaching the main entrance of the 
Park, opposite Lawrence Avenue, the 
Orchard City Band, followed bj' the 
floats, cars and bicycles, will proceed 
New Regulations Regarding Rebates, by way of the Aquatic Pavilion to the 
Consignments And Fruit And Recreation Ground, which they will 
Veeetahie Price*! enter by the west gate, On the other
® ' hand, the Scouts, Guides and School
till 3 p.m. sports for children will be 
held, and at 8 p.m. a grand vocal and 
instrumental open air concert will be 
given, the programme of which is sub­
joined./
Historical Floats
1. Daulac, 1660.—rOld Scouts Assoc­
iation.
2. Traders' and Voyageurs, Hud­
son’s Bay Company, 1670.—Sons of 
England.
3. Mme. Latouf, Mme. Verchere, 
Mme. Hebart, 1689; Laura Secord.— 
Hospital Ladies Aid.
4. United Empire Loyalists, 1778.— 
I. O. D. E.
5. Alexander Mackenzie at the Pac­
ific Coast, 1793.—^Kelowna Scottish 
Society.
6. Champlain.'—District of Rutland.
7. First School-House at Benvoulin,
1874. —Kelowna Parent-Teacher Assoc­
iation.
8. R.N.W.M. Police and Dog Team,
1875. —District of East Kelowna.
9: Completion of C.P.R., 1885.—Dis­
trict of W.estbank.
10. T he, Great War, 1914-1918.—Can­
adian Legion.
Concert Programme
“Full Fathom Five” ....... .Wood
“Recessional” (KiplingJ....de Koven
Massed Choirs . ‘
Conductor, Mr. Donald Macrae; Ac­
companist, Mrs. A. /.P ritchard  
“Song of Thanksgiving”......Allitsen
Mrs. J. H. Trenwith
“There’s A Land”   ......Allitsen
Mr.. G. S. Mcivenzie
(X H ISSU N ER ’S VACATION DAYS 
REPORTCLEARS COMMENCED
GOVERNMENT LAST WEEK
Mr. Justice Morrison Rejects Allega- Closing Ceremonies On Friday At 
tlons Of Wrongdoing Made By Public School — Presentations
Joihn A . Gauthier | To Retiring Principal
VICTORIA, June 30.—The last sen- Though study at the Public School 
satioiial liquor graft charges hurled in ceased last Thursday, the pupils and 
the Legislature at the Oliver govern- their teachers assembled there oii Fri- 
ment collapsed with the release of Mr. da.v morning for the ,cercnu)nie.s con- 
Jiistice Morrison's final report on the ncctcd with handing out prizes and 
iiuiury held in April into the allega- diplomas, which took place in the audit- 
tions made by John A. Gauthier, for- orium. Practically the whole of the 
nicr ’̂̂ rincouvcr broker. Like the find- teaching staff and all the scholars were
ings in the Carlow and general campaign I present and with Mr,. C. W. Lees, the
Principal, on the platform were Mrs,
1.
2.
3.
4. “Land of Hope arid Glory”....Elgar 
MrSi J. H. Trenwith
6.
7.
Friend o’ Mine”............ ...Sanderson
Mr. E. O. MacGinnis
“Comrades in Arms”.......... ...Adams
“I Love a Lass”........".......... ..Dyson
“Kentucky Babe”............  .Giebel
/Men’s Vocal Club 
Numerous selections by the Or­
chard City Band.
The chief officers of the Celebration 
Committee are: Hon. President, May­
or D. W. Sutherland; President, Aider- 
man D. H. Rattenbury; Hon. Secretary, 
Mr. E. W. Barton; Marshal, Mr. F. M, 
Buckland. .
Judges have been chosen as follovvs: 
Floats, Mr. F. M. Black; Ĉ ars and Bi­
cycles, Mr. A. T. Treadgold; Business 
Premises, Mesdanies C. B. Winter, H. 
F. Rees and N. M. Foulkes.
The piano which will used at the 
afternoon concert has been kindly lent 
by Messrs. Mason & /Risch, Ltd.
Kelowna. B. C;, June 25, 1927.
During the past we^k the In terior I DIAM OND JU BILEE AT  
Committee of Direction has been re-1 FIR ST U N IT E D  CHURCH
ceiving many more requests for licen­
ces for shippers. These licences nowi e - a rtt 
total 106, covering both car-lot and less 1 ^ * * ^ ® * ^ v C o ^ e d e r a t i o n
than car-lot shippers.
The Committee is of opinion that the 
law in this regard is not, as yet, fully
To Be Celebrated
The Diamond Jubilee of Confedera­
tion will be celebrated at First United
BRACKEN WILL 
HAVE CLEAR 
MAJORITY
DODW ELL H O LDS OKANAGAN  
T E N N IS CH AM PIO NSH IP
Finals Delayed By Showery Weather 
And Large Number Of Entries
understood. The simple fact is that, 51?" c j * -ruA f̂ J I  Church on Sunday evening next. Theunder the Produce Marketing Act mi k w
British Columbia, no one may ship tr e e 'J " ’'*̂ ^the occasion, special music will be ren-fruit or vegetables (including tomatoes, ^ f / " ^ ^  
melons and cucumbers) unless he has 
first obtained a licence from the Com­
mittee. If he should, he will become
liable to a penalty _ not exceeding 
$1,000.00, or to imjjrisonment, for a 
term not exceeding one year, or, in the 
case of a corporation, to a fine not ex­
ceeding $10,000. The same penalty ap­
plies for other offences against the Act.
(Continued oo Page 6)
altered or added to or repaired, within 
the city limits, where the cost is Ten 
Thousand Dollars or over, unless the 
plans and specification's submitted to 
him are the work of and sealed by a 
fully qualified and registered architect 
of the Province of British Columbia.” .
of Mr. Donald Macrae, and Rev. A. K. 
McMinn wmII deliver an appropriate 
sermom
At 11 a.m. the Sacrament of the 
Lord’s Supper will be administered and 
arrangements will be made to provide 
accommodation for the entire member­
ship. Friends visiting in the city who 
are members of United Churches else­
where are cordially invited. The hour 
from 11 a.m. to 12 noon will be devoted 
to the communion service, and instead 
of a sermon Mr. McMinn will lead the 
congregation in a brief 4'^votional 
study.
Manitoba Premier Placed In Stronger 
Position Than Before By Results 
Of General Election
BYRD NEAR FIN ISH  OF
SUCCESSFUL FLIGHT
Oiling The Streets
Supt. Blakcborough reported that 
the work of oiling the streets had com­
menced, but he was not satisfied with 
the kind of oil supplied. He had order­
ed oil of the penetration type, but what 
had arrived was considerably heavier 
than the oil of that kind which had 
given satisfaction in former years, and 
1C was dubious as to results. He 
strongly advised installation by the 
City of its own storage tanks for street 
oil, which would permit immediate uii- 
'oading of the oil so as to save de­
murrage, anr’ yet would allow of its ap­
plication to the streets whenever wea­
ther conditions were most suitable. Un­
der present conditions, cars of oil had 
to be unloaded as rapidly as possible 
and the oil puf' on the streets, no mat­
ter what the weather might be, as 
there was no means of storage and de­
murrage made a heavy charge.
The Council adjourned until Monday, 
July llth .
ROOSEVELT FIELD, N.Y., June 
30.-r-The weird record of flying across 
the Atlantic without sighting land or 
sea has been achieved by Commander 
Richard E. Byrd and three gallant com­
panions in the aeroplane “America,” ac­
cording to a statement by Grover 
■Whalen, Vice-President of the Ameri­
ca Trans-Oceanic Co., today. The “A- 
mcrica” was already south of Lands 
End, Cornwall, England, less than a 
few hundred miles from the French 
coast, at noon (Eastern daylight-saving 
time) todaj', according to careful plotr 
ting of experts at the hangar, based 
upon radio despatches received. The 
plane is expected in Paris between 4 
and 5 o’clock (Eastern daylight time).
W INNIPEG, June 30.—Although 
returns from, the rural ridings were 
not complete early this morning, there 
seems to be no doPbt that the govern­
ment of Premier John Bracken will 
have a g ^ d  working majority in the- 
next Legislature. Present indications 
point to a majority of seven over all, 
which will mean a considerable gain in 
strength, as the government majority 
over all other parties when the Legisla­
ture dissolved was only one. The foll- 
owi’"  is the latest summary.
Elected. Leading. Total
Government ......   24 •' 7 31
Conservatives 8 5 13
Liberals .........   5 2 7
Labour .................  2 — 2
Independent .......  2 — 2
With more than half of the polls 
heard from, beer by the glass is fav­
oured by a majority of 8,445, and it 
seems likely that inauguration of li­
censed parlours will be instituted, foll­
owing Tuesday’s referendum. The vote 
early today was:
For beer by the glass .......  49,985
For beer by the bottle .... 41,540
. Showery weather and a large number 
of entries combined to prolong play in 
the Okanagan Valley 'Tennis Tourna­
ment, held' at Vernon last week, and to 
delay the finals by a day or two.
The redoubtable P. G. Dodwell, of 
Summerland, maintained his possession 
of the Men’s Singles by defeating W. 
F. Maxwell, of Vernon, 6-4, 7-5, 0-6, 
7-5. : , . ,
' The final in' the Ladies’ Singles was 
played between Miss Freeman and Mrs. 
Norton, both of Salmon Arm. Losing 
the first set. 4-6, Miss Freeman won 
the second, 7-5, and Mrs. Norton then 
defaulted.
’ In the Junior Singles, Rippin, Sum­
merland, defeated Winter, Kelowna, 
9-7, 6-4.
The Men’s Doubles was awarded to 
Dodwell and Rippin, of Summerland, 
Maxwell and Morrison scratching ow­
ing to Maxwell having to leave.
Mrs. Norton and Miss Freeman won 
the Ladies’ Double?, defeating Mrs.
funds investigations, the report entirely i 
exonerates the administration of the H. W/ Arbuclclc, representing tlie 
accusation that the public business has Parcnt-Tcachcr Association, and Mrs. 
been transacted dishonestly. jJ- H- Trenwith and Mrs. Dayton Wil-
No payments whatever, improperjy liams, representing the Jack McMillan 
or otherwise, haye bcen charged ag- Chapter, I.O.D.E.
ainst the treasury of the Province as o f  Prizes And Diplomas
the result of Gauthier s liquor activi- „ . i* «i
tics, the Commissioner declares. A t-L
torncy General A. M. Manson and ‘‘f  Canada.’ after which
James Patterson, . Purchasing Agent, the diplomas gamed
intervened promptly to prevent certain and rcgul-
! British distillers from carrying out ar- ?J'ty V
rangements made with them by Gau- j 5̂ ® coveted honours going to tlm Plat- 
thier he ooiiits out In anv Mse he to receive his or her reward. This
adds,’ the public purse could have beLi "P
affected only if the Government had
jceii in collusion with Gauthier, which r  ̂ general
1C finds was not a fact. popularity of some of them was very
Of Gauthier atiyl, his -illptred Mrtrain evident. Mr. Lees took advantage of 
whereSr he was t1> buy liquol- for the J
Government, later splitting the com- the diffcrent'.mcrits of
missions with Hon. W. H. Sutherland, the diplomas ^
he report says he is “jf persuasive hnim̂ erl̂ r>nt 
dividual on whose evidence littleahee eniild he nlarerl ” effective spcech, alludcd to tlic prcscncc
The Commissioner’ censures S p e a k - n l u i h ^ e r f o f
to ■b'e'̂ 'ed® aSm rb'v°’l , . f  friiSdshio '1>° f e o n  “fjaclicr  ^ L d a t i in .
ram h W  Wh^tJ Mr these organizations
negotiations With tile Government, Mr.
Justice Morrison declares that he would r^nHivinn
have been better advised had he not
allowed his good nature to be imposed w i
on. The Speaker’s deah’ngs with Gau-
thier and Patterson were inconsistent
P"'’4 ! h e ”f.(5:D S: t d ' * S e “ " ,r '
■ th a t H, ' D. Twigg. Conservative f a X T l' iS f  '
SautWer’ chaYaes°Tef^e°th’‘'“L''* '/''^^^ established-a bursary, which was 
S ' f  aVuld^bl^e biH;ved'’1^ incentive tor further Effort, and he
S , * !  w a. eminllv^ all listening to him must-beclaims, -was equally inexplicable, the them for their kindness and
Commissioner observes, but Twigg at l
convic- ^M?s.^j:' H^Tr^enwfth, Educational 
l| Secretary of the Jack McMillan Chapt-
P°*̂  ̂ cd OH advancing to the platform:that such a course would be unnecessary Entrance Class, for
« scholastic attainments, “ The Oxford
eouf, he cf; matters that p ^h^rles Buckland.
w i  ^  Class for scholastic attaiii-
Book:of Canadianand useless, because it would be futile y  gg» 
to atten^pt to verify statements made 
by a man whose evidence could not be 
believed
AUSTRAUAN^^
BAND MEETS 
EXPECTATIONS
Presentation Of Track Meet Awards
Prior to handing out the medals and 
ribbons won by some of the scholars 
at the last Okanagan 'Valley Schools 
Track Meet, Principal Leies remarked 
that Kelowna had made a good start at 
those athletic contests, having carried 
off the premier honours for three years 
in succession. At the last meet, how­
ever, the local schools had not taken a 
high place in the list of prize winners, 
and he hoped that an effort would be 
made to win back some of the lost laur-
Buf Attendance Is Disappointing And cheers.) H e wjsh-
. rT re T cd to draw the attention of all to the
Aquatic Association Suffers Loss girls who would come to the platform
On Engagement , | to receive their medals for winning the
Public School. Girls’ Relay Race. 'They
A delightful event of much musical smaller than those whom
thcy had competed against, and had up- 
importance was the visit to Kelowna L the reputation of the school in a 
of the Australian National Band, which U^table way. Their names were T. 
took place on Friday last. Arriving ^y Ann Wilson, A. Phipps, E. Emslie and 
a special C.P.R. tram during the after-Lb . Carruthers, and he asked that they 
noon, the Band was greeted at the C. be given three hearty cheers. The 
N.R. station by a fairly large crowd, cheering’was given with great vim, and 
Clad in unique uniforms consisting of after the winners of the Relay Race had 
double-breasted tunics of a dark grey their award, the other medals
material adorned with brass buttons, I
with riding breeches to match and tan greeting the presentation of a
, 1 • . u-., • J special prize to T, Ann Wilson for herleather leggings. White waist belts, and r, athletic abilitv
white cuffs, shoulder-straps and_aiguil- principal Lees spoke’ appreciatively 
lettes, topped by a felt hat with the the work done on behalf of the 
brim turned up dashingly at one side School by the Parent-Teacher Associa- 
and fastened with a cockade of feath- hion. Its members had, he thought, 
ers. the men looked very picturesque as done wonders during the five years cf 
they marched down Ellis Street and jts existence. From humble beginnings, 
swung into Bernard Avenue, which was the organization Had made continual 
decorated with flags for the occasion, j advances and had been of great assist- 
with military precision of pace and I ance to the teaching staff and scholars, 
dressing to the strains of a lively quick besides helping to create a bond of 
step. After a short rest at the Lakeview j sympathy and understanding between 
Hotel, where they were quartered, the parents and teachers, 
bandsmen proceeded to the Scout Hall
for the afternoon concert. Parent-Teacher Association. Prizes
The Hall was appropriately decora- Mrs. H. W. Arbucklc then handed 
ted for the occasion with flags and bun- out the following awards on behalf of 
ting, the Australian ensign, bearing the the Parent-Teachec^^AssOciation, after 
starry Southern Cross, being given a giving an address to the scholars in
special position of honour. Preparations
Proctor and Miss Keith, of Enderby, I been^made by the di^ctors of the
CLEMENCY FOR PRISONERS  
ON JU BILEE ANNIVERSARY
(Received at 3.15 p.m.)
PARIS, June 30.—After bucking a 
severe storm most of the way across 
the Atlantic, Byrd is now over France 
and is expected to land at Paris any 
minute.
OTTAWA, June 30.—In commem­
oration of the anniversary of Confed­
eration, a measure of clemency has 
been extended to prisoners serving 
terms of over' six months in Canadian 
prisons. One month has been taken 
off the term of every prisoner. serving 
a definite term of not less than six 
nv.onths. An additional month has been 
removed from the sentence for each ad­
ditional year of prisoners’ terms.
6-3. 6-3,
In the Mixed Dotibles, Dodwell and 
Mrs. Gardner, Kelowna, last'year’s title 
holders, won from Kennedy and Miss 
Freeman, 6-3, 6-1.
Nesbitt and Mrs. Grant, Vernon, 
captured the Mixed Doubles Handicap, 
defeating Brayshaw and) Mrs. Watson.
Morrison, Vernon, and Fortune, Sal­
mon Arm, won the Veterans’ Doubles 
from Grieve and Nesbitt, Vernon, 7-5, 
6-4.
SOUTH AFRICAN SENATE
REJECTS FLAG BILL
CAPE TOW N, June 30—The Sen­
ate of the Union of South .Africa yester­
day finally rejected the Government’s 
bill providing a new flag for the Union. 
This action followed rejection by the 
Assembly of amendments which had 
been inserted by the Senate.
Aquatic Association, which handled the 
engagement of the Band, to provide 
ample seating, accommodation being 
available for about fifteen hundred peo-
(Continued on Page 7)
BISHOP OF K O OTENAY
ADDRESSES H EA LTH  GUILD
The Rt. Rev. the Bishop of Kooten­
ay addressed the members of St. Mich­
ael and All Angels Guild of Health 
yesterday at the Rectory, Cadder Av­
enue, when there was a good attend­
ance.
His Lordship dwelt on the necessity 
of realizing the Real Presence of 
Christ with His Church today in the 
sacraments. “His touch hath still its 
ancient powerj” he declared, “but wc 
lack the repentance and faith which arc 
necessary if wc arc to receive the ben­
efits.”
which she alludcd to the retirement o f  
Prinripal Lees, and expressed the hope 
that his successor would be equally 
fond of young people; Madge Fraser, 
for general all round proficiency both at 
school and in community life, “Shagga- 
nappe” (Pauline Johnson) and "Lorna 
Doone” (Blackmorc); Jack Treadgold, 
for general proficiency both at school 
and in community life, “Last of the 
Mohicans” (Fenimorc Cooper) and 
"Drama of the Wikis” (Hcming). As 
ttnrHattcr was not present, his little 
brother Bill marched bravely up to the 
platform and received the coveted a- 
ward, his grave demeanour c.iusing 
much merriment.
Parting Gift To Retiring Principal
After Mr. Lees had spoken on the 
importance of the reputation of the 
school Tor good discipline being fully 
maintained at the Confederation Jubilee 
celebration, pointing out that, as manv 
'teachers might be absent from the city.
(ContinueI on page 2)
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During Diamond Jubilee Week, from the fourth to the 
ninth July, we arc having a
Special Diamond Week.
A SPECIAL DISCOUNT
will be given on any diamond aalc. A Discount will be 
given on all new ring mounts sold and all diamond resetting.
We examine all rings free of clungc. If your diamond has not been 
examined recently let us tell you in what condition the claws arc. 
Many diamonds are lost each year. Do not take a chance on yours.
P E T T I G R E W
j e w e l l e r  a n d  d i a m o n d  m e r c h a n t
BUY AT HOME FOR CASH
AND
SA V E  M ONEY !
OUR PRICES-
PRINTED LINOLEUM  
Per yard
INLAID LINOLEUM  
Per yard ............................
This price includes laying. Good linoleum is spoilt by poor
laying.
$10.00 will buy a 9 ft. X 9 ft. Linoleum Rug.
Get our [irices oh all sizes of Linoleum and Congoleum Rugs
9 0  c  
$ 1 .3 5
KELOWNA FURNITURE COMPANY
PBNDOZI STREET Phone 33
Coal! Coal! Coal!
GALT LUMP AND STOVE 
.IMPERIAL LUMP AND STOVE  
MIDLAND LUMP—Double Screened 
SAUNDERS’ RIDGE LUMP AND STOVE  
CANMORE BRIQUETTES
W E M AKE PROM PT DELIV ERY
W m. HAUG ® . SON
PH O N E 66 Established 1892 P.O. BO X 166
Kill Insect^sts/
K i l l s  F l i e S ' M o s q u i t t a e s  
Roaches-BedBugs 'Fleas
tiiiM ' 1=' M
"GORILLA MAN" CAPTURED
harlo Nelson, alia.'̂  Virgil VVil.son, alleged strangler, who was arrested 
near Killarney, ^fanitoba. after the most tliorough search ever made in Western 
Canada for a fugitive. He is charged with the murder of a fourteen-year-old 
school-girl and a young married woman in Winnipeg, and the United'States' 
authorities believe him to be the m:'m wanted for about twenty murders in var­
ious parts of that countrj-.
VACATION DAYS
COMMENCED LAST W EEK
(Continued from page 1.)
it would be neee.s?ary for scholars to 
cheerfully obey the instructions of tho.se 
who would substitute for them, Mis.s 
Florence McCarthy, on behalf of the 
pupils in Divisions I and II. made a pre­
sentation to him of a very uaiu'some 
I’arkcr desk set. amid great applau.se 
•and cheering. The retiring Principal, 
who was evidently much touched by 
this expression of good will, made a 
ver - effective speech, stating that he 
would like all listening to him to rcr 
inemhcr certain stories he had told 
them which should be useful to them in 
after life if the morals they contained 
were given practical application. He 
asked the younger iieople particularly
to remember that teachers by no means 
entered their profession for the sole 
purpose of gaining a livelihood. Al­
most all were imbued with higher ideals 
and loved the boj\s and girls whom 
they taught. He asked all his former 
scholars to retain high ideals. By dbing 
tins and by making tlioinselvcs of ser­
vice to others they could best repay any 
< :torts_ be had made on their behalf. 
He wished all every tiossiblc success 
both in their studies and in the affairs 
of life. If any ever came to Ottawa, 
tlicy would find the latch .string on hi.s 
door .and he would welcome them one 
and all. (Great cheering.)
Presentation By Teaching Staff 
This ended the ceremonies connected 
with the prize distribution, the gather­
ing singing the National Anthem and 
then dispersing, but most of t!ic teach­
ing staff remained behind for .another
BOYSCOUT 
COLUMN
» 1st Kelowjna Troop 
Troop First I Self Last I
Edited by "Pioneer.”
—r June 27th, 1927.
Orders for week ending 7th July, 
1927: .
Duties; As posted m Camp.
Rallies: Troop will rally at the
Public School on. Friday, the 1st of 
July, at 10.30 a.m.i and Patrol Leaders 
remaining in toWn arc askcdi to insure 
a full turn-out of those mcnibcrs of 
their Patrols who also arc not in Cainp.
We were privileged to attend Divine 
tin ■ " ■Service at he United Church on Sun 
day last and appreciated very mticli the 
service and inspiring address of_thc 
Rev. Mr. McMinn as well as his knu 
words of welcome to us.
If any parents or friends arc plan 
niug to take a trip down to Camp u 
the evenings or afternoon.s, we shouu 
esteem it a great favour if they woulc 
phone the offices of Burnc & Wcddcl 
and could take the niail and parcels 
with them, , .
The Dominion, Troop registration 
curds were distributed after the parade 
on Sunday last, and it also dcvclopcc 
then that the proposed Camp attend- 
once had' increased to thjrty-two, which 
will make a bit larger Camp than last
VH i
> >
MISS MARGARET M UIRHEAD  
of Vancouver, winner of the Imperial
Order, Daughters of the Empire, essay 
contest on "Confederation,” which car­
ried with it a prize of $100, and was 
opHi to all pupils ill Canada. Miss 
Muirhead is sixteen years of age and 
was horn in Edinburgh, Scotland. Her 
.mother, Mrs. J, Muirhead, B.A., is past 
president of the Parent-Teachers’ Fed 
cratiou of British Columbia.
1ST RUTLAND 
TROOP
"Do A Good Turn Dally”
Orders for the week ending July 
9th:
'I'liosc members of the Troop who are 
going to, camp will p.iradc on the 
School field on .Monday, July 4th, at 
8.30 a.m. with equipment and supplies 
and wearing full tmiform. Lists of the
necessary cquipniciit may be obtained 
'VL.’s.from P.
Duty Patrol for Monday: Seals.
A. W. GRAY, ,
Scoutmaster.
year.
We wish to thank Mr, Ball very 
much, indeed for his most acceptable 
donation of a freezer of ice-cream to 
the Camp.
The Column this week is necessarily 
short on account of the many prepar­
ations we have to make for Camp, so to 
our readers we say "Instead of writing 
you this week, we shall be glad if you 
will come down and see us at Camp.”
prescnralion ceremony which was hek. 
in otie ol the class rooms. On this oc­
casion, Miss K. Fullertoii, on behalf of 
the teaching staff, handed Mr. Lees a 
silver cigarette case, appropriately en­
graved, as a token of good will on the 
part of those who had worked under 
him. In making the presentation, Miss 
Fullerton, as the member of the staf: 
who had known the retiring Principa 
the longest, referred to her first ac­
quaintanceship with Mr. Lees eight 
years previous and to the pleasant re­
lationship which had always existed be 
tween him and the other teachers,
Mr, Lees made a very appropriate re­
ply, in which he stated that most of the 
credit given him was to a very large 
measure due to the members of the 
teaching staff, they having • supportef 
him loyally and having made’ successes 
possible.
ROLLS OF H O NO UR
Dor-
Div. I.—Principal C. W . Lees
Proficiency: Madge‘Frazer.
Deportment: Leora Rouse. 
Reigularity and Puhctuallity: Harry
Andison.
DiV. II.—Miss F. L. Whitworth
Proficiency. Tom Pearson, 
Deportment: Edith Sloan. 
Regularity and Punctuality: Joyce
Chapman.
Div. III .~ M iss  M. G. TopUss
Proficiency: Marjory Pearcey.
Deportment: Alan Black.
Regularity and Punctuality; Harry 
Holes.
Div. IV.—Mr. F. T. Marriage
Proficiency: Neil Barford.
Deportment: Reggie Sanders.
Regularity and Punctuality: No a-
ward. -
Div. V.—Miss B. T. Ball 
Proficiency; Hilda Lucas. 
Deportment: Patsy Hamilton. 
Regularity and Punctuality: Alice
Gahan and Harry Chaplin.
Div.VF.—Miss M. Williams 
Proficiency; John Claridge. 
Deportment: Peggy Russell.
Regularity and Punctuality: 
othy Perkins and Billy Shugg.
Div. VII.—-Miss P. Teague 
Proficiency: Edna Parker.
Deportment: Anna Weatherill.
Regularity and Punctuality: Violet
Thomas and Jennie ,AndiSon.
Div. V III.—Miss K. F. Corry 
Proficiency: Helen Bryce. 
Deportment: Cecil Moore,
Regularity and Punctuality: Alma
Wilson and Thelma Wilson.
Div. IX .—Miss G. L, D avis. 
Proficiency: Craig Frazer. 
Deportment: Mitsu Yoshimura. 
Regularity and Punctuality: Joan
McColl and Charlie Dunn.
Div. X.—Miss K. T. Fullerton 
Proficiency: Nellie Romak. 
Deportment: Kayo Kawahara.
Regularity and Punctuality: Bernard 
Lane.
Div. XL—Miss M. I.. Renwick
Proficiency: Edna Meinroy.
Deportment: Billie Treadgold. 
Regularity and Punctuality; Norah 
Woods.
Div. X II.—Miss F. Treadgold
Proficiency: Nellie Ashworth.
Deportment: Mildred Hume and
Eileen Hughes-Games.
Regularity and Punctuality: Dong­
as Black.
Div. X III.—Miss L. Lloyd-Jones
Proficiency; Maxine Lees. 
Deportment: Douglas Hubbard.
Regularity and Punctuality: Vera
Cawthorne.
Div. XIV.—Miss M. Harvey
Proficiency; Mildred Bcese. 
Deportment: F'rancis Heinzman. 
Regularity and Punctiinlity: Louis
Nccdli.im.
Div. XV.—Mrs. R. H. Lawson
Proficiency; Jack Hammond; 
l^cportmcnt: Joa'Cjc Harvey. 
Regularity and Punctuality: Her­
bert Stevens.
Div. XVI.—Miss M. V. Wood
Proficiency: Douglas Alexander.
Deportment: Kenneth Hall.
Regularity and Punctuality:
).ara Tntt and Gordon Slnq ,.
Bar-
PROM OTION LISTS
( Names in order of merit) 
Divisions I and II to High School 
Madge I'razcr, Tsugi Yoshimura, 
Charles Bnckland, George Reed, Jack 
"^rcadgold, Eileen Mahoney, .\iulrcy 
Inghes, Eva Jenkins, Maureen H.amil- 
ton. Harry Andison, Tom Pearson, 
Jean Alarsliall, Dick Matthews, IJric
Lysons, Bill Cross, Don Lucas, Dpris 
Leathley, Evelyn McDonald, Ormime 
Perkins Verna Bailey, Leora Rouse 
Florence McCarthy, George Dunn 
Elarold Pettmaii, Arthur Thomas, Edna 
Dunn, Wilbert Burnham,. Maurice 
Mciklo, Harold Murray, Ruth John 
son, Philip Chaplin, Brenda. Carruth 
ers, Marion Williams, Recna Ryan 
Laura Little, Isabel Weedon, Douglas 
Wilmot, Howard Williams, Thelma 
Reid, Edith Sloan, David Garbutt. Dav 
id Campbell, Archie Hardy, Jim Stuart 
Roy Longley. '
Div. II.—From Grade 7 to Grade 8
Margaret Aitken, Joyce Chapman 
Eileen Conway, Margaret Geen, Ronak 
Webster, Jim Treadgold, Dyrke Reed 
Dorothy Dawson, Elizabeth Hartwick 
Doris Parker, Alice AshlCy, Margaret 
Patterson, Cyril Stone, Jean Gordon 
Gertrude. McDonald, Norah Benson. 
Div. III.—From Grade 7 to Grade 8
Marjory Pearcey, Russell Sloan 
Michael Tombs, Mabel Jenkins) Kath­
leen Hughes, Eileen McDonald, Billie 
Abbot, Leo Maranda, Kayo Yoshimura 
Bella Craig, Evelyn Ward, Mary 
Thompson, Lena Pioli, Dorothy Ham­
mond, Gertrude Watson, Stanley Reid, 
Barbara Fry, Rex Lupton, Eunice Hay- 
man, Raymond Roth, Harry Holes, 
Paul Gore, Barbara Emslie, Ruddy 
Brunette, Henry Ashley, Barbara 
Adams, Arthur Reid, Ralph Buckley, 
Doris Ablett, Leonard Hill, Bob Knox, 
Claude McCilure, Rolf Mathie, Enit 
Martin, Howard Ryan, Gordon Ekins 
John Casorso, Alan Black, Doris Day, 
Div. IV.—From Girade 7b to Grade 7
Allan Poole, Dorothy Taggart, Nei; 
Barford, Ralph Fosbery, Pat Crichton,, 
Paul Rule, D ick , Gale  ̂ Stuart Robin­
son, Harry Lawson, Eddie Paugh, Reg 
gie Saunders, George Mackay, Melville 
Marshal!. Billy Watt, Harold Pqtti 
grew, Winnie Witt, Valentine Leier, 
Harry Gahan, Laurie Scott, Alice Grav 
es, Fred Smith, Harry Roberts, Les 
lie Young', Fred Pharey, Dorothy Dil­
lon, Alfred Ennis, George McKenzie, 
Darner Verity, May Boake, Yvonne 
Gagnon.
Div. V.—From Grade 6 to Grade 7
Hilda Lucas, Pat Willis; Alice Gah­
an, Lena Romak, Reba Hicks, Winnie 
Davis, Eileen Cross, Charles Dore, 
Jack Butt, T. Ann Wilson, Patsy Ham 
ilton, Walter Watson, Ben Weda, W il 
lie Sands, Doreen Byers, Gwen Ernslie, 
Dorothy Milne, Martin Leier. Winnie 
Lee, Donald Martin, Stephen Mepham, 
Jean Harvey,' Clifford Clement, Win 
nie Cather, Harry Chaplin, Esao Koy- 
anagi, Gwen Patterson, Azilva Mar­
anda. Albert Watson, Fred Day, Myrtle 
Hardy. William Stewart, Harry Brown, 
Jim Moe, Kenneth Berryman, Ernest 
Gibson.
Div, VI.—From Grade 6b to Grade 7
Dorothy Perkins, John Claridge, Mich­
ael Stirling, Becky Gore, Ellen Black, 
Bob Weatherill, Malcolm Chapin, Gar­
net Woddford, Joan Adams.
From Grade 6b to Grade 6 
Peggy Russell, Rose Gaspardoiic, 
Francis Ennis, Suey Hoy, Tom Davis, 
Arthur Lloyd-Jones, Billy Shugg, 
Francis Kapusta, Helen Geen, Mary 
Campbell. John Needham, Mary Poole, 
Susan Schmidt, Barbara Craig, Janies 
Hughes, John Bqnnett, Kathleen Vow- 
es. Diana DeHart, Charles Dal Col, 
Dorothy Fosbery, Mary Murray. Kath- 
L’liii Lehr, See Gee, Maude Duchesney.’ 
On trial: Gerald Thomas, Alice Bou­
chard, Mary Bijddcn, Carrie Jarvis.
Div. VII.—From Grade 5 to Grade 6 
Edna Parker, Chrissic Burt, Wilma 
-fill, Wesley Smith, Mary Jansen, Sam 
Pearson, Douglas Honor, Evelyn Mur­
ray, Daphne Russell, Gertrude Ratten- 
bury, Wilfred Lowery, Maxwell Mc- 
Gibbon, Philip Patterson, Ada Phipps, 
Beatrice Snowscll, Violet Lewis, Violet 
Thomas, Nona Hubbard. Joyce Jen- 
iiens. Sam Pharey, George Renals, Dor­
een Woods, Denis Buckley, Agnes 
Monor, Mar}' Watt, Jack Thomson.
cnnic Andison, Elmer Downey, Car­
man Brandncr,. Kathleen Hill. Anna 
Weatherill, Ian Galbraith, Kathleen 
Mepham, Morva Longfellow, Tlnirba 
Cushing. Frank Aloe, Alargarct Lock, 
Lillian Robinson, Dennis Scott. On 
trial: Alfred Barton, Charles Bradley, 
Lorence Boklagc.
Div. VIII.—From Grade 5b to Grade 5
Joe Romak, Connie Milne, Sheila 
Wilson. Leona Davis. .-Mian .McKenzie, 
.Allan Martin, Gordon Munroc. Kim  
\Ving, Norman Ekins. Jack Gordon, 
I'laymond Barber, Jean lAiislcy, Thel­
ma Wilson, i.eslie Rcynals. On trial: 
Leslie Handlcn. T''rcd Bianco. Alma 
W ilson. Archie Campbell.
From Grade 4 to Grade 5b
Vera Cushing, Bobby Hayman. Cle­
ment Gordon. Erica Willis, Mabel 
Swainson, Barbara Mciklc, Elisc Ward, 
Joan Tilley, .Allan Stuart. Iris Patter­
son. Warren Kirk, Russell Scrim, Eu­
gene .Ashley, Horace Simpson. Gert­
rude Jansen, Arthur Day. On trial: 
Stuart Elmore, Nick Heinzman. Mur­
ray Barber.
Froiin Grade 5 to Grade 6b
Helen Bryce and Cecil Moore.
Div. IX.—^From Grade 4 to Gradfc 5b 
Craig Frazer, Lloyd McClure, Joan 
McColl, Myrtle Roth, Clara Habdlcn, 
Clarice Spall, .Sarah, White, Otialda 
Ciaccia;  ̂Norah Meugens, Hilda Hook- 
ham, Evelyn Sanger, Colin Carruth- 
ers, Laura Saunders, Barbara Hall; 
Clarence Hall, Ruth Lystcr, Ralph 
Sanger, Katherine ‘Hcinzm;an, Lionel 
Baldocic, Edna Blackwood, Charles 
Dunn, Herbert Cawthorne, Kathleen 
Hill, Phyllis Motley, Katie Avender, 
Jim Browne, Mitsu Yoshimura, Edwin 
Dunlop, Zclipa Bianco, Phyllis Cather, 
Margaret Hartwick, Stanley Davis, 
Hoakan Olson, Mildred Wills, Jô hn 
Avender, George Weda. On trial: Ethel 
Davis, Emile Bouchard and Raymond 
Wilis.
Div. X.—From Grade 4b to Grade 4
Nellie Romak,' Vivian Scott, Olinto 
Turri, Mary Hughes, Leo Morrow 
Ruby Cundy, Margaret Smith, Stanley 
Moe, Ernest Hughes-Games, K ^ o  
Kawahara, (Ruth, Murray, Alice M cln- 
roy, Eileen CoOk, Christina Campbcl 
Earl Ward, Thelma Lee, Philip Mou 
bray, Bert Longley, Frank Barton 
Walter Black, Fraser Smith, Malcolm 
Brunette, Jean Uyeda, Madeline Perk 
ins, John Harden, Elizabeth Eadic. 
From Grade 3 to Grade 4b 
Philip Chapman, Nick Avender, Lucy 
Guidi, Jessie Kirk, Orville Watson 
Leno Pioli, Lilias Keevil, Edith Lock, 
Dorothy Jenkins, Grace Hardy, Arthur 
Burtch, Gwen Butt, Beatrice Jennens 
William Woodford, Eric Chapman 
Bernard Lane. On triaR Emile Bok 
lage.
Div. XI.—From Grade 3 to Grade 4b
E'd'na MeInroy, Marjorie Laws, Ron 
aid White, Norah Woods, Ida MeIn 
Toy, Ernest Alexander, John Bauer, 
Jack Armstrong, Jessie Vint, Donalt 
Hubbard, David Rattenbury, Douglas 
Wilson, Roy Morrow, Billy Knox, Gor 
don Ablett, Billie Treadgold, Bert Dun 
lop, Carl Meinroy, Joyce Thomas, Ver 
non Webster, Marion Taylor, Melvin 
Woodford, Kathleen Dunn, Delphine 
Chartrand, Roy Berrvman, Harry 
Blakeborough, Archie Smith, Kathleen 
Gahan, John Buckley, Orval Brandner, 
Helen Ennis,- Noreeji Lewers, Clifforc 
Davis, Aerial Elmore, John Bradley, 
Emile Johnson, Harold Gale. On trial 
Kenneth Dungate and George White 
Div. X II.—From Grade 3b to Grade 3 
Kenneth Grâ ves, Eileen Hughes 
Games, Maurice‘Black, Norman Skaley 
Raymond Redstone, Bobbie Weatherly, 
Jinnie Murdoch, August Boklage, Pau 
Ciaccia, Francis Ellerbeck,, Joan Jen 
nens, Norman Smith, Alma Spall 
Frank Lloyd, Daisy Jansen, Leonart 
Clarke, Lionel Curts,-Lloyd' Taggart 
Vivian McColl, Charlie Swanson.
From Grade 2 to Grade 3b 
Nellie Ashworth, Mildred Hume, 
Evelyn Ashley, Marvin Hallam, Orma 
Mabee, Daniel Kirk, Kathleen Reed)) 
Violet Woods, Hilda Hinde, Harolc 
Thompson, Walter Vowles, Marie Han­
na, Jack Jennens, Peggy Pharey, Char­
lotte Honor, Joyce Carruthers, Archie 
Loudoun, Douglas Black. On trial 
Edward Lipinski and Alex Stewart. 
Div. X III.—From Grade 2 to Grade 3b 
Irene Jennens, Maxine Lees, Georgie 
Harvey, Leslie Johnstone, Willie Ire­
land, Vera du Chatelet, Irene Smith, 
Vera Cawthorne, Janet Hoy,- Helen. 
Parker, John Crysler, Douglas Hub 
bard, John Newton, Billie Bryce, Vin 
cent Griffin, Patsy Paisley, Evelyn 
Swanson, Esther Klatt, Eric, Waldron 
Charles Jackson, Tomiye Tomatsu, 
Louise Bouchard. Merril Hughes, Mar­
garet Bennett, Helen Bedford,‘Mary- 
belle Ryan, Hugh ..Balfour,  ̂ Lindsay 
Cross, Guy Fisher, Billy Gordbn, Eddie 
Hartwicl^ Harugi Hayashi.
From Grade 2b to Grade 2 
Betty Patterson, Ronald Dungate, 
Harold Handlen, Victor Jarvis, Arthur 
Klatt, Albert Wittich, Dorothy Patter­
son, Arthur Lehman, Olive Charman, 
Joe Cundy, Clarence Hume.
Div. XIV.—From Grade 1 to Grade 2 
Frances Heinzman, Mildred Beese, 
Peggy Blakeborough, Leonard Camp 
jell, Hilda Boklage, Eva McCormick, 
Carl Tostenson, Lennie Roth, Madeline 
Gagnon, Lydia Bradley. On trial: E l­
ton Cook. ,
From Grade 1 to Grade 2b 
Heda Hawahara, Ernest Hartwick, 
Lena Mcrkc, Masagi Hayashi, Clara 
Smith, Hdrokl Dillon, Donald Camp- 
>cll, Jeanette Bouchard, Cyril Mou- 
)ray, Clara Lock, Amelia Clark, Verna 
-ock, Josie Jones, Palmo Bianco, Al- 
)crt Mitchell, Helen Hughes-GameS, 
'rancis Spencer.
From Grade lb to Grade 1 
Lizzie Mcrkc and James Wardlaw. 
Div. XV.—From Grade 1 to Grade 2 
Jack Hammond, Jack Longley, Mcl- 
)a Bedford, Helen Watson, Joyce Flar- 
ycy, Denis Barford, Herbert Stevens, 
Ronald Riley, Louis Eadic. Chrissic 
Smitli, Mildred Blackwood, Joan Kee­
vil. Joan Blakeborough, Earl Smith, 
Charles Blackwood, Hazel Jennens. 
Hazel Alexander, Ruby Meinroy, Ern­
est Snowscll, Herbert Wittich, Gordon 
Allen, Roslyn McColl, Hazel Turri, 
Billy Millar.
From Grade lb to Grade 1
Joan Cushing, Vergil Brandncr, I-ion- 
cl Kirkham, Billcy Ilindc, Norma Alex­
ander, Marguerite Duchesney, Veva 
Hinde, James Tostenson, I'ranccs 
Hume, Molly Hornby, David Roberts. 
On trial: William Boklage.
Div. VI.—From Grade 1 to Grade 2 
Douglas Alexander, Betty Poole, 
Gwendoline Holes, Kenneth Hall, Jack 
Ritch, Melba Kennedy, Marcia Aitkens,
OUR LAYING MASH
AND DEVELOPER is registered under the Feed­
ing Stuffs 'Act, thereby complying with the law and 
ensuring hur customers the same high standard 
quality at all times.
TRY OUR CLENSEL 
for spraying roses, flowers and vegetables.
ROBIN H O O D and PU R ITY  FLOUR and CEREALS.
Feed and Poultry SuppUeo. Sprott'o Dog and Puppy Biscuits.
LOCAL M ADE PICKING LADDERS
Hay Straw Gasoline and Oils
KELOWNA GROWERS' EXCHANGE
Phono 29 FREE CITY DELIVERY
Store will remain open Saturday Nights.
KINS
Dips the Gords of 
the Carcass in a  
Rubber Solution 1
9 ^
. Here ycni see one of tiie 
cords, highly magnified, 
from a Firestone Gum-
pmped Balloon Tire carcass* 
The en<d is miravelled into 
15 smaller cord^ composed 
of millions of cotton fibers;. 
Firestone d^s all the corda 
in a rubber solution. Every 
fiber is saturated and insu­
lated with rubber, adding 
great strength and enabling 
the cords to flex with mini­
mum brictilm.
to your nearest Fure-"̂  
stone Deal^ to-day. ’He will 
provide toese **Better Tires*' 
along with helpful service, 
which means extra mileage, 
safety and comfenrt.
a n o t h e r  b a b y / ^
^ H E  joy of a new baby 
brings with it sober 
Responsibilities, not the 
least of which will be for 
its maintenance and edu­
cation.
A wonderfully convenient 
method of providing for 
the child’s future is ' by 
means of a Confederation 
Life policy designed for 
the purpose. Then, if any­
thing happens to you, the 
little one \dll not want, and 
its education will be pro­
vided for whether you live 
or die.
You will be interested in 
hearing about the Con­
federation Life plan for 
making provision for your 
children.
An intereating pam phlet, "No  
M atter W ha t . Happens/* w ill 
be sen t upon request.
FIKBSTONB TIRB & R ^ B B R  CO.j ir a oOP CANADA LIMI 
Hamilton, Ontario
MOST MILES PER DOLLAR
Confederation
Life
Firestone Builds the OnlyOum-Dipped Tires
The copper capacity of the Trail 
smelter is now seventy tons per day.
ASSOCIATION
Howard Farrant, District Manager. 
Rogers Building, Vancouver, B. C. 
Norman E. Day, General Agent, Kel­
owna, B. C,; H, S. Atkinson, Local 
Agent, Kelowna, B. C,; F. L. Fitz^ 
Patrick, Local Agent, Rutland, B. C#
INSIST ON
P R O D U C TS
THEY LEAD IN QUALITY
Jlaclys Swainson, Dexter Pettigrew, 
Gordon Shugg, Dorothy Britton, Dong­
as Elmore, Noel Deans, Maxine Ma- 
)oc, Audrey MacGinnis, Eurcnc Ryan, 
’arbara Tiitt. Dorothy Jackson, Law­
rence Ashley, Ian Schiedel, Jack Apple- 
ton, Harold Sanger, Jean Burt, Law­
rence Hogg, Dorotliy Andison, Norman 
reland, Rii.sscll Downey, William Bud- 
cn. Bryce Farrow, PAelyii Hill, Hol- 
and Burnc.
From Grade lb to Grade 1
Lawrence Moorat, Georgia Jennens, 
Gordon Casorso, Mabel Clarke, Harry 
Mshcr, Dorothy Dunn, Harry Lock and 
Harry Klatt.
GIRL GUIDE NOTES
Additional tests for Second Class 
Badges have been passed by the follow­
ing Guides: nature study, P. Willis and 
D. Leathley; tracking, E, Hayman, B, 
Adams, M. Aitkens; knots, G. Watt, 
G. Patterson, M, Flinders; Fir.st Aid, 
D. Leathley; Guide legends, M. Ait­
kens; Guide L.'iws, M. Hardy; bed ma­
king, B. Adams, M. Aitkens, M, Flin- 
dcr.s, P. Motley, G, Patterson; health 
rules, M. Aitkens, P. Willis; fire light­
ing, M. Hardy, M. Flinders.
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S8SS,
Very Htcrajly arc the 
Provinces of Canada bound 
fofrctlier by bands of steel. 
Afl a niattcr of fact, British 
Columbia became a Prov­
ince of the Domlnidn in 
1871 tiiukr promiac of rail­
way connection, thoutth the 
actual linkinft -̂up di(l not 
become a reality till 1885, 
The chorinohs dcvclopnient 
of railrbading' has been one 
of the outstandinf? features 
of the sixty years that have 
elapsed since Ontario, Que­
bec,, New' Brunswick and 
Nova Scotia united under "' 
one central government in
CANADA'S THREE SCORE YEARS OF NATIONHOOD
I
as
<i F R O n  .SEA U N T O  5 CA
1867. At that time the uc 
"born Dominion boastccl 2,~
lOVV-
278 miles of track; it has 
over 42,500 miles today. 
In equipment, too, the evol­
ution has been great. The 
, old wood-burner of 1807, 
though capable of very 
creditable iipced, was a pig- , 
my in size, weight and 
strength compared with the 
huge locomotives of today. 
Mr. C. W. Jefferys, Can- 
ad.i's foremost historical 
artist, here <graphically de­
picts the change.^ that have 
taken place.
of tbe (Eohfcberatioh of Canaba
GENESIS OF CONFEDERATION;
In 1 4̂1 English-Speaking Upper Can- 
' ada and French-speaking Lower Cana­
da were united into one province^ which 
began a career that lasted until 1867. 
Dcspite.som c vicissithdes, this was a 
period of economic growth, bht p61iti- 
cally it was trying; The French Cana-i- 
dians Were opposed to the junioh, pub­
lic opinion in "Canada West” (as the 
province now called Ontario was styl­
ed) w is  greatly divided, and, yyrhile res­
ponsible go.ycrnmeht was achieved and 
much useful legislation was ' enacted, 
the united Parliament was difficult to 
manage, all sorts of curious' political 
combinations had to be effected,' ad- 
rninistration folldwed administration in 
melancholy procession, and public life,' 
although it attracted men of high abilL 
ties and good principles; . was disfigur­
ed by acrimony. .
SucJi was the scene when Confedera­
tion became a question of practical poH- 
■tics.''' •'
The idea of uniting the British North 
American Colonies under orte- govern­
ment has had m^ny. prpgcnitprs, the 
line extending back to the time of 
iam Smith, a fdrrfier Chief Justice of 
Canada, who in 1789 propounded to 
Lord Dorchester a., project for 'the es­
tablishment of a central legislative body, 
consisting of a npniinated council and 
o f an assembly, the menjbers/ O'f ,which
were to be chosen by the popular bran­
ches of the provincial legislatures. The 
time, how'ever, was not ripe fbr suph 
a  system of government, and nothing 
came of Smith’s , plan. Twenty-fiye 
years later, another Chief Justice (Sew­
ell) propbsed a somewhat' similar 
schenie, with like result. He w ^  foll­
owed by others; but the difficulty of 
communication between the various co­
lonies, apart from other considerations, 
was felt to be an insuperable bar to 
any union other than that involved in 
their common allegiance to the British 
Crown, ■ : ,■ •' ' ' ■
With the introduction of railways, 
the idea appeared more feasible. In 
1856, the British America League, 
formed to counteract the annexation 
movement of 1849, stated in its pros­
pectus that the true solution of the dif­
ficulties of the time lay in the confed­
eration of all the provinces. In the foll­
owing year Henry Sherwood, who had 
filled the offices of Attorney General 
for Upper Canada and Prime Minis­
ter, published a scheme for the “Fed-
brief period John Sandfield Macdonald 
reigned in their stead. His tenure was 
■still more precaripus than that of "his 
predecessori^ who two years later re­
turned to office, though not to' power, 
only to suffer defeat within a few 
weeks of their acccession. Thus was, 
the impasse reached. Inasmuch as two 
p'eneral elections had taken place with­
in three years; a furthci* appeal to the 
people offered no prospect of relieving, 
the. deadlpck which threatened to ren­
der all government , in Canada imposs 
i b l e . . ' ' '
I t , was at this crisis )hat George 
Brown, the leader of the Reform party 
in Upper Canada, patriptically offered 
his co-operation towards: settling for­
ever the constitutional difficulties be­
tween Upper and Lower Canada. H e  
was met by Macdonald, Cartier and 
Galt, and their deliberations resulted 
in a compact to form a coalition gov­
ernment for, the purpose of negotiating 
a confederation of all the British North
American provinces, failing which they 
undertook to proniote the . adoption of. 
the federal principle Tor Canada alpne, 
pending the accomplishment of the lar­
ger union. ■'■
On that' understanding, George 
Brown, Oliver Mowat and William Me-. 
Dougall, leading members' of. the Op-' 
position, entered the Cabinet oF which 
Sir Etienne Tache was the. hfead̂  and
They resolved, therefore,'’to confine 
their efforts to bringing about- an alli­
ance among themselves, and ■ to that 
cnd| the legislatures of the Maritime 
Provinces authorized -their respective 
governments to hold a joint conference 
for the purpose of discussing the ex­
pediency of a union of the three pto- 
vinccs of Nova Scotia, New BrUnswipk 
and Prince EdSvard Island under one 
Goyernment“arid legislature.
This happened most ̂ opportunely foV 
the newly-formed coalition government 
of Gapada, which was. just then casting 
about for the best means of opening 
negotiations with the other British col­
onies looking to union. Learning of 
the concerted action contemplated by 
the ' governments of the Lower Pro­
vinces, they asked and obtained per- 
miss.ion id lay theiy views-before the 
Maritime cbnfer.ence, which assembled 
at Charlottetown on September 1, 1864.
) At this conference, Nova Scotia was 
represented by Charles Tuppet, W. A. 
Henry, R ,: B. Dickey, Jonathan Mc- 
Cully and Adams G; Archibald; New 
Brunswick, by S; L.j Tilley, J. Mi John­
son, John H, Gray, E. B. Chandler 
and W, H. Steeves; Frince Edward. Is­
land, by John Hamilton Gray, Edward 
Palmer, W. H. Pope, George Coles 
and* A. A. Macdonald; and Canada, by 
John A. Macdonald, Georges Ei Car- 
tier, George Brown,- Alexander T. Galt,
meeting, Canada was also represented 
by .Sir. E.' p. Tache, Oliver Mowat, 
J; C. Chapais andi J.^vCockburn, aiid 
New Brunswick by Peter Mitchell and 
Charles Fisher. Newfoundland sent 
F. B. T. Carter and'Ambrose Shea.
Sir Etienne Tache,‘ (Prime" Minister 
o f Canada) was chosen as chairmau. of 
the conference, and Major Hewitt Ber-r 
nard, of thC office of . the' Attorney 
General of Upper Caiii^da:,' executive 
secretary. As in ChariotietoWn, the prof 
cecdings w.efe hrid’ in 'secret, though at 
Quebec certain minutes and memor­
anda were kept by- the secretary and 
placed ; with Sir John A. Macdonald’s 
papers, where they lay fprfjotten for 
rnahy years. On the death of Macdon- 
aldl, in 1891; these .papers were discov­
ered and were subsequently published 
in; a volume entitled “.Confederation 
Docurnents.” While, incomplete, this 
record affords a fair insight into what 
took place a f the conference; ■ which 
continued its, sittings a t  Quebec until 
October 28tli, and finished them at 
Montreal on the 29th.
At the conference questions ■vyere de­
cided by vote, each province having 
one vote; Canada, for this purpose, 
being considered as- two provinces.
One of the contemporary criticisms 
levelled against this gathering was that 
sufficient time had not been given to 
its labours, and there is no doubt that
preference for a 'legislative as opposed 
-to. a federal union; but that, for many 
reasons, \yas felt to, be impracticable. 
In the first place; the Canadian dele  ̂
gates, to  use a phrase nmch .Current, at 
the present, day, had iid “mandate” to 
agree to ; anything, bqt a federal union. 
Then, Cartier ,'and his' followers: were 
Unalterably opposed ;tb a legislative iin-f 
:ion, and ^without Cartier.’ Confederation 
would : not have been carried.; ■ Browii 
also iavoufed the federal principle. The 
Maritime Provinces likewise i were bent 
upon preserving their individuality, and 
so the idea of a legislative union never 
amounted to. more than a pious aspira­
tion on the part of a few. '
There was, aC the same time, a gen­
eral desire to create a strong central 
government, and to assign to the pro­
vincial legislatures a distinctly, minor 
role. In Brown’s opinion'the local gov­
ernments “should not be expensive, and 
should. not take up political matters.” 
One legislati-ve • chamber, elected for 
three years with no power of dissolu-  ̂
tion; w a s  his ijclea, vigorously opposed 
by Cartier. Thf^ preference for sim­
plicity :of local administration is fur­
ther indicated by the fact thaV, in the 
first'draft of the British North America 
Bill, the heads of the provincial gov7 
ernments, who in the Quebec resolu­
tions were called lieutenant-governors,
British North American provinces,' and 
the means whereby it can be most 
Speedily effected.” They found, or at
any rate they left, the Imperial authorL
■ itl
are styled “superintendents.”
tics most sympathetic to the idea an' 
ready to proinote it in every way in 
their power.
Opposition In Maritimes
Meanwhile, things did hot go so well 
in, rile Maritime Provinces, whpre un­
expected., opposition to Confederation 
developed. ,ln , New Brunswick, the 
premier, Mr.,Tilley, had judged it ex­
pedient to dissolve his Assembly with 
the object of securing approval of the 
Confederation schema* from a newly- 
elected legislature. In this he failed, 
his policy, suffering a pronounced de­
feat which entailed his resignation; This 
so disheartened the advocates of Con­
federation in. Nova Scotia that Dr. 
Tupper, the leader of the government 
in that province,, fell back for the tifne 
on the original proposal of a Maritime 
Union of the Lower Provinces,
In Prince Ed’ward Island the situa­
tion was even more hopeless, ■ for the 
'.legislature, in 1865, and'again iiv;1866, 
emphatically declined even to consider 
a .union “which it believes would prove 
politically, commercially and financially 
disastrous to the rights and interests 
of its people.’.’ So general . was the 
opposition to union,'it is said, that only
THE FATHERS OF CONFEEiERATION
crative Union of the'British North Am 
crican Provinces,” which provided for
two elective chambers, as well as for 
a system of local legislatures some­
what as it exists today, saVe that the 
provincial governors were to be elective, 
Sherwood’s scheme, however, while 
marking a development in the idea of 
union, shared- the academic character 
j ) f  its predecessors and, like them, fail­
ed of result.
It was not until 1858 that the ques­
tion may be said to have entered the 
domain of practical politics. In that 
year, Alexander Galt, then member for 
Sherbrooke in the Provincial Assembly, 
advocated, both in and out of Parlia-r 
inent, the confederation of all the Brit­
ish North American provinces, with 
such effect that the Cartier-Macdonald 
Government, formed a few months lat­
er, in which he was included, dispatch­
ed a mission to England to sound thc 
Imperial authorities upon the subject. 
They were informcdl that only one col­
ony besides Canada had expressed any 
opinion in regard thereto and that, un­
til the other provinces had ma lo known 
their sentiments, Her Majesty’s Min­
isters would be acting prematurely in 
authorizing; without any previous 
knowledge of their views, a meeting of 
delegates which might commit them to 
a preliminary step towards the settle­
ment of a momentous quesrion, to the 
ptinciplc of which the colonics had not 
signified their assent. On the return of 
the Canadian delegates, the govern­
ments of tire Maritime Provinces were 
put in possession of all tlie proceedings 
which had taken place: but a change 
of ministry in Britain occurring shortly 
afterwards, nothing more was heard of 
the subject for some years.
Goldwin Smith has observed, in one 
of those epigrammatic sentences with 
which hi.s writings abound, that the 
parent of the Confederation was dead­
lock, and it is not to be doubted tliat 
to the difficulty of administration, ow­
ing in barge measure to the sectional 
antagonism between Upper and Lower 
Canada, is due the impetus gilen to 
the scheme of union on the defeat of 
the second T.achc-Macdohald ministry 
in June, 1864. *
The coalition of 1854 between the 
followers of Ilincks and Baldwin, the 
Conservative party of Upper Cau.ada, 
and a I.argc majority of the Lower 
Canadian members, enabled Macdon­
ald and Cartier to carry on the govern- 
jnrnt for eight years, though witli cver- 
incrcasing difficulty and diminishing 
support. In 1862 they fell, and for a
vision for the immediate construction 
of'the Intercolonial Railway.
.Newfoundland! and Prince Edward 
Island remained obdurate.
: While the difficulties in the 'Mari­
time Provinces were thus yiolditig to 
bold and'vigorous statcsmaiiship, Lc^h 
obstacles were arising in Canada. .Re­
ciprocity negotiations with *th'c United 
Stales'Government; the withdrawal of 
George Brown from the Coalition; the 
Fenian raids; financial exigencies and 
other matters .of pressing concern en­
gaged almost exclusively the attention 
of the. ministry during the latter part 
of 1865 and the opening months of 1866. 
At length, iiv June of .that year. Parlia­
ment met and passed the necessary .re­
solutions providing for the local con­
stitutions of Upper and: Lower Canada, 
subsequently tp be known as the pro­
vinces of Ontario and Quebec.
'While New Brunswick had two gen­
eral elections over Confederation, there 
Was no reference of the question to the 
people of the other provinces. In Can­
ada, both Maklonald and Brown judged 
a general election at the time to be un­
necessary and inexpedient, and . none 
took place, the Parliament elected in 
1863 continuing until the consumma­
tion of the union.
MEMBERS OF THE QUEBEC CONFERENCE, OCTOBER. 1864
F. Palmer
Hewitt Barnard (Secy.)
W. A. Henry
Charlea Fisher Oeorse Coles
F. B. T. Carter 
Ambrose Shea 
B. B. Chandler 
J. C. Chapais
W. H. Steeves John Eiamilton Gray
Bdward Whalen Samnel X.. Tilley
R. B. Oiclcey
John A- Macdonald Peter Mitchell W. H. Pope J. M. Johnaoo
Adams Q. Archibald . George K. Cartier Thomas H. Haviland J. H. Gray A. A. Macdonald
Sir Etienne Paschal Tach£ Alex. T. Galt j.Cockbum William McDougall J. McCully
Negotiations In  London 
It had been arranged-that the further 
Confederation negotiations should take 
place in London under th e . Imperial 
aegis, and the, united delegations had 
arranged to sail in July, but the defeat 
of Lord Russell’s ministry, and an im­
pression that it was desirable not to 
cornplete the Confederation • measure 
until just before the meeting of the 
Imperial Parliament, some months 
ahead, formed new reasons for delay, 
and it was not'Until November that the 
Canadian delegates left for England, 
where they were met by their Maritime 
colleagues, who sailed at the date ori­
ginally agreed upon, and had been-pa-
............................ ac
Atexander Campbell Hector L. Langevin
George Brown
Oliver Mowat
Charles Topper
ThoijasD’Arcy McQeo
of which John A. Macdonald and Geor­
ges Cartier were leading members.
Union Movement In Maritimes 
Meanwhile a somewhat similar move­
ment was taking form in the Maritime 
Provinces, whicli, with the exception 
of Newfoundland, had been originally 
under one government—that of Nova 
Scotia. In 1769 Prince Edward Island 
liad been granted a government of its 
own, and fifteen years later, New 
Brunswick became a separate province.
i''rom time to time thoughtful men 
dwelling by the sea had given .^press- 
ion to a feeling that, while this system 
of subdivision might tend to conven­
ience of .administration by the Imper­
ial authorities, the petty jcalo'.isies and 
narrowness of view which it engender-, 
cd were not favourable to the growth 
and development of a country whose 
natural position and resources were 
such as to (jualify it to play a leading 
part among the ftations of the world.
Some of the bolder spirits among 
them looked forward to a union which 
should embrace all British North Am­
erica, although latterly the intermin­
able postponements, frequent political 
crises and constant changes of policy 
irr the Upper Provinces had caused the 
people of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick 
and Prince Edward Island to give up 
hope of coming to an arrangement with 
Canada.
William McDougall, Thomas D’Arcy 
McGee, Alexander Campbell and Hec­
tor L. Langevin.
The proceedings of this conference 
were conducted behind closed doors. 
No report of the proceedings has ever 
appeared, and it may be taken for 
granted that none exists. The Canadian 
delegates, not̂  having been empowered 
to discuss the question of a legislative 
union, which the Maritime representa­
tives had rnct specially'to consider, 
were not members of the conference. 
They, however, w ere invited by it to 
express their views, which they did, and 
unfolded the benefits which, in their 
judgment, were to be derived from the 
larger scheme, with such effect that the 
Maritime members, attracted by a plan 
which promised' all the advantages of 
union without involving the .surrender 
of their own legislatures and executives 
—a prospect highly.distasteful to many 
of tiicm—agreed to suspend their de­
liberations and adjourned to meet at 
Quebec in the course of the following 
month for the purpose of Conferring 
with the Canadian representatives on 
the subject of a federal union of all the 
British North American provinces.
The Quebec Conference
On Monday, October 10th, the his­
toric Conference met in the Parliament 
House at Quebec. In addition to those 
who had attended the Chariottetown
its proceedings w ere/hurried towards 
the close. Yet in the seventeen days it 
sat, many important (luestions were 
fully discussed and determined.
Upon one subject there was com­
plete agreement. The delegates, one 
and all, affirmed their intention to 
maintain and perpetuate, to cement and 
not to weaken, the union with the 
Mother Country. The first resolution, 
moved by Macdonald and seconded by 
Tilley, unmistakably sets this forth. 
Macdonald, Brown, Cartier, Galt, Tup­
per, TiJlcy, and the rest, all spoke with 
one voice in declaring their resolve to 
continue unimpaired their allegiance to 
the British Crown.
So careful were they to make this 
plain that when Macdonald moved the 
resolution enumerating the povvers of 
the General Legislature of th 
Provinces, he added the wor
Questions relative to the nature and ninety-three persons could be found in
composition of , the Upper Chamber 
provolced much discussion. Macdonald 
and Brown, though differing on many 
points, agreed in preferring a nomina­
tive to an elective Senate, ami their 
views prevailed.
Union V/ins In Parliament Of 
Canada
The financial questions proved most 
difficult of • adjustment. Sliarp ■differ­
ences of opinion existed, which appear­
ed irreconcilable, and very nearly re­
sulted in breaking up the conference. 
But wiser counsels ultimately prevailed, 
and at length an agreement was arrived
tile whole island to declare themselves 
favoural)lc thereto.
Gradually the Maritime position be­
gan to improve. TJic lieutenant-gover­
nors of Nova Scotia and New Bruns­
wick, who at first did not relish the 
prospect of exchanging their position 
as direct representatives of the Sover­
eign to become deputies of the Gover­
nor General of Canada, and in conse­
quence were unfriendly to the scheme, 
saw new light and became its zealous 
supporters.
On April 17, 1866, the House of 
Asscmlily of Nova Scotia, under the 
leadership of Dr. Tupper, the great pro­
tagonist of the cause of union in hisat. The result of the deliberations was .,.„a u „ iiI r I . I i province, passed, l)y a vote of .B to 19,
embodied m .hort risolutioijignoring the Que^in sevewhich were laid Iicforc the Parliamentr  , 1 Y   ̂ bee Conference and all that had gone1  ‘̂ ['.̂ •̂ "/'‘‘ •'‘ •'‘h^he follow ng session .^^thorizing the appoint-
nri” ^  ' 't” I I uie.il of delegates to arrange with the
Government a scheme of lin­ing the sovereignly of England, also, when discussing the name to, be | chiefly composed of the Lower Canad- 
given to the popular assembly, said, | ian Rouges under .A. Dorion, in con-
“I prefer the term ‘House of Com 
mons,’ hut they do not like it to be 
used elsewhere than in England as they 
have prescriptive rights,” and the spirit
junction with John Sandfield Macdon­
ald qnd his Upper (..'anadian friends.
The Canadian Government shortly 
afterwards despatched a mission, con-
of loy.ilty and deference to Great Brit-| listing of Macdonald. Cartier, Brown 
am which prompted this rennark, per-1 and Galt, to England with the object 
vaded every section of the conference, j of conferring with Her M.ajcsty’s Gov- 
Upon other points there was not the crnnicnt upon certain sulijccts o f pul»-
fiame unanimity. Macdonald and some 
others openly avowed their theoretical
lie concern, at the head of which stood 
“The proposed Confederation of the
Impe
ion “which will eventually insure just 
provision for the rights nml interest 
of this province.”
In N ew  Brunswick the newly-ap­
pointed ministry quarrelled with the 
lieutenant-governor, and resigned with­
in a year. At the ensuing gcncml clcc- 
tioii, Mr. Tilley and his friends were 
returncfl to power, ami on June 30, 
1866, passed, by a vote of 31 to 8, a 
resolution similar to that adopted in 
Nova Scotia, accompanied by a pro-
tiently a'Cvaiting their arrival in London 
for many weeks.
y The delogntes were received by a 
sub-committee of the Cabinet, headed 
by Lord Carnarvon, Secretary of 
State for the Colonies, while Sir Fred­
erick Rogers (afterwards Lord Black­
ford), his permanent Uiider-Secretary, 
acted as intermediary between the Im-* 
pcrial and Colonial statesmen.- The 
meetings of this body were for the 
most part confined to formal occasio'ns, 
the real business being transacted by 
the delegates, who met apart in the 
Westminster Palace Hotel, London, in 
a room where now a tablet marks the 
historic event.
At the first meeting, held on Decem­
ber 4, 1866, there were assembled’:-—
From Canada: John A. Macdonald, 
G. E. Cartier, A. T. Galt, W. McDou­
gall, W. P. Howland, H. L. Langevin.
From Nova Scotia: Charles 'Tupper, 
William A. Henry, J. W. Ritchie, Jon­
athan McCully, A. G, Archibald.
From New Brunswick: S. L. Tilley, 
J. M. Johnson, P. Mitchell, Charles 
Fisher, R. D. Wilmot.
In all, sixteen members, or fewer 
than one-half the number which met 
in Quebec in 1864. Prince Edward Is­
land and' Newfoundland were not rep­
resented.
The first business of the Conference 
was tO' elect John A. Macdonald, 
chairman, and Hewitt Bernard, sec­
retary.
The resolutions of the Quebec Con­
ference were tlien taken up, considered 
seriatim, amended in certain particu­
lars and adopted anew. From these 
amended resolution's was prepared a 
rough draft of the Bill that was ne­
cessary to give them effect. This rough 
draft was then submitted to the law 
officers of the Crown, who framed suc­
cessive drafts expressive of the wishes 
of the Conference, until the measure 
reached its final form, was brought be­
fore the Imperial Parliament and be­
came law as the British North America. 
Act.
Following the precedents of Char­
lottetown and Quebec, the dis'cu.s.sioii.S- 
of the London Conference were held 
in secret, and no official record of the 
proceedings exists. .\s  at Quebec, the 
secretary began by recording the min­
utes of each meeting; this record grad­
ually became more and more intermit­
tent and finally ceased. These incom­
plete  ̂ draft minutes, certain notes and 
memoranda prestrved by Major Bern­
ard, togc her with various draft.s of the 
Bill, constitute all the records of this 
important body. They were published 
in 1895 in the volume already referred 
to.
The (lucstioii ha.s more tliaiT once 
been asked: To what extent were the  
colonial delegates given a free hand in 
the formation of their constitution? Sir 
Joseph Pope's impression was th.at, 
with the exception of the incident coii-
(Continued on Page 4)
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necte'd with the proposal to style the 
new Confederation ’‘the Kingdom of 
Canada," which will be rclatccl further 
on, there was no disposition on the part 
of the Imperial authorities to interfere 
with the conclusions reached by the 
Conference,
It is to be inferred frjmi the scanty 
records which have come dowji to us 
that the proceedings at the London 
gathering were * not characterized by 
that heat which marked some of the 
deliberations of the Quebec Conference. 
The members convened at London evh 
dcntly realized >that the main principles 
of union had been settled before they 
came together there, and tlicji' resolved 
to adhere as closely as possible to the 
Quebec resolutions. One of the moat 
notable additions made thereto is to 
be found in h a lt’s amcudincnt to the 
education clause, which', proyidc.s for 
an appeal to the Governor General in 
Council from any act or decision of the 
local authorities, in any province which 
might affect the rights or privileges 
of the T’rotestant or Catholic ininorily 
in the, matter of education', '
How The New Dominion Got Its 
., Title,'
i*herc is an incident touching the 
aclcction of the name qf the Confedera­
tion which deserves .to be recorded. 
A clause in the Quebec resolutions pro­
vided that Her Majesty the Queen 
should he solicited to determine the 
rank and name of the united colony. 
This provision appears in the resolu­
tions as revised by the* Lond-'" Con­
ference, and also m the first draft of 
the Bill.
Apparently there was a change of 
policy in regard to this subject, for in 
the place for the name in the fourth 
clause of tiic third draft; which had 
heeh' left vacant in the earlier drafts, 
appears, for the first time, the name 
"Kingdom of Canada." Sir John Mac­
donald h%s left it on record that the 
Conference desired this designation for 
the new Confederation and madei every 
effort to retain it, but that Lord Stan­
ley (afterwards fifteenth Earl of 
Derby), then Secretary of State for 
Foreign Affairs, objected oh the ground 
that the name “Kingdom" might wound 
the susceptibilities of the Americans,
• For th is , rather  ̂inadequate reason, 
"Kingdom" was disallowed and “Do­
minion" substituted therefor. There is 
no record of a discussion in any con­
ference on the subject, though one in 
all probability took place, for in the 
margin of one of Macdonald’s drafts 
there appear, written in his own hand, 
one'' under the other, probably in inverse 
order of his preference, thw words: 
Province 
Dependency 
Colony 
Dominion 
Vice Royalty 
Kingdom
Kingdom” was no,t to  be employed,
Governor General of the new Domin­
ion, entrusted Sir John Macdonald 
with the formation of liis first minis­
try, a task of no small difficulty, which, 
however, Macdonald succcsamlly ac­
complished, and on July 1, 18,6/, the
Uominion started on its career 
Difficulties At The Outset
Many oh.staclc8 had' been overcome, 
but many remained to be dealt with, 
and it required .excrciac of the highest 
statesmanship to avoid the rocks ahead. 
The difficulties attendant upqn the car­
rying; oh of a coalition •'OVernment, in­
tensified by the > bitter opposition of' 
George ..Brown, wh6_had refused to 
join the Dominion cabinet, greatly add­
ed to the ordinary burden of'adrnmis- 
tration. The anti-unioh agitation in 
Nova Scotia, led by Joseph Howe, was 
full of disastrous possibilities. Scarcely 
had it been allayed when the first rising 
in the Northwest under,.., Louis Riel 
sccined for the moment to threaten the 
stability of the arrangements under 
which Rupert's Land and the territories 
beyond hud just been acquired by Can- 
. a d ' u . ' ■ .. :
Fenian troubles; serious differences 
with the United States over fishery 
and commercial questions; these and 
other perplexing problems pressed hea­
vily upon those charged with the ad- 
minkstration of the affairs of the new 
Dominion. But all were successfully 
surmounted. Howe gave up the con­
test, accepted the inevitable and «n- 
tered the Cabinet of Sir John Macdon­
ald. Riel was speedily suppressed and 
compelled to flee the country. The 
Fcniail attacks proved abortive, ̂ and the 
Treaty of Washington of 1871 restored 
harmony between Canada and the Un­
ited States, Inutile same year, British 
Columbia cast in its lot with the Do­
minion, followed in 1873 by Prince 
Edward,Island. Manitoba had become a 
province in 1870, Only Newfoundland 
stood, and ,Still stands, aloof.
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it will be generally admitted that the 
Conference made the best selection 
possible in the circumstances.
Passage Of British North Atnerica
.. ' Act ■
The Bill, as finally agreed upon in 
the London Conference, passed through 
Parliament without much criticism, and 
received the Royal Assent on March 
29, 1867. On May 22 following; a Royal 
Proclamation issued, uniting the pro­
vinces of Canada, Nova Scotia and New 
Brunswick into one Dominion under 
the name of Canada. Two days later. 
Lord Monck, who had been appointed
The great internal development 
which followed Confederation was the 
westward expansion. “Canada” in 1867 
meant the four original provinces, and 
they extended only to the head of the 
Great Lakes; beyond were the vast 
plains; beyond them was British Co­
lumbia, where a colony had grown up 
in, the approved British way and in 
1870 was sparse in numbers, enormous . ' .i#*i rtr\oc/»oeA/l K̂ r «fe tfie.inn I hcnSiVC irElTlC OI IXltnCl*
t A h<‘’wutl> Ut uvd 1*MM nK(v
$1  ̂ I .’V'. '̂I'A tl-l'!UiJ
{ i i C If ‘Ii'i:'-'1''V I /t a” I ' /{
W here Gonfecieratic)tl 
Was Bom
Room in Legislative Building at 
Charlottetown, P.E.I., where the 
■ first Conference was ^icld. - 
Left, Tablet commemorative of the 
. even t.; "
INSCRIPTION " >
“Uidty is Strength, In the hearts and 
minds of the delegates who assembled in 
this room on September 1st, 1864, ■ was 
boro the Dominion of CanSda.”
"Provldenco being their guide they 
buUded better than they knew.*’
«TWs tablet Is erected on the occasion 
of the Bftieth anniversary of the event.”
the pr4wc8s of the country since Con­
federation has been very marked. The 
past sixty years have also seen the 
production of a great deal of very cred­
itable work in literature, art and music, 
and the achievements of Canadian men 
of iscicnce need not'fear comparison 
with those of any other land. Journal­
ism, too, has grown and broadened 
amazingly since 1867.
Mililjary events have had their place 
in Canadian history. The country was 
cradled in war, and after the American 
Revolution it long was held by Britain 
with a strong hand. Speakiug broadly, 
the British Government habitually 
maintained in British North America
a garrison of regular troops equal in 
numbers to the entire rc^iar art 
the United States, while there was
in territory, and ppssessed by its vision 
of gareatness upon the Pacific. In brief, the new Dominion, the day
« ‘S e r A n a d a «   ̂ terms “ .'’f r . V ? „ i l ? ^ S v ‘“S ^ h e
with British Columbia, in a bargain I ®
regarded by many at the time as im- N °/*w est Tem tones  
possible; the far western colony was f°Ye«anted^^^  ̂
transformed into a province at a time
when the only communication was! i
through the United 'States, pr by a A  1'n ^nS^rn
Dominion un ditook  to^uild a rallvJay f  
across empty plains and through un-1
explored mountains. Almost simultan-1 im-
eously the Dominion acquired from the t̂h '̂^Hpvplnnrnpnt
Hudson's Bay Company the prairie re- development
gion which that great corporation h a d ! n n e i  thp mfluenrCfi rather than crnvfirnpfi for lu the days of the scythc and the mnuencea rather than governed forj^^jj  ̂ considerable population was
needed efficiently tô  work a" farming 
, . , - . . .refflon; when the binder, the mower
blind us m our days of prpspenty to and the threshing machine came, fewer 
the enormous  ̂task which was t i n d e r - c o u l d  p r o d fc  larger crops.- and 
taken. The railway scheme when con- j^e country, region had a surplu& popu- 
ceiv^^was iar more unpromising than Some went to the cities, whose
the Grand Trunk enterprise,which, be- increase began ih earnest at this mo- 
^ n  less than twenty years before with „ent; gome emigrated to the United 
hopes that were very high, had issued States, where „rban development al- 
in disappointment. The prairies, out- was in progress; and thousands
Side of a small populationVin the Red to Western Canada.
River country which gave trouble,  ̂ term of years the settlement
were tenanted by powerful tribes of of the remon now known as Manitoba, 
Indians,, who at the moment were m a j Saskatchewan andi Alberta was mainly
in the hands o r  settlers from Eastern
more than a ceritury.
The success achieved should not
disorderly, condition and in an appre-
First Draft of Gonfederation Pact
Facsimile of portion of Sir John A. Macdonald's first rough 
draft of the British North America
4&<>a?'«'53Su.
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Canada; mainly, but not wholly, for 
I even then there wais sonie immigration 
from Europe; and in time, as ' every 
person knows, the tide, which had 
[paused after i8S0, surged in again, and 
i the influx of settlers from overseas be­
came very rapid.
All this meant management and con- 
itrol from Ottawa, and in the main this 
had been done effectively. By tfee in- 
Istkution of the  ̂Northwest Mounted 
Police, and the skill with which this 
Force was conducted, certain import- 
lant things were effected: the Indians 
were kept quiet, so that local strife 
(except for the feeble rebellion of 1885) 
there was none, and the prairies moved 
jthrouffh the phases of fur-trading,
[ ranching, railway building, farming and 
i urban life without disturbance. More­
over, settlement from the outset was 
carried on within a framework of law, 
order and local administration, so that 
the western frontier missed the pioneer 
I turbulence which marked development 
I in some other countries.
Side by side with this triumph of 
governmental management went , the 
audacity and enterprise, partly public,
I partly private, which we associate with 
the Canadian Pacific Railway. T ’ne 
steel was thrown across the continent 
jin advance of settlement; the very dis­
advantages of the route were turned 
into attractions; the lines of rail soon 
[were bordered by strips of cultivated 
soil; and it was proved that wheat 
I could be grown on the prairie.
^hcii with another bound the buffalo 
pastures became a granary. In 1870 the 
wheat crop of the Dominion all came 
from Eastern Canada and was 16 mill­
ion bushels; by 1890 Manitoba was 
growing about as much as all of East­
ern Canada had twenty years earlier; 
twenty years later the West had sur- 
I passed the hundred million bushels 
[yield which in 1900 had come to be a 
sort of wild dream; and in these latter 
[ years the record is computed in hund- 
[ reds of millions of bushels.
All this meant change in nearly all 
[ the aspects of the life of. the whole 
country. Manitoba years’’ after Con­
federation was called a ‘‘province in 
moccasins”—she today goes close to 
two-thirds of a million population. Bc- 
[ yond her lay the Territories: they have 
I become the provinces of Saskatchewan 
and Alberta, with a population ap­
proaching a million and a half. More 
than two million people dwell today 
Ihetwccn Ontario and British Columbia 
-not far short of the population of 
I Ontario and Quebec at Confederation.
Thus three great provinces have 
been added to the country, with their 
[own characteristics and vigorous local 
life. The new provinces, moreover, 
leaped, almost instantaneously from 
the sul)sistencc farming, which had 
been the practice .ill over the world for 
uncounted centuries, into commercial 
I agriculture, poured an enormous and 
growing stream of wheat abroad, and 
stimulated the trade of Eastern Cana­
da.  ̂ '
To serve the ever-widening wheat 
fields there ensued a burst of railway 
building, and the mileage which at Con­
federation had been little oyier 2,000, 
by 1891 wa^ nearly 14,000, and by 1921 
was approaching 40,000. This enor- 
rnous construction work carried its own 
cbnfeequences of manufacturing, traffic, 
city growth and prosperity.
On the Pacific Coast again the same 
tale of growth may be told. Linked to 
Eastern -Canada, made neighbour to the 
wheat-fields, incorporated in the life of 
the Dominion, the distant colony has 
developed from some thirty-odd thou­
sand people when she joined the Do­
minion to the half a million and more 
of today; is threaded with railways; 
has - mines, fisheries, fruit farms arid 
other items in a distinctive, economy; 
and, moreover, has made Canada a 
Pacific country; is the ̂ seat of a vigorr 
ous trade with the Antipodes; and con­
templates a traffic with the Orient as 
huge as the trans-Atlantic commerce 
upon which the trading life of Canada 
hitherto has rested.
To agriculture pther enormous econ­
omic developments have Been added. 
Mining has become a major industry, 
the exciting gold discoveries in the Yu­
kon Territory,'the realization that Al­
berta is one gigantir coal bed, the 
bursting into activity of Northern On­
tario and Quebec with gold, silver and 
nickel, furnishing the principal incid­
ents in a long story"
Water-produced electric deveiopment 
has given Central Canada a huge and 
inexhaustible source cf power, opening 
a vista of manufacturing, with as its 
beginning the rush into our commerce 
of the pulp" and paper cluster of in­
dustries, tht desc.endant of the lumber 
trade which at once nourished the 
growth and exhausted the resources of 
the eastern provinces in the first half 
of the nineteenth century.
All the while there has been grow­
ing the general manufacturing interest 
of Eastern Canada,, which began in ear­
nest in; the second decade after Con­
federation, had its full share of vicissi­
tudes, and today accounts for some 
three billions worth of products.
Thes^ glimpses at special aspects of
kept on foot'until shortly before Con- 
fctlcration a carefully and skilfully de­
vised militia system which yielded rc- 
markablci results in the struggle of 1812 
and the crisis of 1837-38.
After the Crimean War, however, 
Great Britain began to concentrate her 
regular army in , the United Kingdom, 
and by 1870 no Imperial troops (out­
side of the Halifax and Esquimalt gar­
risons) were quartered m Canada, 
which henceforward relied upon its pvvn 
armed forces for internal tranquillity.
The Riel Rebellion of 1885, trifling 
in itself, was of Interest in that it was 
dealt with by purely Canadian forces. 
The Canadian Militia was neither ,nu­
merous, well armed nor well organ­
ized/ but the lessons of the South, Af­
rican War  ̂ not only in tactics but still 
more in the medical arid sanitary ser­
vices, were taken to heart And bore 
fruit in the splendid achievements of 
Canadian troops in the Great War.
Upon the astoriishing story of the 
(Canadian Expeditionary Fprcc it is 
needless to dwell. Suffice it to sayihat 
the First Division was followed by ja 
Second, a Third* â Fourth, and that; 
the Canadian Army Corps became one 
of the three or four most formidable 
units in Sir Douglas Haig’s mighty, 
host, Led'by Canadian generals, it 
was iri itself a great -army of some 
125,000 men* equipped beyond others, 
a model in organization, fortunate in 
the maintenance Of its fighting strength 
despite the ghastly toU of blood, firm 
in discipline, obstinate in defence, pow­
erful and successful in attack. After the 
Second Ypres came the Somme in 1916,
the working life of the Canadian People I
perhaps,make clear the  ̂mighty ch a ^ e  Valenciennes^and the ontry intoI 1918—all of these furious bat-
Canada w as. a congeries of .colonies, and noteworthy feats of arms,
based on̂  thê  Atlantic, generally deyot-1 gi(jry. came to our soldiers, while 
ed to the simpler pursuits, wirt' I Canada half a million men were en
T H U ^ S P A lf JD N E % m
lcB8 vaguely and generally stated upon 
which we think the people should bo 
governed."
The difference between the Constitu­
tion of Canada and that of the United 
States has been dc.scribcd' (by the Hon. 
W. R. Riddell) as, speaking generally^ 
amounting to this: “In Canada any­
thing unconstitutional is wrong, how­
ever legal it may bo; in the United 
States anything unconstitutional is 
illegal, however right and even advis­
able it may be."
There is no provision in the B.N.A, 
Act for umcndriicnts thereto, the rca-‘ 
son beiiie that when the Province^ of 
Lower and Upper Canada were united, 
in 1841, into the Province of Canada, 
the old Lower Province was largely 
populated by Frcnch-Cauadians ai- 
mo.st all of whom were Roman; Critho- 
lies t îd much attached to their old 
laws and customs; the remainder of 
the people of the new Dominion were 
largely English-speaking and Protest­
ant/in  general attached to English law 
and customs. While the Frcnch-Cana- 
diauri were willing to enter into a con-.̂.1 1 ft.*  ̂*4 1 ,1 I, S.VV* A
nil
tract with their English-speaking breth­
ren ,, they were not w illing, tq enter 
into a contract which could be varied
minimum of urban population, and m j keep that army in the fieU
pendent for all but the ruder necessar-1
which would havje been unbehev- 
Today she is a ” 9̂o e ^  county, hvm^  ̂ the summer of 1914, arid the
the complex life of I demobilized troops were dealt with
cartymg on ame^ternaB tradg_^^ a scale and with a generosity at
in® t e ?  ‘ hPsn “iiown anywhere
creasingly self-contained and surpris-j ' , * , • . . .  ai.
ingly varied in her prdduction. I , events which followed the con
, I , V I elusion‘■of peace are too fresh in the
The political events of the sixty years J pubijc memory to require recapitula- 
are familiar and need not be dwelt tion. The strain had been severe, arid 
upon.. Sir John Macdonald’s adminis-Jof {"ourse reaction followed, alike bC' 
tration carried oil the work pf govern- cause of exhaustion in Canadian mar 
ment until 1873, laid the foundation J abroad and of readjustment au 
of the system of; transacting public home. The "difficulties Seem over, the 
business, suppressed. the Red Riyer ns- hill is breasted and an illimitable pros­
ing by the despatch pf the WoHeley pget is before our eyes, 
expedition to Fort Garry, and fell from t,,.* .
power upon . irregularities . connected j Effects Of Coniederation
with the early efforts to build the Cana- in  looking back across the sixty 
dian Pacific Railway. {years one realizes that Gonfederation
Alexander Mackenzie’s ministry iol-1 meanLm.uch mwe to British North 
lowed, to be displaced by that of Sir America than thê  breaking of a. politi- 
John Macdonald in 1878, and there fol- deadlock in the Upper Provinces 
lowed the rapid building of the Ganad-J the solution of problems in the 
ian Pacific and the adoption of Protec-j Uower. It has welded together in one 
tion. The effort of the early years of I/Strong, continental union â  number o 
Macdonald’s last ministry was exhaust- J weak colonies that hitherto had had 
ing, there was a pause in the national I so httle m commpn and were so ig- 
growthr-the flush of ~ the capital • ex- norant of one another s point of view 
penditures was over and the retm*ns they might as wel
had not begun—and discontent grew, have been foreign communities. 
Macdonald died in 1891. In 1896 Sir! In 1867 Halifax and St. John Were 
Wilfrid Laurier Uegan his fifteen years for all practical purposes as remote 
of rule, and soon afterwards the great {from Montreal and Toronto as if they 
expansion, already glanCed at, began, jhad been bn opposite sides of the At- 
In 1911 an attempt by the Laurier ad- lantic. It took almost as many days 
ministration to establish again the red- as today it takes hours to travel from 
procity treaty which had left an Halifax to Toronto; and the contrast 
agreeable memory from the years be-j between the postal facilities of those 
tween 1854 and 1866, resulted in the days and the telegraphic communica- 
advent to power of Sir Robert Bor- tion of the present time is nothing short 
den; and soon after came the resound-j of amazing.
ing cataclysm of the Great War, with! At the time of the union, to reach 
its momentous upheavals and conse- the Red River settlement from Ottawa 
quences, with the lattei" of which the {required more time and involved an 
. -.;ii ' infinitely more trying journey than to­
day to travel' around the world. Many
country still is dealing.
In education, and particularly 
technical and agricultural education.
Wm
' ' '
v*> '•
months were then required to send a 
message to British Columbia and get 
a reply, which at the present time can 
be done almost instantaneously.
ConfederatiO'ii has brought with it 
the development of a system of gov­
ernment admirably adapted to the gen­
ius and needs of such a democratic 
country as Canada, and one that in 
many respects has served as a model 
to the other Dominions of the British 
Commonwealth. Federal, provincial 
and municipal governments form a flex­
ible and inter-related chain serving ay 
the manifold requirements of the coun­
try and linking every unit with the 
whole.
Modern facilities for rapid travel and 
intercommunication are rapidly break­
ing down all that remains of ancient 
misunderstandings between different 
parts of the country. Eastern Canada 
and Western Canada, Ontario and Que­
bec, the Maritimes and the Upper Pro­
vinces, are learning to understand each 
other’s viewpoint and peculiar prob­
lems, and to realize that each has some­
thing worth while to contribute to the 
national character and the national 
welfare. ..........
Canada is today an equal partner 
with Great Britain, Ireland and the 
other Overseas Dominions in one 
world-wide Confederation. She re­
mains in that Confederation, not by 
compulsion, but by her own deliber­
ate choice. She is as loyal as slid ever 
was. hilt today that loyalty is given not 
to England alone but to the great Brit- 
i.̂ h Commonwealth of which Ijoth Can­
ada and England arc members.
by the more numerous English with­
out their consent.
Still, there is no difficulty in having 
an amendment made when desired. It 
is brought about in this, fashion: an 
Address to the Sovereign is passed by 
both Houses of Parliament at Ottawa 
asking for the amendment sjpccified. 
According to the unwritten Constitu­
tion, the vote on the Address must bo 
unanimous (or practically unanimous) 
or it will not he forwarded to London. 
When the Addreps is received by the 
Colonial Secretary in London, tBc de­
sired amendment to the B.N.A. Act 
is passed by the Imperial Parliament 
as a matter of course and wit|iorit de- 
b a t e . ■' 'i
The legal conception of the powers 
of the Parliament of the Dominion amt 
the Legislatures of th e, Provinces _is: 
that they are a grant by the Imperial 
Parliament through ■ thri B.N.A. apa 
amending Acts, But it is a'mistake to 
infer from this that such powers are 
limited and delegated. Lord Selbortie 
laid this down definitely,'saying: “the 
. . .  .Legislature has powers expressly 
limited by the Act of the Imperial Par­
liament which created , it': and' it can, of 
course, do nothing beypnd the limits 
which circumscribe those powers. But 
when acting within those limits, it is 
not in any sense the agent or delegate 
of the Imperial Parliament, but has 
and was intended to have plenary pow­
ers of legislation as large and of the 
same nature as those of the Imperial 
Parliament itself."
CARNARVON A N D  CO NFED­
ERATION
Henry Howard Molyneux Herbert* 
fourth Earl of Carnarvon (1831-1890), 
was a man of broad education a and a 
convincing speaker and writer. In 1854, 
at the agri'of twenty-three, in his maid­
en speech in the House of Lords, he 
made -a deep ■ impression.'. He had̂  an 
imperial o-utlook at a time when “Little 
Eng*landers" were very much in evi­
dence, and devoted much of his time 
to the subject of colonial expansion; 
indeed, the colonies ani  ̂ coloniaL gov- 
vernment were his main political inter-i* 
ests and his great aim as a statesman 
was to unite the colonies and the. 
motherland in permanent bonds.
From February, 1858,' to June, 1859, 
he was Under Secretary of State for the 
Colonies in the first Derby administra­
tion and in 1866 joined Lord Derby's 
second, administration as Secretary of 
State for the Colonies. It was fortun­
ate; that a statesman of sympathy and 
colonial insight was in charge o f col­
onial affairs when Confedteration came 
up for discussion in England. He pre­
sided over the Westminster Conference, 
when the British North America Bill 
went through its firial stages, and his 
political insight and experience were in­
valuable to the framers of the Bill. He 
likewise brought the Bill forward in 
the House of Lords. His speech on 
that occasion was one of remarkable 
power, showing thorough familiarity 
with the subject, and was most optim­
istic regard'ing the. greater Canada ab­
out to come into bein^. But he waS not 
to have the privilege of passing the 
Bill. Before the measure became law 
le resitted from the Government over 
Disraeli’s Reform Bill, and the Duke 
of Buckingham was Secretary of State 
for the Colonics when Confederation 
was actually inaugurated.
This, however, did not end Carnar­
von’s connection with Canadian af- 
'airs. By the British North America 
Act the Dominion was empowered to 
admit the other colonies and provinces 
of British North America to Confed­
eration. British Columh^" carrfc knock­
ing at the door and a welcoming hand 
was extended to her. But in making 
terms the Dominion did not give due 
consideration to the obstacles to be 
overcome. It was agreed that within 
two years from the date of union com­
mencement should be made on a rail­
way to connect Eastern Canada with 
the Pacific coast and that such railway 
should be completed* within ten years 
from the date of union. Delays in com­
mencing the work and change of plan 
after the defeat of the Macdonald Gov­
ernment in 1873 irritated British Co- 
umbia and there was a vigorous outcry 
against the Federal Government for 
jrcach of faith. At length, a repre­
sentative was sent tO' England to pre­
sent the case to the home authorities.
SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD
Canada's First Premier, whose term of office began shortly after 
Confederation, the 6Qth anniversary of which is being 
observed this year.
TH E BRITISH NORTH AMERICA 
ACT
The British North America Act may 
I he termed the “Written Constitution" 
of Canada, although in Canada there 
(is much that is unwritten in that Con­
stitution which has been defined as 
“ the totality of the principles more or
Carnarvon wa^ once more Secretary 
of State for the Colonics, His interest 
in Canadian affairs revived and he ask­
ed to be allowed to arbitrate the ques­
tion. He brought forward the famous 
“Carnarvon Terms,’’ These terms 
came up for discussion in the Canadian 
House of Commons and were passed 
by a substantial majority. However, 
they were rejected by the Senate. But 
the situation was smoothed out raainli 
by the tact of Lord Dufferiii. British 
Columbia in the end got even better 
terms. Carnanvon had'stipulated that 
the raiivv/iy be finished by December 
31, 1890, whereas the Canadian Pacific 
Railway was actually completed in 1885.
Carnarvon was a true friend of the 
Dominion when it came into being and 
he remained such to the end of his life 
and merited the words Sir John A. 
Macdonald wrote to him: “W c are% 
glad to know that wc have in you a 
friend."
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We have all you need 
For the Preserving Season
FRUIT JARS
JAR TOPS
RUBBER RINGS
PRESERVING KETTLES 
of all sizes and prices.
CALL ON US
FROM  M ONTREAL  
T o Liverpool
___  16, Aug. 12 .... Moutclare
fuly 22, Aug. 19 .... Montrose 
July 29, Aug. 26 .... Montcalm
• Aug. 5, Sept. 2.... Minnedosa
* This sailing calling at Glas-
sow.
T o Belfast—Glasgow
July 21, Aug. 16 ...... . Melita
Aug. 4, Sept. 1 .... Metagama 
FROM QUEBEC  
To Cherbourg-Southampton 
—Antwerp
July 13, Aug. 10, Montnairn 
July 26, Aug. 18 .... Montroyal 
To Cherbourg—Southampton 
—Hamburg 
July 20, t  Aug. 16
Empress of Scotland 
t  July 27. t  Aug. 24
Empress of France 
Aug. 3, t  Aug. 31
Empress of Australia 
( t  To Cherbourg, Southamp­
ton only)
A pply to
J . J. V O R r.X l 
S.S. General P ass. Agent, 
C .P .R . S tation, Vancouver. 
Telephone'
Seym our 2630
Ca n a d i a n !
PACIFIC
MAIN LIN E  
to all points in
Eastern Canada and the United 
States.
DAILY, Except SUNDAY 
service via Penticton to ■ 
VANCOUVER  
arriving at 10.30 p.m.
TRIANGLE SERVICE
Vancouver—Victoria—̂ Seattle 
Double daily service.
ENJOY A HOLIDAY  
at one of the various 
BUNGALOW CAMPS
In the
CANAL .iN  PACIFIC  
ROCKIES.
Further particulars froni any 
Agent, Canadian Pacific Railway.
J .
PRIME CONFEDERATION
‘S'- V 1 V ...
home of Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Coc. Tea 
and ICC cream were served on the lawn 
III the afternoon and, in spite of the 
I sudden change in the weather, <juilc a 
number of people turned out, both af- 
I teriioon and evening. Altogether, a 
I sum amounting to over $90.00 was rcal- 
I izcd. _ , , . * ' ■ , ‘
The members of the W. A. extend 
[ tlicir thunks for the many kind dona­
tions from friends in Kelowna, Okana- 
rgan Centre and Winliehl, and to Mr. 
Lawicy, who so kindly exhibited tlic
5ooda for sale in his window for two ays previous, also to Mr. and Mrs.
FIRST U N IT E D  CHURCH,— 
—Rev. A. K. McMitui, U.A., Minister. 
Mr. Donald Macrae, A.T.C,M., Organ­
ist and Choirmaster.
 ̂ 10 a.m., Church School and Adult 
Classes.
11 a.m., Communion Service. Visit­
ing friends are cordially invited to par­
ticipate. Devotional message: ‘‘Aboun­
ding Grace.”
7.30 p.m.. Celebration of Diamond 
lubilcc of Confederation. Special music 
by the choir and a patriotic sermon by 
the minister.
1 . H on, A L E X A N D E R  M A C K E N Z IE — 
^  to  Oct. 16, 1878.
J». H on. S IR  J. J . C. A B B O T T —
■ iO, 1891 to  Dec. 5, 1892,
8 . H on. S IR  JO H N  T H O M P S O N —  
t r  to  Dec. 12. 1894.
4 . S IR  M A C K E N Z IE  B O W E L L —  
a to  A pril 27, 1896.
'*• C IIA R L E S  T U P P E R , 6 a r t .—  .
«  nji y ?®  to  Ju ly  8 , 1896.
S IR  R O B E R i' B O R D E N -
Coe for the use of their house 
den, and 
I sist
iiul gar- .B A PT IST  C H U R C H ,-M r. Gilbertl ,  all those who gave their as- -ri
aiicc in other ways. Tliprnbcr. Acting Pastor.
The regular monthly W, A. meeting _
will be held on Thursday, June 30th. 
at the home of Mrs. Read.
Altliougli there was not as large a 
I crowd at the dance as was hoped for 
a pleasant time was enjoyed by -al 
present., After all expenses arc pai< 
there will he a sum ot $30.00 to ham 
over to the Sports Comniittee. The 
ladies wish to thank those who so kind 
ly played for the dancing. >i»i »
School closed on Friday morning 
with exercises in the hall. Besides 
I choruses and readings by the children 
Mr. Powley gave a short history of 
the Okanagan Valley and Mr. Dow 
gave a short address.
10, 1911 to July 10, 1920.
7. R»r.it H on. S IR  JO H N  A. M A C D O N A L D —
J~ly 1, 1807 to  Nov. 6, 1873, and
8. RiKjit Hon. W M . L Y O N  M A C K E N Z IE  K IH <L CJSa’.O.-
b c c . 29 1921 to  Ju n e  29, 1920, and 
n r>i to  presenh9. RlEht Hon. A R T H U R  M E IO H E N —
Ju ly  10, 1920 to  Dec. 29. 1921, and 
29, 1926 to  Sept. 2S, 1926,
10. Rlyht Hon. SIR W ILFRID L A H S IB R -  
July 11. 1896 to Dcfc
Sunday School closed last Sunday 
I for two months. The S. S. picnic will 
I be held on Saturday, July 9th. The 
truck will leave the store at one o'
[ clock. All children who have been at 
tending S. S. during the past year arc 
I invited.
CHURCH NOTICES
I • B * «  «  «  «  «  4*  • ! >  « • ! •  • »
I ❖  , ■
I ♦  T W EN T Y  YEARS AGO
4»' ' ' ■ ------- —̂
I* (From the files of ‘‘’The Kelowna 
♦' . Courier") •
*  ' ■
Thursday, June 27, 1907
“Mr. C. Cleminson has . sold his 68 
[acres on the Rutland Estate to Mr. J.
I Buckland, and will build a residence 
I on Poplar Point.”
“Mr. F.Schneider informs us that the 
[machinery he will instal, if he gets an 
electric lighting franchise, will be of 
'100 h.p., and he proposes to put the 
[rates at as low figures as possible, viz., 
8 c.p. lights, 35c per month; 16 c.p. 
lights, 7 ^  per month. Stores \yhich use 
electric light in the evening only on 
Saturdays will have meters arid will 
pay only for the actual current used.”.
'A reception was held in the Metho- 
[dist Church last Thursday: evening to 
welcom e. the new pastor and his wife, 
Rev. J. H. 'arid Mrs. Wright. A short 
lirograriime^was rendered, and address­
es were given by the Rev. Messrs. 
Thorpe and Herdman: The rest of the' 
evening^was spent^in—sampling the 
many good things provided by the’lad­
ies of the congregation.”
‘Mr. N., Holrnan, brother, of Mr. L.
[ Holman, arrived on Monday’s boat and 
stayed a couple of days looking over 
the • valley. He is engaged in tobacco 
culture in Wisconsin, besides being ed­
itor of the ‘De,erfield News’ in that 
state. After examining the tobacco 
grown here and the soil, Mr. Holman 
frankly states that this country has 
I Wisconsin beaten hollow on quality of 
product, and he says there should be 
a great future for the industry in the 
Okariagan Valley: To show what the
“Mr. Ritchie had been a resident o. 
the valley off and on for about two 
years, paying a visit to the Old Coun­
try last year, and was universally es­
teemed by all who knew him and who 
lament his tragic and untimely death 
His parents live in.London.
“The funeral took place. on Sunday, 
service being held in the Church o' 
England.”
An editorial article traverses state­
ments made by Mr. W. J. Brandrith, a 
member of the, Board of Horticulture, 
as to alleged shortage of the Okanagan 
fruit crop, due to “early frosts.” State­
ments are printed from a number of 
prominent fruit growers. and packers 
refuting Mr. Brandrith’s allegations, 
and the following paragraph shows that 
the seasori of 1907 must have been 
much akin in conditions to that of, 1927.
“Mr. Brandrith states that the dam­
age wais due to early frosts, which at 
once shows his ignorance of real con­
ditions in the Okanagan. Owing to the 
unduly prolonged winter and backward 
spring, vegetation of all kinds was 
much delayed this year, and most’ of 
the blossoms came out when practically 
all danger of frost was over. In some 
ways, a late spring in this district ren­
ders the. fruit crop more secure than 
one in which high temperatures early 
in the season force the trees forward 
to be caught occasionally by later frosts. 
The unusual amount of snow that fell 
last winter was also a, decided bene­
fit, as the precipitation for two or 
three years had been insufficient to pro­
mote' spring growth before the com­
mencement of the irrigation season, 
and to supply the creeks and springs.”
teachers had endeared themselves to I on Wednesday next, July 6th. 
the children in whom they took a per- • •  •
and will be sorely missed. I An enjoyable dan6e was hqld by the 
(ED ITO R IA L N O IE .—The list oflpupils of the First Division in the hall 
promotions, received Wednesday after- on Monday evening, when some seven- 
noon. is  1 unavoidably held over.) Ity young people had a good, time to 
For some months, due to the large the strains of the Cavalier Orchestra
increase in the number of pupils, the ----------- — —--------- -—
school has been taxed to its utmost i l l  I M  I i ' ¥  1? f  ¥ 1
capacity and the problem of meeting WW I 1^ r  I B . i f
the new conditions has been under ser -' *
ious consideration by the Trustees, who, r , . • , - ------- ' -----I Woodsdale W. A. held a very
nave rclt that either one or two courses successful garden party and sale of 
must be taken: (1) build a new room work on Thursday, June'23rd, at the 
on to the school, or (2) send the High 
School pupils down to Kelowna. The
ST. MICHAEL & ALL ANGELS. 
July 3rd, 3rd Sunday after Trinity.
8 a.m., Holy Comiriunion.
9.45 a.m., Sunday 3chdol and Sold­
iers of the Cross.
11 va.m., Matins, Choral Eucharist
and Sermon. *v.
7JO p.m., Thanksgiving Service.
RUTLAND (Anglican). July 3rd, 
3rd Sunday after Trinity. 8 a.m., Holy 
Communion,
EAST KELOW NA (Anglican).— 
Sunday School Class on July 10, 17, 24, 
and 31, at 10.30 a.m.
Bible Class, 10.30 
a.m. Evening Service at 7.30. Song Ser­
vice, 7.20.
Wednesday, 7.30 p.m., Weekly. Prayer 
Meeting.
SALVATION ARMY. — Mornin 
Meeting at 11. Sunday School at 2 
p.m. Evening Meeting 'at 7.30. .
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY  
—Sutherland Block, Bernard Avc., op­
posite Palace Hotel. This Society is a 
branch of the Mother Church, the First 
Church of Christ Scientist, Boston, 
Massachusetts. Services, Sunday,' 11 
a.m.: Sunday School, lO .a.m.; first 
Wednesday, testimony meeting, 8 p.m.
Mr. Alvin E . Perkins
Expert 
Piano Tuner
of Vancouver, B. C., writes that, 
owing to a superior record busi­
ness throughout his entire field of 
work, which is strong evidence of 
superior ability and work appre­
ciated, he regrets being late in 
visiting Kelowna, but he will 
make his usual calls some time in 
August. :
Did you ever consider that sup­
erior tuning, also action,and tone 
regulating, means that you have 
a superior piano? Some people 
don't and will employ most any­
one claiming to be a tuner—but 
watch your piano deteriorating.
4S-2c
Trustees have, therefore, called a spec­
ial meeting of the ratepayers for next I 
Tuesday, July Sth, in the School, for | 
the purpose of discussing ways and i 
means of meeting the anticipated fur-1 
ther increase in the number of pupils 
next September.
The annual school meeting will be 
leld in the School on Saturday, July j 
9th, at 7 p.m., which is the time authoir- j 
ized by the Public Schools Act.
DB
*  *
RUTLAND
The High School and some of the 
success of .tobacco culture will mean to Entrance pupils were busy last week
this locality, he quoted the gross re­
turns of tobacco land in Dane Couftty, 
Wis., as averaging $200 per acre. Here, 
with superior leaf, the returns should 
J be considerably larger. He waxed suf­
ficiently enthusiastic over the Kelowna 
district to say that he would like to 
come here and grow tobacco if he could 
realize his holdings in Wisconsin.”
writing the-departmental examinations. 
For the first time in the history of the in
Growing interest was being evinced 
[ in the sport of target shooting at this 
time. A triangular match was shot by 
Armstrong, Kelowna and Summerland 
teams bn June 25th, which, resulted in a 
win for Afriistrbrig by the'decisiyeTnarr^ 
gin of 52 points. The teaih totals were: 
Armstrong. 543; Kelowna, 491; Sum­
merland, 486. Some good shooting was 
done at the 200 and 500 yards ranges, 
Taylor, of Summerland, scoring 33 and 
32 at each distance respectively out of 
a possible of 35, .and J. N. Cameron, 
of Kelowna, also scored 32 at the 500. 
Another match was fired between Ke­
lowna and Summerland teams for a 
prize of $50. The Kelowna team, com­
prised of J. N. Cameron, L. Gillard, T. 
Allen, O. Fasciaux and J. Clark, won 
by a margin x>f 18 points.
school the principal was empowered to 
recommend those of the latter who had 
qualified for same by their year’s work 
for promotion to High School without 
having to write for same, eight pupils 
being so promoted. Five Rutland, four 
Ellison and a couple of the Adventist 
School pupils wrote the Entrance ex­
ams and seven took the High School 
papers.
The holidays starfed last Friday and 
will continue until September 6th.
Much to the regret of the pupils 
^generally, the Principal (Miss Marie 
Chapin), Miss E. M. Butler and Miss 
D. Morrison will not be returning to 
the school next September. These
It is rather, a pity that there was 
such a poor attendance at the Com­
munity Hall on Tuesday eyening, when 
a party of ladies and gentlemen from 
the Vernon United. Church gave, a con­
cert, under the auspices of the Ladies’ 
Aid of the Rutland United Church. 
One of the best programmes rendered 
at the hall for some time was gone 
through and all present spent a very 
enjoyable evening. An orchestra of six 
pieces, consisting of four violins, a 
trombone and a cornet, rendered Several 
numbers, there were violin and trom­
bone solos and a vpcal solo, while a 
number of the school children, under 
the leadership .of'M iss Marie Chapin, 
sang “O Canada” and “The Maple 
Leaf For Ever.”
Not the least enjoyable items on the 
programme were the recitations by the 
Rey. Mr. Ferguson, pastor of Vernon 
United Church, who kept his audience 
good humour by his humorous
pieces. Nor must we forget a couple of 
illustrated songs, “In the Sweet Long 
Ago” and “Love’s Old Sweet Song,” 
in costume, beautifully rendered. Mrs. 
Ferguson was a pleasing accompanist, 
while the Rev. A. McMillan, who, by 
the way, is an old friend of Mr. Fer­
guson, made a genial chairman. The 
visiting artistes were heartily thanked 
for itheir services during the evening. 
Ice cream, cake, etc., were served by 
the ladies at the close of the prog­
ramme, when some time was spent in 
social intercourse.
* * •
The ‘Women’s Institute are to hold 
their annual baby clinic at the School
IN  the K IT G H E N
when you own 
Gurney Range
a
A Gurney Range does save your time. The fire is 
faster, due to better draft regulation. Fewer fir­
ings are necessary. Heat stays even.. And clean 
—-Gurney ranges are made shining as new with a 
mere wipe of a cloth. The iron is Armco—it never 
rusts. Gurney Ranges are reasonably priced. See 
them at '
Leckie Hardware Ltd.
SELEGTED, SELLING AGENTS
A  F tem
Features o f  the 
Qurney Chancellor
Large 20-in. oven, 9-in. covers. 
Flat or Duplex Grates, large 
Fire Box, large Contact Reser­
voir, even heating Oven.
The Provincial Government is mak­
ing arrangements to build tobacco 
aheds at Oliver,
“A most distressing accident happen­
ed on Saturday morning (June 22nd), 
by which Mr. C. G. Ritchie, a fine 
young fellow, only twenty-two years of 
age. lost his life.
“The deceased was engaged in clear­
ing operations on his own land in the 
South Okanagan district, and was car­
rying twelve sticks of dynamite in a 
bucket together vyith some detonators, 
when the powder exploded with shock­
ing results, Ritchie’s left leg being 
blown clean off below the knee, a deep 
wound inflicted in the right leg and his 
chest badly torn and punctured. His 
head escaped injury, and the unfortun­
ate victim never lost consciousness, in 
spite of the terrible nature of his in­
juries. Mr. W. D. Hobson was work­
ing a short distance away and ran to 
the injured man’s assistance. With the 
help of Mr. 'W. D. Walker, he was con­
veyed to his house on a stretcher, and 
everything'possible was done for him. 
Fortunately, the tremendous concus­
sion had numbed hjs nerves, and he suf­
fered very little.
"Medical assistance was procured 
from Kelowna as soon .is possible, but 
no’hing could be done to save Mr. Rit­
chie’s life, and he died four hburs after 
the accident. He bore up with forti­
tude and, when told there was no hope 
for him, said he preferred to die rather 
than live as a useless cripple. He could 
give no explanation of the cause of the 
explosion, and it is yet shrouded in 
mystery. The most probable supposi­
tion is that one of the caps exploded 
from .1 slight jar -and discharged the 
dynamite.
u ilt  fo r
Endurance
OR sheer mggedness and depend­
ability under trying drcnmstaiices 
of road and weather, Chevrolet stands 
supreme among cars of the low-price
— so C hevrolet has been 
ENDURANCE.
BU ILT FOR
Bdrind the beanty of Chevrolet there fa'an 
ahund^ce of strength and stamina, jnst as 
there is a great store of siupha power.
And this—the most Beautiful, the most Power- 
fnl and the most Rugged Chevrolet in Chevro­
let Histoiy—is selling at new, low prices, the 
lowest for which Chevrolet has ever been sold 
in Canada.
rugged channel steel frame, the husky 
banjo-type rear axle, the powerful vahre-in- 
hcad engine and every det^ of construction 
combine to defy the ravages of wear and tear, 
of hills and ruts, of mud and sand, of extremes 
of climate and of hard, continuous usage.
for Economical Transportation
As Chevrolet has been designed for beauty, 
powered for performance, planned for economy
Roadster • - ^ 5 5  
Sport ^ioadster ^730 
Coach - - - 0760 
Cabriolet - - ^890 
Imperial Landau Sedan 
Roadster Delivery - .
Commercial Chassis 
1-Ton Truck Chassis ■
Touring > > ^655 
Coupe - - - 0780
Sedan - 0865
Landau Sedan 0930 
- . .  .  .0 9 7 3
• - - - - 0653
. . . . .  0490 
.  .  . . .  ^645
Pricet at Factory, Othawo- - Gorammenl Taxes Bxttm-
G E A R Y
C F -B 2 3 0
* V
PHONE 167
LADD GARAGE LAWRENCE AVE.
m
.evraiet
hevrolet H istory
fcV-
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DR. J .  W. N. SHEPHERD
DENTIST
Cor. Pendozi St. & Lawrence Avc.
D. V, Boyce, M.D. A. 8. Underhill, M.D,
DR$. BOVCE & lINDERHIll
Dr. Boyce's Office; in residence, 
Bernard Avenue.
Dr. UnderhUl's Office: OkannKun 
Loan Block. 46-4c
MRS. A. J .  PRITCHARD
L.R.A.M., A.K.CM.
Silver Medalist (London, England) 
Teacher of Pianoforte and Theory. 
Studio: Corner of Richter St. and 
Hhrvcy Avc. Phone ?25-L3j P.0.294
The "Up-StaIr” Store 
MlUlttcry Silknlt Undiea
Agents for Spirella Corsets 
DRESSMAKING
DALLARD & McEWAN
Phone 251 P.O. Box 706
THE KELOWNA PLUMBING 
and SHEET METAL WORKS
W. G. SCOTT, Proprietor 
'Phones : Bus. 164 ' Res. 91 •
P.O. Box 22
F. W . GROVES
M. C an. Soc. C. h!.
Consulting, Civil and Hydraulic 
Engineer. B. C. Land Surveyor
S urvoyaand  Roi»ort» on Irrlijatlon Works 
Applications for W ater Llcenecs
KELOW NA. B.C.
JOSEPH ROSSI
CONTRACTOR
Plastering and Masonry 
Office; - D. Chapman Barn
•Phone 298
H. T. MEUGENS
PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
Books written up by the Day, Week or Month
Secretarial work of all descriptions. 
Office: Casorso Block. P.O. Box 281
Res. phone, 556-R3
ALBERT WHIFFIN
BUILDING CONTRACTOR 
House Repairs, Etc. Cabinet Maker 
Organ and Piano Work 
Phone 506-L4 P.O. Box 85
VERNON GRANITE & 
MARBLE CO.
Quarrying and Cut Stone Contract­
ors, Monuments, Tombstones and 
General Cemetery Work 
Designs and Prices may be ob­
tained from R. Minns, Local Agent
KELOWNA REALTY COMPANY
J. C. CLARKE, Manager 
Orchard Holdings a specialty.
Office: Room 6, Leckie Building. 
Phones: Office, 488; Res. 392-R
It's a  F a c t!
I^OME people never have 
O , their Shoes Repaired, 
But we have had some 
who took the risk once, and 
now they are regular custo­
mers.
This applies specially to 
ladies’ shoes So you can 
judge what we can do with 
men’s boots.
J. D. JOYAL
Th e  O ld  C ountry Shoem aker 
WATER STREET 
P.O. Box 304. Kelowna, B.C.
SEE
THOMSON MOTORS
FOR SECOND-HAND
CARS
1 STUDEBAKER  
1 CHEVROLET TOURING 
FORD TOURING and 
TRUCKS
PH O N E - - 22
It is estimated that six million tons 
of gypsum have been exposed at Falk­
land and this enormous deposit is to be 
opened up on a large scale by a syndi­
cate of American and B.C. capitalists.
osn
IF  you serve our pastry to 
' your guests they will 
say that it's delightful. It 
will help you entertain them. 
If you've never tried it wc'rc 
sorry. After you have tried 
ydu'll be sorry that you 
didn't try it sooner. Begin 
now, call up the food man.
"QUALITY”—the Keynote at
S u t h e r l a n d ' s  B a k e r y
Phone 121
1HE GIFT PROBLEM  is 
easily solved at K NO W LES’.
A shipment of ricyv CHINA  
arrived last week, and what 
would be nicer than a Salad 
Bowl, or a Wedgewood Jug? Tea 
Sets of Royal Worcester? Vases 
in all the new decorations. Cups 
and Saucers in Doulton, Royal 
Worcester, Wedgewood, etc.
Silver is a princely gift, and 
our range is very complete, from 
the small article ranging upwards 
in price from a dollar or two, to 
Entrees, Bakers, Tea* Sets, etc,
Desk, Boudoir and Travelliifg 
. Clocks that mark the fleeting 
hours with grace and beauty, and 
with accuracy, are sure to be wel­
comed as gifts. These are among 
the little luxuries which are least 
likely to be bought by oneself.
THE KELOWNA COURIER
A N D
Okanagan Orcliardist
Owned niid Edited by 
G. C. ROSE
sunscuirrioN kates
(Strictly ill Advonce)
To any nddrcmi In tlic ■Mritli*li Empire, |2.oO  
per year. To tlie United States and other 
forciiju countries, $3.00 per year.
The (jOURIER  doc# not necessarily endorse 
the sentiments of any contributed article.
THEPRAIRIE 
FRUIT MARKFT 
BULLETIN
To ensure acceptance, all roanuBcrlpt should be 
' aibly written on one side of 
only.
le i the paper 
 Typewritten copy Is preferred.
Letters to the editor will not bo accepted for 
publication over a *‘nom de plume"; < 
er'a correct name must be appended
Contributed'matter received after Tuesday night 
will not bo published until tlie folloiving week.
ADVERTISING RATES , , 
Contract advertisers will please note tinit thclf 
contract colls for delivery of.o il changes of 
advertisement to The Courier Office by Mon­
day night. This rule is In the mutual Inter­
ests o f . patrons and publlslicr, to avoid con­
gestion on Wednesday and Thursday and 
consequent night work, olid to facilitate pub­
lication of The Courier on time. Changm of 
contract odvcrtlsementa will be accepted on 
Tuesday as > an accommodation to ‘ an adver­
tiser confronted with an emergency, but on 
no account on Wednesday for the following 
day’s Issue. • „
Transient and Contract Advertisements—Kates
quoted on application.
Legal and Municipal Adverusmn:-
tion, 15 cents per line, each subsequent fnscr 
tion, 10 cento per line. _  „ ,
Clasditied Advertisements—Such as For Sale,
-Plrst fnscr'
Lost, Found, Wanted, etc., under the heading 
"Want Ads." First Insertion, 15 cents per 
line; each additional in.scrtion, without change 
of matter, 10 cents per line. Minimum charge 
per 'week, 80 cents. Count five words to 
line.
Each Initial and group of not more than five 
figures Counts as a word.t  ------
It 8 0  desired, advertisers moy have replies
JEW ELER & OPTOM ETRIST  
Kelowna, B. C.
g o l d  THAT KEEPS
SACRIFICE of effi- 
c i e n c y  to prices The 
K e l v i n a t o r  free^hig tank  
guarantees **cold that keeps** 
for 24 hours,! even if your 
electricity is sh ut off tem ­
porarily. lie t 128 tell you the 
cold facts.
Cabinet Kelvinatorscomplete, 
as low as $285.00 installed, 
(plus freight from  London, 
Ont.). Convenient t e r m s  
under deferred paym ent plan. 
Made in  Canada.
TRENWITH
addressed to ' a box number, care, of The 
Courier; . and forwarded to their private ad­
dress, or delivered on call at office. For this 
service, add 10 cents to cover postage or 
filing.
THURSDAY, JU N E 30th, 1927
W EEK LY REPO RT OF
COM M ITTEE O F DIRECTIO N
(Continued from page I)
LIIVIITED
Phone 187
The Electric Shop
KELOW NA, B.C.
DC-14B
KelVi r \ at or
Oldest Domestic E lectric Refrigeration
TRANSFER. W OQD DELIVERED.
Send For Nobby
THE CHIM NEY SW EEP
Or Phone 170-L3 J. L. CLARKE
45-tfc
KEIOWNA-VERNON
D aily  Stage
8.45 a.m. 
4.30 p.m.
Leave Kelowna.................
Leave Vernon ...................
Sunday Service
Leave Kelowna ...............  10.00 a.m.
Leave Vernon ...................  1.30 p.m.
VVe call for and deliver parcels and 
express.
Phone 256 for information. 
THROUGH FARE -’ - $1.75
These, it will be noted, are sufficiently 
severe to make it worth the while o ’ 
every -ipdividual contemplating ship 
ping fruit to ascertain exactly what his 
responsibilities are.
. The Committee, on its part, is dis 
posed to construe its obligations rea 
sbnably and it has determined that a 
shipper who has in the aggregate less 
than 50 cases of fruit or vegetables to 
market during this season may do so 
without taking out a licence, providing 
he obtains a permit from the Commit 
tee, which may be granted without fee 
Shippers having .small quantities o 
fruit to move are urged to communicate 
with the Committee and obtain the ne 
cessary permits.
The Committee is keeping records o: 
all fruits' and vegetables moving anc 
requires copies of invoices covering aL 
shipments, the prices on which must 
be in accordance with those set by the 
Committee. _ . ^
For the purposes -of determining 
what are fair p r ic^  set on commqd
ities, the Committee devotes the first 
hours of each day to consideration o : 
the conditions of the various markets 
which affect those points on the prair­
ies to which the bulk of the Interior 
fruit and vegetables goes. So far, the 
prices hiave met with general approva 
as being fair. It is naturally an econo­
mic impossibility for any body to set 
prices at a level higher than those re­
gulated by the ordinary law of supply 
and demand. It should be noted fur­
ther that all prices set by the Commit­
tee are f.o.b. point of, shipping.
The Committee: has had some ques­
tions addressed to it as to what would 
lappen if the prices werje set at a fig­
ure which the shipper thinks he_ can­
not obtain. The answer is that, if the 
price is a fair one and is based on prer 
vailing market conditions, the individ­
ual marketing ability may be ineffective 
and such shipper, if he cannot find the 
market for himself on the basis of 
prices set, would be wise to consult or­
ganizations which have established con­
nections.
There have also been misconceptions 
abroad regarding the Committee being 
able to regulate the prices the grower 
should receive from the shipper. This, 
lowever, it cannot do. The amount paid 
)y the shipper to the grower would de­
pend upon various factors, and one of 
these would be the ordinary method of 
jargaining for services rendered.
It would be manifestly impossible for 
any. Committee to step in and consider 
the case of each individual grower and 
judge as to the efficiency with which 
le was being served by his shipper and 
as to what ^appeared to be a reasonable 
return therefor;
It is manifest, however, that if the 
efforts of the Committee result in ob­
taining fair prices for produce shipped, 
then, in the ordinary course of events, 
the net return to the grower should be 
considerably improved.
The Committee will welcome enquir­
ies as to what action a shipper should 
take to enable him t,o comply fully with 
the Act, and will endeavour to see that 
such enquiries are answered promptly 
and fulb'.
The following regulations are being 
issued by the Committee:
Rebates
No rebates shall be allowed by .my 
shipper to a purchaser for the purpose 
of creating a discrimination in his 
favour, in respect of price or to ev.ade 
any regulation set by the Interior Com­
mittee of Direction as to prices. Where 
a rebate has to he allowed for causes 
bevond the control of shippers, copies 
of the credit note shall be filed with 
the Committee, together with a brief 
statement as to the reasons which ap­
pear to justify such rebate and a state­
ment as to what steps have been taken 
by the shipper to verify the correctness 
of the claim before admitting it.
B. C. Prices
Whenever prices arc issued by the 
Committee, they shall apply to all 
transaction.', British Columbia or else­
where. unless otherwise stated.
Anyone forwarding fruit or vegeta­
bles to a licence-holder for reshipment 
need not report such transaction to the 
Committee, unless required to do so.
Consignments
It is the purpose of the Committee 
to set f.o.l). prices on tree fruits and 
vegetables that will be fair to both 
shipper and purchaser, and when such 
prices have been set no sliipmcnts will 
be allowed on a consignment basis
Current Prices And Market Conditions
^From thcjvcckl;^ Bullctm issued by J.
Cirant, Fruit Markets Commissioner, 
Calgary).
Calgary, June 25,1927.
The W eek In Calgary 
The weather has varied all this week 
with about the riglit proportion o 
sunshine and showers to please the 
farmers. Business has been very fair 
New arrivals,during tlie wcck.includ 
ed: First Tartarian clicrrics frOm Geo. 
Roweliffe, Ltd., Kelowna; Washington 
Bings and Lamberts arrived from Yji 
kiina, also Ro3ral Annca from same 
place. The Annes were of good size 
and coiolir and the Bings were ful 
size and black, All imported cherries 
were in 15-lb. lugs.
The first B. C. peas arrived on a mar 
ket congested by peas imported from 
Walla Walla that arc now being job 
bed. The B. C. peas only netted 12c 
per lb.
Head lettuce from B, C. arrived to 
day rather small in size. A mixed ven 
tilatcd reefer car arrived last Monday 
from Victoria containing hothouse to 
matocs, cabbage and' head lettuce. The 
toms wfcrc O.K, buj: the cabbage anc 
head lettuce were slimy. This is not a 
satisfactory mixture, as head lettuce 
and cabbage will not stand the same 
conditions in transit as tomatoes.
B. C. rhubarb is now off the market 
Gooseberries arc coming in greater vq 
lunic and are just a little draggy on 
sale. New potatoes from B, (3. are smaL 
in size, with very light arrivals. The 
low quotations from Vancouver are 
not justified by'supply and demand. We 
suggest that.W ing Lee & Fat g e f to  
gether with other brokers on their quo 
tations, as they not only hyirt them 
selves but upset Okanagan growers in 
their opening quotations.
Calgary Wholesale Prices
B.C. Strawberries, 24-pt. basket,
$3.50 to ..... ........................... -..... $ 3.75
B.C. Gooseberries, 24-pt. basket 2.75 
B.C. Gooseberries, 4-bskt. crates,
$2.00 to ........................................
B.C. Cherries, Gov. Wood', 4-
bskt. crates, $1.25 to ................
B.C. Cherries, Tartarian, 4-bskt.
Imported Cherries, Bing and 
Lambert, 15-lb. lugs, $5.75 to 
Imported RoyaD Annes, 15-lb.
lugs ............ ...................................
Imported Cantaloupes, Stan­
dards, $7.50 to ...... .
Imported Cantaloupes, . Flats,
$2.50 to ......     3.00
Imported Apples, Winesap, Fan­
cy, in boxes ...............................
Imported Apples, Winesap, C
(jrade, in boxes .................:......
Local Rhubarb, 40-lb. box ........
B;C.“  Tomatoes,- Hothouse, 4- 
bskt. crate, $4.50 to .................... S.(K'
Tomatoes, Hothouse, Local .......  4.0(
B.C. Head Lettuce ......   S.0(i
Local Cucumbers, doz...............  2.S(i
Imported) Onions, Choice Egypt, 
per lb*. -
Imported Onions,. Cal., in lugs 
Imported Celery, per lb., 12c to
Imported Cabbage, per lb..........■.
Imported Beets, per lb .,. 7c to 
Imported Carrots, per ,Ib., 5 ^ c
to a..-.«-«a — a--aaa-'a.aa.-aa-- — -a--aaaa
Imported . Asparagus, in 18-lb.
B.C. Green Peas, per lb. ..... .
Imported Head Lettuce ............
Alberta Potatoes, cwt., $2.15 to
JULY SPECIALS
2.25
1.75
3.50
6.00
4.75
8.00
3.50
3.25
1.25
.08
.08
2.25
.12
5.00
2.25
without permission of the Committee 
The latter regulation arises from the 
fact that the demoralizing of the mar­
ket for fruits and vegetables has fre­
quently been caused by the unrestrain 
ed forwarding of fruits and products to 
)e sold at any price which can be ob­
tained on arrival.
An allocation of responsibilities be­
tween the members of the Committee 
las been made whereby Mr. O. W. 
Hembling wilP become the represent­
ative of the territory lying North of 
Kelowna and on the'main lines of the 
C. P. and C. N. Railways, while Mr. A.
Finch will give attention to the ter­
ritory lying South of Kelowna and on 
the lines of the K.V.R. and the G.N.R.
Between the 20th and 23rd June the 
Chairman and Mr. O; W. Hembling 
visited the Kamloops andi Ashcroft dis­
tricts. 'Both these districts produce 
arge quantities of potatoes as well as 
tomatoes, cucumbers, etc.
The fruit crop there, unfortunately, 
will be small this year. They met a 
arge number of growers and shippers 
at a meeting held under the auspices of 
the Kamloops Board of Trade and were 
successful in removing a number of 
misconceptions regarding the operation 
of the Act. All intending to ship tom­
atoes or potatoes from main line points 
hotild apply for licences from the Com­
mittee.
Prices
The following prices have been set 
jy the Committee:
1927 Cherry Prices
Jobber Retailer
-Royal Anne, 4b......... $2.25 $2.50
2.—-Deacon, 4b. ........... 3.00 3.25
-Windsor and Repub-
. lican ........    2.50 2.75
-Bings and Lamberts 3.50 3,75
Do. do. lugs .18 lb. .19^4 
.—Morcllo & Olivet, 4b. 1.60 1.85
3lack Tartarians. Early Sours
and Early Yellows —................  Open
With the above information, shippers 
selling direct to consumers should gov­
ern themselves accordingly.
New Potatoes 
Opening prices to Retailer in the ■ 
Okanagan Valley and adjacent
points, per lb..................... ............- Sc
For shi()ment to Prairie points:
Wliolcsaler, per lb..............    4c
Retailer, per lb...............................  ?e
Apricots
The opening prices on these have 
been set by the Committee as follows: 
Wholesaler. j)cr crate of 4 baskets,
No. 1 .............................................  $1.75
No. 2 ......... ,........................    $1.40
Retailer, per crate of 4 baskets.
No. 1 .............................................  .$2.00
No. 2 .............................................  $1.65
New Cabbage
Price to Retailer, per lb................... 5c
LADIES’ GINGHAM HOUSE DRESSES in sizes from 36 to 
44; in five different styles; colorings are blue, sand, green hnd 
pink............................................................ ............................................. $1.39
W HITE FLANNELETTE. Fine quality, 27 inches wide, which 
makes excellent infapts’ garments. A wonderful value. Per 
yard ....................... .............................. .................................................
Children’s and Misses' pure wool BATHING SUITS, in several
new colors, in sizes from 24 to 34. Per suit $1.98
Men’s stylish brown leather OXFORDS, BOOTS and PANCO 
ORCHARD BOOTS, in many styles, with rubber heels; 
nearly every size. Per pair .................. ....................................... — $3.95
LADIES’ MERCERIZED LISLE HOSE in the new shades, 
for vacation wear; all sizes. Per pair ....... ................... .............. -
NEARLINEN. With the coming of the warm weather, you will 
want some smart wash dresses; in new patterns; per yard
FANCY VOILES for smart and pretty frocks. 36 inches wide. 
A truly excellent material for the warm weather. Per yard ....
BLEA6 h ED c o t t o n , 35 ins. wide; splendid quality, well 
known by dozens of our customers; pure white; per yard ....
PURE SILK BROADCLOTH, 29 inches wide; makes woncier- 
ful dresses for children and afternoon dresses for ladies. 
Per yard ........... ...................................................................................... 85c
SCOTCH GINGHAMS, 38 inches wide, in hosts of pretty colors 
and designs; for all styles of dresses and aprons. Per yard
FUMERTON’S
W H ER E CASH BEATS CREDIT ”
B.C. Potatoes, per cwt, ................ 3̂.00
B. G. Potatoes, New, per lb......... BbVz
Edmonton
EDM ONTON, June 22.—Business 
during the week has been good. The 
wcEthcr h3S been clesr and warni with 
ideal growing conditions. Fruits and 
vegetables have been arriving in quite 
sufficient quantities. On the 21st we 
received the first .full car O'f B.C. straw- 
berriesi and the same day the first car 
of deciduous fruits from (California. 
Both .cars arrived in good condition 
and were of fair quality.
Strawberries are coming in consid­
erable volume and prices have declined 
sharply. This was caused in part by 
the condition of the early shipments, 
which were lacking in colour and con­
dition, presenting a rather unattractive 
appearance and thereby slowing up 
sales. Later arrivals have been better.
Regina
REGINA, June 22—The weather 
continues warm with plenty of moist­
ure, producing a very rapid growth. 
The grain crops are looking fine and 
may be as far advanced by July 1st as 
they were last year, in spite- of the late 
seeding. The B. C. strawberry rush is 
on. So far we have received' three 
straight cars frOm Haney and one 
from the Island. These cars have come 
through in as good condition _as it is 
possible to expect. The condition var­
ied according to growers’ pack, some 
laving the appearance of having been 
picked when wet, but on the whole 
there is nbt'much room for complaint. 
The condition of these berries changes 
very rapidly between the time they 
are unloaded here and when they 
reach the consumer at country points 
A period of two to three days elapses 
while-these berries are passing tliTOUgh 
the regular channels of trade, and this 
is something that cannot be prevented', 
as the distribution is as rapid as it is 
possible to have it.
■Winnipeg
W INNIPEG, June 22.—Since last 
report there has been a good steady 
lusiness on the Winnipeg fruit and 
cgetable market. Last Saturday mor­
ning the first car of strawberries from 
B.C. was received, coming from Haney, 
100 crates being taken out at Bran­
don and the balance, 676 crates, com- 
iii'̂ >̂ on here. They' were possibh'  ̂ as 
good berries as have ever arrived on 
this market, being in very fine condi­
tion. Three subsequent cars were in 
very poor condition, the berries being 
all slightly affected with breakdown 
of the tlcsh, and they had to be sold 
liclow the market in order to clean 
them up. The market berc_ looks as 
though it is capable of absorbing rather 
large shipments of B. C. strawberries 
if they arrive in a condition compar­
ing at all to th.'it, in which the first _cai 
arrived, but as soop as a car arrives 
which is a little off, people do not 
seem to want to buy them unlcs.s they 
are considerably reduced in price.
A mixed car of B. C. vegetables ar­
rived this morning, tlic cauliflower and 
cabbage in it being of very fine quality; 
the head lettuce not so satisfactory. 
The first B. C. gooseberries arrived
M cTAVISH  & W HILLIS
LIMITED
; IN S U R A N C E
Fire, Life, Accident and Sickness, Automobile.
R E A L  E S T A T E  A G E N T S
Specializing in City Property.
" B O N D S
Government - Municipal - Industrial
S T E A M S H IP  P A S S A G E S
Bookings to all parts of the World 
via Cunard and White Star Lines to the Old Country.
SAFETY D EPO SIT BOXES FOR RENT
$2.50
6.50
5.50 
5.00
5.50
3.50
on, of course, gooseberries are not so 
easy to sell. .
Local onions, leaf lettuce, spinach 
and radishes are on the market, also 
rhubarb. L..C.L. lots-of imported Bing 
cherries, also a straight car of Cali­
fornia plums, are on the market. 
Manitoba:
Potatoes, White, B Grade, cwt.
British Columbia:
Tomatoes, Hothouse, No. 1, 4-
basket crate ........ ......... »-■—.....
Cabbage, crate ......... .̂.................
Lettuce, Head, crate ...................
Cauliflower, crate .......................
Gooseberries, 24-pt. crate ...........
Strawberries, 24-pt. crate ...........  4.UU
Imported:
Strawl>erries, Hood River, 24-pt.
crate ..... ......... ..................
Cherries, Lambert, Bing, flats, ^
12 lbs., California, $6.50 to .... /.OO 
Cherries, Royal Anne, flats, 12
lbs., California ................y ;—
Cantaloupes. Salmon 
standards, 36’s-45’s, Cal., '̂ •̂3 
Cantaloupes. Salmon Flesh, flats,
I2’s-I5’s, Cal.. No. 2 ...... .............
Tomatoes, I’ield, lug, Texas,
No; 2 ...... ............... ..............- .....
Tomatoes, /'icld, 4-l)skt., flat,
Mississippi, No. 2 ............ -2.U0
Cucumbers, Hothouse, doz.. Ills. d.UU 
Apples. Winesap, Wash., Extra 
Fancy, box. $3.70 to 
Apples, Winesap, 5-ticr box, C
Grade, Wash...............................
Onions, Australian Brown., cwt.
Onions. Egyptian, cwt...............
Onions, Bermuda, era*' ......  --
KELOW NA FR U IT A N D
VEGETABLE SH IPM EN TS
For The Week Ending June 25th, 1927
Carloads 
1927 1926
7.50
2.75
3.50
Fruit .......... ............................  0
Mixed Fruit & 'Vegetables.. 0
Vegetables  ................. ..... . 0
Canned G oods....... ................ * 1
1
4.00
3.25
7.00
6.50
4..50
Cclcrv, 22-inch crate. Cal. .........  12.00_- “ . € «« -rr . _ . 1 O f\t\Cabbage. l)ulk, cwt., Kansas 12.00
Revclstolcc has adopted an effective 
way of advertising the resources of the 
district in which it is situated, exhibits 
from the mines, farms and timber coun- 
Irv being displayed in a kiosk at the 
railway station, as well as photographs 
showing the scenic attractions nearby 
and the products of the chase. At the 
present time tourists and others pass­
ing through the town by train arc much
L.C.L. and sold readily. A little later attracted by the display
The British Columbia Branch of the 
Canadian Forestry Association is plan­
ning a campaign of an elaborate na­
ture, as, apart from a mobile lecture 
unit which will be kept busy touring 
this province and at which forest fire 
films will be shown by an experienced 
operator, a constant production of pub­
licity material from its headquarters at 
Vancouver will be made. Thus, though 
some 42 per cent of the tree bearing 
area of B.C, will be at the mercy of an 
army of rccreationists from now on, 
still it i.s confidently expected that "for­
est consciousness” will be awakened.
He Wanted A Chance
One night a Nebraska preacher stern­
ly roared: “When those young men in 
the rear get through flirting with girls, 
L hope they will give me a chance.” 
Then he wondered why the congrega­
tion laughed softly.
Tile new Monte Cristo Mining Com­
pany, Ltd., a noted California oil-oper­
ating corporation, has been granted in­
corporation under the laws of this pro­
vince and will enter the B.C. mining 
field.
The Provincial Government is calling 
for tenders for an aerial survey of a 
portion of the Skeena district in order 
to determine how a highway can best 
be built between Prince Rupert and 
Terrace.
IX
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RAGE SEVEN
I^AAfT ADS.
First fnecrtign: 15 cents ^pcr line
each additional insertion, 10 cents per 
line. Mihiinniin charge per week, 30c, 
Please do not ask for credit on these 
advertisements, as the coat oFbook' 
ing and collecting them ia quite out 
of proportion to their vnlue.
N o responsibility accepted for errors in 
advertisements received by telephone.
FOR RALE—MisccllaneoMS
■'FOR SALE—^Young pigs; «lso tobac­
co plants, R. Turner, Rcnvoiilin. , 
_______ ______________45-2p
• FOR SALE—1 Evinrude twin motor.
like new, regular $175 for $125; 1 
"iS ft. Peterborough skiff; $45; 1 4 ft. 
fishing skiff, with 3' h.p. Elto engine, 
•.$225; 1 24 ft. launch with 24 h.p. Gray 
•engine, self starter, a real bargain at 
$300. j . B. Spurrier, agents for-all out- 
■ "board motors. - 45-3c
H O LSTEIN S—Herd accredited free 
from T.B. A few cows, heifers and 
'Calves always for sale; grades and pure- 
'breds; records kept. A. H., Grichton, 
Bryn Mawr Farm, Kelowna, phone 
278-R3. 36-tfc
:F O R  SALE-^Riefrigerator, medium 
size, .first class condition. Phone 
2 7 5 -L i 46-lc
FO R SALE—One laun-dry-ette elect­
ric washing machine, good , as new. 
Price $125.00, Or would exchange for a 
■good sail boot. Apply, Major Lindsay 
Reed, P.O. BojO 130. 46-lp
FOR SALE—Good spring dray wag­
on; registered'Clyde stallion; driving 
or work mare; light harness and house- 
■ Tiold goods. Kirk, Leon Ave. A6Ap
TO RENT
FO R  RENT—Furnished dr unfurnish­
ed rooms. Apply, 313 Doyle Ave.
41-tfc
T O  RENT—Seven-room house on 
Ethel St., Woodlawn. Phone'112 or 
P.O. Box 230. 41-tfc
TOi RENT—-Furnished room; suitable 
■ for two; clo^e 'in. Apply No. 712, 
' •Courier. ■ > 46-2p
’F O R  RENT^—One Underwood type­
writer, good condition. Spurrier's.'
46-2c
' F O R  RENT'-^To responsible people; 
cottage at Fish Lake, Kamlopps; 
from' 24th Tilly for two weeks.,-Fnone 
• S26-R2. /^ 4 6 - lc
Announcements
Fifteen cents per line, each inser­
tion; minimum charge. 30 cents. 
Count five words to line. Each 
initial and group of not more than 
five figures counts as a word.
Black-face t3q>c, like this: 30 cents 
per line.
Mrs. L. Hayes and children left yes­
terday for the Coast.
Mrs. F. R. E. DeHart left yesterday 
on a trip to the Coast.
Mrs. P. J, Noonan ami children re­
turned home yc.stcrday from Castor, 
Hildreth Lennox, of Barrie, Ontario, I Alberta, 
impersonator, brilliant pianist and voc- . . .  , . , * , .f,
alist, will give an cvciiing’s entertain- ,  ^ jss J. Johnston left o
incut at a Garden Party, at the home H*’* ' w h e r e  she will spend e
of Mrs. W. H. Gaddes, Royal Ave., I
Mr. A. H.*McMcan.s, Dominion Seed 
Inspector, who was sCaying at thet Pal­
ace, left on Monday for Vernon,
Richter Street from one block north
July 11th, at 8 p.ni, 46-2cm «
Have your winter garments cleaned, 
repaired, rclined, etc., ready for use
next fall. A first cIjibs reliable tailor .......
is at your service for all classes of tail-1 of Bernard Avenue as far south as the 
oring. Maple Leaf Cleaning & Dye Mill Creek bridge is being treated with 
Works, phone ^5*^ ^ 45-2c | heavy oil
Dr. hfathfson, dentist, Willits’ Block,
telephone 89. tfc.# * •
FU^IS cleaned and stored.
Harvey & Son, Taxidermists. ♦ ♦ ♦
The Scouts left on Tuesday for Ced­
ar Creek, They will return to the city 
tomorrow to take part in the Diamond 
O. K. Harness Shoe Repairs, Ellis I Jubilee celebration.
St. Quick service; work guaranteed. J  Cltrwcn, of Sug.nr Lake
'Ju-tc I reports that fly fishing at the north 
r  I end of that sheet of water is cxcep 
I tionally good just now. ^
Mr. G. A. Fisher, *^licgistrar of the 
FO RTY-NINE .was , the lucky num- bounty Court, has moved his office iu- 
bcr. Miss D. Hcrcron was the owner L q the Okanagan Loan & Investment 
of this ticket. Dark’s Shoe .Store. 46-lc Trust Company Building
HO VIS, “The Bread of Health," can Mr. R. Gumming was busily ent^aged 
now he obtained at Poole's Bakery. in saying goodbye to his many friends
37-tfc on Wednesday, previous to leaving for
•  ♦ •  San Francisco, where he will reside m 
GENERAL STORAGE. Any quan- future.
titles. Glenn Building. Phone 150. v, . , ,19_tfc Mrs. W. E. Adams left yesterday on
•  *1 •  u trip to Ontario, .where she will visit
XT i. 1 • • II  1 1 friends and relatives at Toronto and
Next pumber .will be opened on L mother, Mrs. H. H. G. Miller, at
Thursday this; week, so hurry up and 
get yours. Dark’s Shoe Store. , 46-lc Hanover.
•  •  Mr. R. E, J. Hunt left yesterday for
Wait for tjie Harper combination 3- Swift Current, Sask., at which point he 
jrush set that will sweep, scrub, ■wash will make his headquarters until fall 
and d-y windows, clean walls and ceil- while acting as representative for Leo 
ings, and many other uses, Price, per Roweliffe, Ltd. 
s« , $3.95. Agent now in town. 45-2p ^
from the Coast by way of , the Fraser
Mrs. G. Brown is at the Coast attend­
ing tlic Baptist convention,
Mrs. H. Peat and family, of San] 
Francisco, who were guests at the Pal-1 
acc, left for home by car on Monday.
Mr. ami Mr.s. T. W. Bingley and 
daughter, of Trail, who were visitors | 
here over the week-end, motored south | 
on Monday.
Miss Lock, of Winnipeg and Mrs. T. | 
H. Lock, of Vancouver, nave been the 
guests of Mrs. J, F, Fiimcrton and Mr. 
J. A. and W, G. Lock
Mr, J. E. Reekie left on, Monday fori 
Vancouver, where lie is attcndiiif^ the 
annual convention of the Bapti.sl| 
Churcli in this province.
Mr. W. B. M. Calder returned on 
Saturday from a holiday spent at the 
Coast cities and resumed his official j 
duties as Liquor Vendor on Monday.
The pupils of Mrs. A. J. Pritchard | 
arc giving a recital in the Parish Hall, 
Sutherland Avenue this afternoon, for 
which a lengthy programme has been 
arranged.
Mr. H. Fraser, of Vancouver,'who 
had been visiting his brother, Mr. R. A. 
Fraser, of The Courier, for .n couple of 
days, returned ‘ t- ■ •
the K.V.R.
J. H. McK i n n o n
Superintendent, Canadiap National 
I Railways, Virginia, Minn., who hgs
_____  ̂ _ ___  _ been transferred to Kamloops, B. C.,
borne on Friday via in succession t o ‘Mr. W. C. Owens.
The mcmlicrs of the Jack McMillan 
Chapter, I.O.D.E., have invested the 
sum of $150 in a Dominion Government
Mr. B. A. Latta, Superintendent of 
C.N.R. Express, Edmonton, accompan­
ied by Mr. C. W. Snxith, Travelling Ex­
press Agent, C.N.R., spent Monday and bond bearing interest.at 5 per cent. 
Tuesday in the city. This is the nucleus of a fund which the
„  „ ' , „ ' ladies hope to increase to $2,000 in or-
Mr. W.'R, Baflec returned on Satur- L|pj. ^  make it possible for the bursary 
day from Steveston, where he sold giving this year to a
noted.' thrcc-ycarTOId thoroughbred jjigh School student to be .a/perman- 
Holstcin bull. La Vata Echo de iv<^ to guij^criptions to the fund
Mr. J. M. Steeves, the well-known Wol-lff^jj, ex-High School students or others
'O
Visit our A rt 
Embroidery D ep t
You will fjurely want some stamped piece.n 
to take away to the country or sea .shore this 
summer. We have a beautiful selection of 
stamped linens and odd pieces, and embroid­
ery silks to work them with.
stamped
$1.50
$1.50
stein breeder, for a large figure.
Mr. C. W. Lees, late Principal of the 
Public School, left on Saturday for 
Seattle, where he will continue post 
graduate studies at the University of 
Washington. Mrs. Lees and children 
arc staying with relatives at Summer- 
land.
interested in tlic Creation of the bursary 
will be welcomed.
AUSTRALIAN BAND
MEETS EXPECTATIO NS
(Continued from page 1.)
Fancy coloured Turkish Towels, 
ready to work; ^
 ̂ Fancy coloured linen Towels;
Pillow Slips, embroidered, per pair .... $1.50
Fancy Aprons ...........................  65c-and $1.50
Cloths and Napkins to match .............. $1.50
45-in. Luncheon Sets in linen ........... $3.50
 ̂ Elhson School, R.R. 2, Kelowna.. Canyon on Saturday. They stoppea 
Annual school meeting will be held at I ^  ̂ p  ^here they secured
the School, Saturday, July 9th, at 7 catch W trout. '
o clock p.m. 46-lc “
* •  * Col. and Mrs. F. M. Brown, of Wash-
SAW S A N D  LAW NMOW ERS ington, D.C., who were among the 
SH A R PEN ED  by the vei*y latest im- week-end visUors to the city on tĥ ^̂
proyed machinery. No m atter, how return from Honolulu, left on Su y
coarse or how fine, I cati sharpen them. I for Banff on their way to Ca g< y. 
Lawnmower Exchange operated. J. R.' , ,  . Mr.3 R W Ramsay and
SSion", left
107.. P.P- Box 221. 30 ttc Sunday by car to visit the Coast
•  • •  cities. They travelled by the southern
REFRESHM ENTS dnd light lunch- route and propose to return via the
es served at Chute Lake, July 1st. Fraser Canyon.
Boata, for hire. ^  Preliminary judging of, city gardena
_ , ■ . . . which have been entered ,in the garden
Before laying away your winter gar- gt^ged' by the Kelowna and
ments have them dry cleaned by our j ĵg^rjet Horticultural Society was done 
new and modern equipment. It kills gĝ gj-̂ ĵ y by Mrs. D. Soames, Mr. W. 
all existing moths and moth eggs, and t Palmer and Mr. H. H. Evans, of 
makes them 75% less liable to m oth' ‘ 
through the summer season. Maple 
Leaf Cleaning & Dye Works, phone 
285. 4S-2c
Look out for Miss Isobel Murray’s 
Concert, July 11th.
SITU A TIO N S W A N TED
’ B R IT IS H  FAM ILIES ju\t arrived 
from Old Country want em^oyment 
■on farms. A ll expefiericed' in farm 
-work in Great Britain and desirous 
' settling permanently in Canada. Also 
•some single men,. British and Scahdin- 
' •avian nationality. Will any farmer 
willing to give these people* an oppbr- 
•tunity to get a start in this country 
•please communicate with James Colley, 
Assistant Superintendent of Coloniza- 
, 'tion, Calgary? 43-4c
■ “W ANTED—Children to care for. Ap­
ply P.O. Box 769, Kelowna, B. C.
45-2p
H E L P W A N TED
W A N T E D —Girl to look after children, 
afternoons, 2 to 7. Mrs. F* C. 
Weddell. » 46-3c
W A N TED ^H ousekeeper for family 
of five. Good -wages. Apply, P.Q. 
Box 47. 46-lp
■TENDERS ASK ED for janitorship of 
Ellison School. Two rooms and 
grounds to be cared for. Tenders to be 
in by July 9th. Apply, Miss Cottingham, 
Secretary, R.R. 2, Kelowna. 46-lc
'W A N TED —Refined woman or girl for 
general housework, afternoons; near 
lake. Phone 145-R. 46-lp
Vernon.
On ^ d  after July 1st, the paduated  
stamp tax on cheques and other 
cial documents will disappear and will 
be replaced by 3 flat rate of two cents 
46-10 I on all cheques, drafts ̂ and money orders 
‘ over ten dollars in value. There will be 
, no stamp tax on amounts under $iu.
Blue Fox pelts advanced 25% at 
spring sale in London. W e have 73
1. Place your I ivuiiit aic -
spies from ear-1 month’s holiday, wh 
• 252, at various points o n ^  ^
45-3c During Rev.' Mr. McMmn s absence
W A N TED —Miscellaneous
SMALL MOTOR LAUNCH for hire.
Fishing and picnic parties up to eight 
persons accommodated at very reason­
able rates. Phone 296-L4 or 87. 46-2p
w a n t e d —Girl’s bicycle, small size, 
good condition. Phone 390-L3. 46-lp
Offices For Rent
in the
W ILLITS’ BLOCK
At present occupied by Drs. 
Knox & Campbell, will be vacant 
on September 1st.
CAN BE R ENTED  EITH ER  
SEPARATELY or EN  SU ITE.
Apply to P. B. W ILLITS & CO.
45-4c
G O L F !
A M INIATURE 9-Hole 
GOLF COURSE
(approaching and putting green)
has been laid out on 
the grounds of the
ELDORADO AIMS
by Bob Smith, the 
Kelowna Pro.
46-lc
spring sale i« o.u»uuu. w .  wav. Rev. A. K. McMinn Mrs. Mc-
puppies to choose from. l   Minm re leaving gpend
order now and secure pup i      li , Isfand
liest litters. Foxlands. P. O. Box Vancouver I s ^City. h  i  .'M r.   sê ^̂ ^
the services at the .First United Chmch 
_ , - -  A T?- u » I •will be conducted by Rev. George D n-
AftCr June 30th, Mr. G. A. Fishers j Calgary
office will be in the Okanagan Loan  ̂ «
& Investment Trust Co.’s building. Mr. R. Haldane returned yesterday
46-26 from the McCulloch Lakes, where he 
had the good luck to catch a six poundI Kamloops trout, using a Gryzzly ^ear
D EATH  Ifj -j-be trout was caught in Cariboo
■ Lake. Mr. Haldane reports that the 
ANGLISS.—At Tranquille Sanitorium, road to McCulloch is in good condition 
June 23rdV Violet Mary (nee Bream), at the present time. >»
wife of Hector Angliss, of Poplar -  ̂ eni^.mni7ed atGrove Ranch, Penticton, aged 33 years. "A quiet wedding was solemnized at ̂ 46-lp the Manse, Winfield, on bunday, wnen
the Rev. J. A. Dow united in marriage 
I Mr. W. G. Glover, son of Mr. and Mrs. 
A. C. Clower, of Ellison, and Margaret,
I twin daughter of the late Mr. Malcolni 
McAuley and Mrs. McAuley, also or 
I Ellison. The hapnv couple have taken 
up their residence on the bridegrooms 
I farm in the Ellison district.
Before the closing of the High Schell 
. for the summer holidays, Mrs. J. H. 
Trenwith, Educational Secretary of the I  Jack McMillan Chapter. I.O.D.E.. pre- 
I sented the following prizes to suc^cess- 
I fill students on behalf of that organiz- 
lation: First Year, Miss Beth Harvey,
i“Tlie Story of Mankind’.’ (Vandyke):
I Second Year. Miss Greta Sanders, “A 
[Trip Through London’’ (Lucas).
The death occurred at the Tranquilly 
Sanitorium last Thursday of Mrs. H. 
Angliss, of Poplar Grove Ranch, Pen­
ticton, whom many in this city will re- I  member best by her maiden name, Miss 
Violet Mary Bream. Mrs. Angliss was 
thirtv-three years of age. She leaves 
behind her two sons aged twelve and 
six years, her father and mother and 
two sisters in England, and two sisters 
in this province, Miss W^innifred Bream, 
of this city* and Miss Faith Bream,
I who resides at Victoria.
The efforts of the members of the 
Tack -McMillan Chapter, I.O.D.E., who 
sold roses on the streets on Saturday, 
[realized the sum of $160, half of which 
will be forwarded to.thc Sanitorium for 
Crippled Children at Saanich, near Vic­
toria. while the other half will help lo 
supply the needs of children at the Kcl- 
I owna General Hospital. The ladies 
worked specially hard on this occasion,
1 tagging people from 8 a.m. till 9 p.m., 
and feel justified in being pleased with 
the response hy the public.
THE LAST
of the
LAKESHORE
LOTS
Secure one of these 
delightful lots in the
NEW  SUB-DIVISIpN
between Cadder and Park Aves.
(M.YF0UR 
LOTS LEFT
pie, but the enterprise of the Associa- 
Mayor Sutherland has been succeed-1 tion, sad to say. met with an inade- 
ed in the office of Provincial Grand quate return and there -were many emp- 
Master A.F. & A.M., by Mr. Frank S. ty scats, especially at the matinee,
McKee’, of V ancouver who was elected which was all the more disappointing
to the position at the session of the as specially low prices had been set to 
Grand Lodge of British Columbia held encourage the attendance of children 
at New Westminister on Th^wday last, and thei^ parents.
Attendance at the evening concert 
Miss Aikman, late of Bangkok, Siam, was considerably larger, but even then 
who was visiting her brother Mr. R. S. there were whole rqws of empty seats, 
Aikman, East Kelowna, left on Monday and the total takings for the two pef- 
for Banff, where she will stay a few forniances fell short by about $200 of 
days previous to travelling on to Scot- the total expenses, including the $725 
land. She sails from Montreal on July paid to the Band. This is a severe loss 
7th on R.M.S. “Metagama," bound for for the Aquatic Association to sustain, 
Glasgow. lais it is not a profit-seeking institution
 ̂ and has never paid a dividend since its
The concert given by the Orchard inception in 1909, and it certainly does 
City Band in the City Park on 'Tues-j not lend encouragement to the Assoc- 
day , evening was played under consider- jation to take further chances on such 
able difficulties, there being a strong engagements. Remeimbering that the 
wind. Eventually, at 9 p.m., it could Association also shouldered the heavy 
not be continued as the electric light financial responsibility for the visit of 
went out, much to the disappointment the Coldistream Guards Band last year, 
of a fair-sized audience. it would seem the music-loving public
. . J „ of Kelowna should have accorded a 
Chief of Police Thomas returned on niore generous measure of support up-Saturday from Vancimver, where he_at- l
tended; the Police _ Convention being The Matinee
held in that city. He reports it as hav- . The Maunee ,
ing been a most interesting gathering As the musicians twenty-nine in 
attended by about two hundred and number, filed in and took their posi- 
fiftv delegates, many o f whom came tions on a temporary .raised platform 
from very distant points. . on the floor of the hall, they, received
• a hearty welcome.. Rising to their feet, 
Our readers are reminded that both and bringing the audience with them, 
Friday and Saturday of this week will the bandsmen gave a* splendid render- 
3e observed as public holidays, when jng of “O Canada’ which made it 
all stores and public offices will be clos- sound as a real national anthem, 
ed. The stored will remain open this Apologizing for the absence of pro­
afternoon and tonight until 10.00 o’- grammes, the leader, Mr. Albert _H. 
clock in order to supply the wants of Baile, announced each item, also giv- 
shoppers over the week-end. ing a short explanation in regard to
_ ■ tt- several of the numbers. His conducting
Professor BunPng.^Lecturer on perfect control of volume and
ticulture at the Quebec College 01 •“ " expression, and his evident pride in the 
gricultufe, paid the city a ombat- organization was through-
urday and was shown round East ivei-1  ̂ brass band, without reeds or
owna and the local fru^ packing -was justified by the marvellous-
es by Mr. Ben Hoy. Professor Bunt- , mellow effects he evolved
ing stated that the Province of Quebec nature of the music required
will become a serious competitor in tne contradistinction to the great
apple industry power of the fortissimo passages,
arge plantings of Mclntosn app es opening item was the favourite
laving been made there. overture to “Poet and Peasant’’ (Sup-
The last meeting of the Hospital pe). in which the cornets, some dozen 
i^adies Aid for this season was held at «« number, performed the part usually 
file Board of Trade Hall on Monday undertaken by clarionets and strings, 
afternoon when arrangements were and accornphsh^ the task with fault- 
made for holding a hospital tarr day on M̂®® execution. The finale was brilliant 
?he second day of the Regatta. The and brought forth hearty applause, 
the secona aay desirous of What might be called a very clever
' musical illusion came next in the pre-
Phone 361
Apply—
JOS. M. PARET
Phones 254 and 544
46-lc
FO R SALE
TO CLOSE AN ESTATE 
LAKEVIEW  HOTEL
Comprising land, buildings, furni­
ture and .equipment, having 60 bed­
rooms, large dining room, rotunda, 
sample rooms, laundry, bar, ctQ. Ais 
a going concern, at present under 
lease (said lease subject to sale). 
Fot- particulars, apply—
C. H. JACKSON. C.A.,
D. K. GORDON, 
Executors, E. J. Newson Estate.
42-tfc Dr. A. S. Underhill arrived from 
Vancouver last week and has gone in­
to partnership with Dr. B. F. Boyce, 
•Pardon me a moment, please,” said I but witl. a sepmate office J n  the Ok-
the dentist to the victim, “but before 
beginning this work I must have my 
drill.”
•‘Good gracious, man!’* exclaimed the 
patient, “can’t you pull a tooth without 
a rehearsal?”
11 lias been practically dccidcdi not to 
operate the cannery at Penticton this 
season owing to apricots not being a- 
■vailable at canning prices.
anagan Loan BniUling. Previous to 
graduation at Manitoba Medical Col­
lege, Dr. Underbill saw active service 
in the war both in the Medical Corps 
and in the Royal Flying Corps, serving 
In the latter in France as a flying offi­
cer. After graduating, he spent a year 
as .an interne in the Vancouver Gcncr- 
,ni Hospital, and afterwards acted as 
medical officer  ̂at the famous Premier 
and Britannia mines.
members of the 
publicly thanking the Rutland W oinens 
Institute and the Rutlandi Athletic Club 
for a joint contribution of $27.55, the 
proceeds of the Rutland Rally Day.
sentation of the hymP “Nearer, My 
God, to Thee” with organ effect. The 
audience were requested to close Jheir 
eyes during a portion of the rendition, 
Lovers of flowers can look forward | at leasC so .as toĵ eî ^̂ ^̂ ^̂---- - _______ . .Up flit- sion that they were listening to the
to another • exhibition a noble organ, and the sus-
 ̂ Sweet Pea As” tained, swelling, throbbing notes cer-
of the Kelov^na Am e a .• tainly conveyed the idea of pipes and
spciation IS to be held at the Aquatic rather than of brasses.
Pavilion on Saturday, Ĵ uly 30th Prize ^  Emma.” by the
all n^e’ second comct of the band, Mr. Tom which this y^ar should echp^ al pre opportunity for a very
vious shoivs held by that ’ accomplished player to display resour-
as everything pronuses that some won- l technique, and he responded to
derful blossom will be on display. vigorous encore with “I’ll Sing Thee
f 1 A/T,- WT o I Songs ol Araby (Clay), which wasThose who remember Mr. W. Bea- "n fidiphtful.
ver Jones, who w ^  Secretary of the Selections from “Lohengrin” were 
Kelowna Board of Trade and Publicity j.g,j |̂gred with all the power usually dc- 
Commissioncr for a period in pre-war Wagner’s music, while the
times, and is now a rnember of the edi- g^fj^r passages, composed for wood in- 
torial staff of the Galgary Herji d, wi 11 strings, received adc-
learn with regret that he has been be- 
re.aved by the death on Sunday of his 
son Hugh, aged eighteen, as the result 
of a collision on Saturday between a 
truck and a motor-cycle which the lad 
was riding.
quate treatment by the cornets, trom 
bones and tenor horns.
Frankly, it seemed rather a prostitu 
tion of talent for such a splendid musi­
cal organization to descend to the buf­
foonery of jazz, but no doubt it is ex-
. . .  . . .1 Dcctcd even of such a fine band thatAfter the closnig ceremonies at thcl versatile, hence the in-
Public School on hriday. Miss .X* | Production of such inanities as “So’s
Wood, on behalf of the members of the 
teaching staff, presented Miss Lloyd- 
Joncs, who is retiring from the teach­
ing profession, with a lianilsomc silver 
cake dish, as a token of their esteem, 
at the same time wishing her much 
happiness in her future life. The pre­
sentation took place in one of the class­
rooms and was attended by all the 
members of the teachip'- staff.
The Salvation Army Vancouver Cit-
Your Old Lady” and “Yes, Ma,” dur- 
,ng the perpetration of which the mcm- 
jiers of the band literally blared at each 
other, acted, sang, jumped on chairs 
and behaved generally as though escap­
ed from Bedlam, which certainly a- 
miiscd the audience, if it did not ele­
vate their musical taste.
A luimorcsque of Scottish airs based 
on “Charlie Is My Darling” as the 
main theme, light in substance, was
---- .-  ^  t - I I I  . lof a differem order from the .'.frican
add Silver Band, favourably known to v̂as very pleasingly rendered.
the people of Kelowna hy reason of 
previous visits, will spend Tuesday, 
July 19th, in the city, .-vriving by the 
“Sicamons” from the south in the mor­
ning, and will give two concerts in the 
City Park, at 3 p.m. and 8 p.m. res­
pectively. The Baud consists of highly
Mr. C. Collins, known in Australia 
as the Caruso of the trombone, gave a 
finished interpretation of “Elan” (W al­
lings), an Aii'stralian composition, on 
that instrument, and proved to be an 
artiste of exceptional merit. He res-
skilled musicians, including several sol- to .a recall with Switc iback.
oists, .and may lie expected to please I Mr. IT. Green produced \vondcrlul 
lovers of music with their programmes. J effects on the xylophone, an instrument
KaOWNA AOUATIC ASSOCIATION
DANCES
EVERY
WEDNESDAY AND SATURDAY
STARTIHG SAT., JULY 2
9—12 p.m.
Members Free. Non-Members, 50c
ORIOLE ORCHESTRA
not particularly esteemed by musicians, 
by using four hammers simultaneously, 
two in each hand, and the soft, rolling 
effects, vastly different,from the metal­
lic and hard tone produced by t*,vo 
hammers, made “T h e Last Rose of 
Summer” and his encore number, 
“Home, Sweet Home,” very appealing.
The last number, consisting of sel­
ections from “Cairo” (Fletcher), was 
probably the weakest of the band’s of­
ferings, as the piece, which cannot be 
described as striking in any way, con­
tains imitations of the thin, piping tones 
of Oriental string and wind instru­
ments, which it did not seem possible 
to reproduce by means of brasses with 
the proper effect.
Evening Concert
There was a complete change of pro­
gramme at the evening concert with the 
exception that the playing of “Nearer 
My God, To-l^hce” with organ effect 
was repeated, and the,jazz numbers 
were given once more.
After “O Canada,” the march “La 
Russc” (Rimmer) w a s  given with 
splendid spirit and rare precision, the 
cornets coming in with a snap and ex­
actness of time that made the dozen 
instruments sound as one.
The overture to “William Tell” (Ros­
sini), winch followed, was one of the 
very best numbcr.s rendered by the 
band. It was purposely included in the 
progr.'imme to show what a brass band 
could do when lacking such instru- 
nfenls as the flute and oboe, the soft 
notes of which were reproduced with 
marvellous skill by the cornets. On the 
other hand, the passage descriptive of 
a storm was rendered with wonderful 
power. At the conclusion of a really 
outstanding piece of rendition, the 
band received a regular ovation, which 
was maintained until*the players made 
acknowledgment by rising, to tjicir feet, 
and they responded further by giving 
“Nearer, My God, To Thee” as an 
encore. This time the lights were all 
turned out and the picc6 was played in 
the dark, the band being guided by a 
tiny electric lamp fastened on the end 
of the conductor’s baton. Tlni illusion 
of listening to a great church organ 
was much heightened by the darkness, 
and the number was greeted by loud 
applause.
J. F. ROBERTS
Bees and Beekeepers’ Supplies
Phone ^78-R4
22-tfe
A  cornet solo, “Kelda,” by Code, an 
Australian composer, was rendered 
with artistic skill by Mr, R. Stehder, 
who replied to an encore with “My 
Drearri, (“Tosti), played with richness 
of expression. • ,
In selections from “Dcr Freischutz" 
(Weber), which came next, the cornets, 
both solo and ensemble, were partic­
ularly ^ood. ■
The jazz numbers having bteii rend­
ered to the amusement of the audience, 
the selections from “Lucia di l^ammcr- 
moor” (Donizetti) were of a very dif­
ferent order and showed the technical 
ability of the band, the concluding sex­
tette being especially pleasing.
Mr. H, Green scored a greater suc­
cess than ever with his xylophone num­
bers. Opening with “Russian Rag,” a 
difficult piece in which he was accom­
panied by the band, he bad lo give two 
encores, “Aloha” and "Hoim-, Sweet 
Home,” in which he used foiii hammers 
and greatly delighted the audience with 
the mellow effects he produced,
A descriptive number, "A Day with 
the Huntsmen” (Rimmer) introduced 
“Do Ye Ken John Peel” and i other 
famoii-s old hunting m'elodics, and was 
a rousing and very popular pitec, in 
which all sections of the band had an 
opiiortunity to make tbcmstJves heard 
to advantage.
The concluding number was a “Mu­
sical Potpourri” (Alford) coiufiosed of 
snatches of some forty-nine popular 
melodies, both old and rcctnl, which 
brought back to many of the audience 
recollections of other days. It took 
twelve minutes to play and formed a 
kind of index of the popular niiisic of 
the past fifty years.
Willi the strains of tlio National An­
them a concert which was measurably 
better in the <|iialily of llie type of 
music rendered than that of the after­
noon was brought to a close.
J iV' t «w>-V<
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**Tha Wonder Belt 
of the W orld’*
Conric! Be off on life’s ntost thrilling 
adventure — a trip ro^nd the world I 
Luxurious travel comfort will be yours 
aboard thedream ship o f cruises, Etn^ess 
of Australia (21,850 c«»8# tons). With 
Canadian Pacific as your host, you will 
never know a dull moment. You will
ioayc New York, Dee. 2, for 133 days * 
visiting 5 continents, 26 ports and 21
countries. Chtintmas In the Holy Land, 
New Year’s Eve in Cairo.
T
M © # t0 i? p a B a e a sa  ^
Ci5."88lill3© ’ • •
I S ^ n atSaA sB iiO fflca"
y A S f f i c a  C ff  «a§s@
The lands o f the blue 
Mcditfirrancan — yours 
to discover and explore! 
Colorlul Madeira, ro- 
tnantic Algiers, mysterh 
ous Egypt and the Holy 
Land. Sail from New  
York,. Feb. 4» on the 
sumptuous Empress of 
Scotland, manned by a 
cruise staff trained to 
attend your every wish. 
73 day;), 19 ports, 16 
couutdes.
Here is a cruise that offers 
you the "contrasts o f  the 
w orld” — from the cul­
tured life of South Amer­
ica’s flourishing capitals 
to the primitive blacks 
o f the East Africa coast. 
Leave New York, Jan. 24, 
on Canadian Pacific’s 
speed-queen o f the seas, 
Emtv^ss o f France, 104  
days, 16 countries, 20  
p o r ts . S to p -o v er  in  
Europe, if  desired.
Cut full injormation, itinorariea and plans of ships from local steamships agontsfor
J. J. FORSTER
S.S. General Passenger Agent, C.P.R. Station, Vancouver, B. C.
Always c a rry  C a n a d ia n  Paclflo Express C o m p an y ’s  
T ravo llo rs’ C h eq u es. N egotiab le ovorywhoro 60S
W O R L D ’S  G R E A T E S T  T R A V E L  S Y S T E M
I N the Peace Tower of Canada's Parliament Buildings 
f■ the great Carillon of fifty-three bells is being installed, 
and wilkbc ready for the Diamond Jubilee. The largest 
bell weighs ten tons, the omullcst sixteen pounds.
’•‘fM i
'j/huft Pvnhvl ittdttiy
The insoription on the large ball roads :
•• Tills Carillon was inatalled by tlio autitoriw  o f P arliam ent to  
commemonate the Peace of 1918and to  keep in  rcmcmbtanco tho  
'  service and BociUlce of C anada In the  Q rcat W ar. 1926.”  ‘
GLENMORE
The June meeting of the Gommunity 
Guild was held at the home of Mrs. 
IR. W. Andrews. There was a good at­
tendance of members, who enjoyed a 
delightful afternoon in this pretty spot.
[ The next meeting will take the form of 
la Basket Picnic. Details will b6 an­
nounced later.
The Rand brothers, of Edmonton,
I are with Mr. Lewis Marshall for the 
I third season in succession. Evidently 
[the Okanagan has its attraction or our 
young men would not return each sea- 
I son.
Mr. I. Kerr left on Monday to take 
up his position with the Associated
Growers at Vernon.*
ift
•b T H E  PR ESEN T PO SITIO N  ^  
4* OF TOBACCO IN  CANADA 4*
4* , --- ;----- 4*
4* Specially contributed to The 4*
4* Courier by C. M. Slagg, M.S., 4* 
4* Chief of Tobacco Division, Dom- 4* 
4* inion Department of Agriculture. 4* 
4* ' ' ' , , 4*
4» 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4« 4« 4* 4* 4* 4*
In speaking of tobacco in Canady it 
should be borne in mind that the tobr
acco plant is native to Canada, having
been ^und by the early explorers grow­
ing in the St. Lawrence River Valley in 
Eastern Canada, and in Southern Brit­
ish Columbia in the West. The same
W O LF CUB N O TES
The. annual Display of the Kelowna 
District Wolf Cubs will be held in the 
Scout Hall on Friday, July 8th, and 
Saturday, July 9th, at 7.30 p.m., when 
Kelowna, Rutland, Okanagan Mission 
and East Kelowna Packs will take part.
An interesting programme has been 
arranged, including two short plays, an 
Indian plaly, "One Good Turn Deserves 
Another,” by the Kelowna Pack, ant 
“A Helping! Hand,” by the East Kel 
ownas, also badge and star games, a 
jungle dance, relay races, etc., winding 
up with a camp fire sing-song. Tickets 
only 25c, are now on sale, and we hop 
for a generous response from the public, 
as the proceeds are for.the Cubs’.Camp
I T  is estimated that One Billion Dollars are 
lost in Canada and the United States 
annually by inexperienced people either 
investing money themselves or by investing 
through unscrupulous or incompetent salesmen.
Do you want your savings to be part of 
the annual Billion Dollar loss ?
W e have invested thousands of dollars, 
and offer you our services.
REAL ESTATE - APPRAISALS
FIRE, ACCIDENT & AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
,v
W H EN  MAKING YO UR W ILL A PPO IN T
OKANAGAN LOAN & INVESTMENT TROST CO.
TR USTEES, EXECUTORS. IN V E ST M E N T  BANKERS, ETC.
® ra ® la ® ® ® © a  m
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, JULY 1st and 2nd
early explorers found the Indians us- . - .  i ij  j
ing the dried leaves of the tobacco which will beĵ iê ^̂ ^̂ IN  —
plant, and, from them the first settlers j 20th to ^ tb .
Haying is in full swing on the Glen- 
! more Ranch.
Every package bears the maker’s 
guarantee of superior flavour. 
Look for the red seal
One of our ranchers was Involvec 
I in trouble last week through his dog, 
which, following its natural propensity 
for chasing hawks, etc,, unfortunately 
chased a pheasant on his owner’s or- 
I chard, in view of Mr. W. D. Maxson, 
Game Warden, who was passing 
I through the valley. The result was 
1 trip to town and a fine, we believe, of 
(ten dollars and cpsts for the first of
I fence. • ^
* * ̂ •'
We' offer congratulations to Mr. P.
Cookson and h[s bride, whose marriage
Pdi takes place at Kelowna to ay. On their 
[return from Banff, they will reside at 
the Glenmore Ranch.
C o r n  F l a k e s
We have spoken in this Column other 
[years of the damage done by cherry 
thieves. This seaspn the theft is spec 
ially mean, as on some trees there is 
'only a sprinkling of cherries.
WESTBANK
Refuse d Substitute
SIS
The Drysdale Co. have been very 
j busy during the last few weeks hauling 
piles, ties and cordwood from Glen- 
rosa to the wharf.
JACKIE COOGAN
PASSES M ILESTONE
Nev7 Phase Of Career Entered With 
Shearing Of His Locks ■
Celebrating his twelfth birthday on 
October 26tli last, Jackie Coogan, the 
"million dollar child star,” has now 
passed the first milestone in his phen­
omenal career, and has emerged from 
babyhood to boyhood with the shearing 
of his bobbed hair. The first picture in 
which he appears minus his familiar 
long Dutch boh is "Johnny Get Your 
Hair Cut.” a production from a story 
written especially for him by the late 
Gerald Beaumont, whiph will be shown 
at the Empress Theatre on Friday and 
Saturday, July 1st and 2nd.^
Soon the youngest star of the silver 
sheet win he old enough to play "Ham­
let” for David Belasco, and his versat­
ility is marvellous. A private tutor has 
been coaching him for years in academ­
ic and dramatic work. Recently he has 
been attending the Urban Military Ac­
ademy in Los Angeles, and his school 
rating is junior class in high school. He 
can recite anything effectively from 
"Dan McGrcw” to Shakcspercan solil­
oquies. Resides Jackie’s strictly intel­
lectual abilities, he is a crack marble 
shooter, horseshoe pitcher, golfer and 
swimmer. Ho presents a juvenile pro­
totype of Douglas Fairbanks; he is 
tireless and athletic, and Doug is one of 
his heroes. From his idol Jackie learn­
ed the art of twirling the Australian 
stock whip, and the elder Coogan has
hard time these days keeping a cigar 
in his motitli, as Jackie practises cutting 
tile “smoke” in two \vith a crack of his 
fifteen foot leather lash.
In the story of "Johnny Get Your 
Hair Cut.” Jackie first appears as a 
homeless filtlc orphan. Johnny Daly, 
son of a famous trainer of turf champ­
ions. Ho "l)cats” his waj' south in a 
carload of lacc horses bound for the 
southern tr.iCks and leaves the freight 
yards in L itonia on the sending end of 
a brakeman’.*) boot. Penniless^ and a- 
lonc. he fiud.s himself the pivot of thril­
ling advcnture.s. For instance, there is 
the rescue from drowning of a pretty 
little blonde .jniss and the loss of his 
only p.air of trousers.
His wanderings .about town eventually 
take hini to Mother Slapp, a good-nat­
ured. hillowy-hosomcd landlady
keeps a boarding house for jockeys. 
Her tenants are a careless lot, who 
know they can eat today and, if neces-
Mrs. T. B. Reece and Milton have 
[ gone to spend two weeks with Mrs. 
Hembling, at Kelowna.
Miss Hazel Merral spent the week-
sary, pay next year, Johnny arrives end with her grandparents, Mr. and 
garbed in an improvised pair o f  pants Mrs. Parker, 
made out of old burlap, and is jibed and I ♦ * ♦
taunted by the others. They are. partic- The Misses Jean and Charlotte 
ularly critical of his long hair, which Brown spent last week as the guests of 
brings forth calls of ‘<Baby Face” and Mrs. Dick Stewart at Kelowna 
"Girlie.” He gives fierce battle to his i • ♦ “
tormentors, wins them as friends and
learned its culture and use. The species 
of tobacco first grown was not the | 
same as that cultivated commercially 
in Canada at present. The present com-j 
mercial species is assunied to have 
been introduced from Mexico by way 
of Virginia during the early, colonial
C. E. DAVIS, Cubmaster.
SCOUT N O TES “ JOHNNY GET YOUR HAIR
Okanagan Mission And East Kelowna 
Patrols
. ___ - „ . The above Patrols will camp near
period,lind the antiquity of commercial j PeacHland from July 11th to July 18th, 
culture, even in Upper Canada, is evid- leaving by ferry at 9.00 a.m. on Mon- 
enced by the fact that shipments of day, July 11th.
Canadian leaf were sent by boat, down 
the Mississippi River to New Orleans 
probably twenty-five years before tob­
acco culture was introduced into Ken 
tuckv.
For a number of reasons, however, 
the commercial cultivation of tobacco 
in Canada languished, and it was not 
until the beginning of the 20th century 
that this commercial culture became 
economically important. - This econ­
omic importance was- coincident with
C  E. DAVIS, Cubmaster.
NEW S - COMEDY
Matinees 3.30, 10c and 25c Evenings, 7.15 and 9, 20c and 35c
JU N Ip R  CRICKET  
Kelowna Boys vs. Okanagan. Mission 
Boys
Played last Saturday on the Athletic 
Ground, when the local boys won by 
53 runs on the first innings.
KELOW NA  
Herbert Aitken, c Hobson, b Simeon 13 
Dyrke Reed, retired...... ................... .....28
M ONDAY AND TU ESDAY. JU LY  4th and 5th
A JACK LONDON STORY
the founding and the development of I  ̂Simeon ......................  3
large domestic tobacco manufacturing Len Hill, run o u t .... ............................. . 4
concerns. The growth, up to the per-1 Richard/Gale, c^and b S im eon...... .—. 7
iod of the War, was slow, but uniform, ^ Sim eon...................... ....13
War demand and war prices stimulated Dick Matthews, b Jarvis ................   0
production and consuriiption, but the I David Campbell, b Jarv is....... 3
period of depression following'the War Harold Pettman, b Jarvis . .............. 0
pr9duced also a period of low prices to Mickey Stirling, not out . ....    0
the growers and a surplus of both raw I Extras    14
leaf and manufactured products for the
manufacturers. I  ̂ 85
This great surplus of raw leaf tobacco ' OKANAGAN M ISSION
had one very important effect, in that it Richard Simeon, b Pettm an.... ..........14
forced the growers and the handlers to Ted Dodd, c Gale, b Hill ... ..............  0
look for outside markets for their sur- Dick Ford, c and b Pettman .......... . 6
plus leaf. This over-production, along I Bert Farris, »b D, Reed ........................ 0
with recent Imperial Preferential dut- Peter ^allam, c Matthews, b Pettman 0
ies, has been responsible for the begin- Benny Hobson, c Campbell, b Reed.... 0
ning and the rapid development of Gan- Lester Corbett, b Reed ...... .    0
ada’s export trade. , Jack Bell, b Reed ........... .....................  0
At the present time the commercial Bob Hayman, c Gale, b Reed ............ 0
cultivation of tobacco is localized in the Buckley not out ........... ................. 1
Province of Ontario and Quebec. The Extras .............................. .........11
Quebec producing districts are located!
north and south of the S t .' Lawrence 32
River within a radius of 40 miles from
“ T h e  S e a  W o l f ”
The original of Captain “W olf” Larson was a captain of a schooner 
which sailed from the Port, of Vancouver.
1
NEW S - COMEDY /
Matinees, 3.30, 10c and 25c, Evenings, 7.15 and 9, 20c and 3Sc
W ED NESDA Y  A N D  TH URSDAY, JU LY  6th and 7th
JOAN CRAWFORD AND 
ROW CLIFFE FELLOW S
IN
“ THE UNDERSTANDING
Mrs. Acheson came up from Pentic-
place in the heart of Î qĵ  spent the week-end with her
Mother Slapp, who makes him a waiter jj^u hter, Mrs. Pritchard 
in her boarding house. Then he meets 
old "Pop”, Slocum, faded and destitute 
follower of the races.
A deep friendship grows between the 
old man and the kid. Pop encourages 
Johnny’s ambitions to be a jockey and 
helps him to steal secret rides on “Day 
break,” a broken-down nag.
Johnny get his chance and days of real 
apprenticeship follow. In a thrilling 
manner he discovers the perfidy of one 
of the jockeys in Baltimore Ryan’s 
stables and becomes the hero of the 
track, and in celebration he gets his 
famous golden locks cut!
Miss Alma Smith returned home on 
Friday for the holiday's from her school 
at Grindrod.
CANADIAN PREMIERS SINCE  
CONFEDERATION
, Rt. Hon. Sir John A. Macdonalc 
(July, 1867—November, 1873).
Hon. Alexander Mackenzie (Nov­
ember, 1873—October, 1878).
Rt. Hon. Sir John A. Macdonald 
(October, 187&—June, 1891).
Hon. Sir J. J. Abbott (June, 1891— 
December, 1892).
Hon. Sir John Thompson (December, 
1892—December, 1894).
Hon. Sir Mackenzie Bowell (Decem­
ber. 1894—April, 1896).
Hon. Sir Charles Tupper (May, 1896 
—June, 1896).
Rt. Hon. Sir Wilfrid' Lauricr (July, 
1896—October, 1911).
Rt. Hon. Sir Robert Borden (Octo­
ber, 19U--Octobcr, 1917).
Rt. Hon. Sir Robert Borden (Octo­
ber. 1917—July, 1920).
Rt. Hon. Artlnir Mcighcn (July, 1920 
—December, 1921).
Rt. Hon. W . L. McKenzie King 
(December. 1921—June, 1926).
Rt. Hon. Arthur Mcighcn (June, 
1926—September, 1926).
Rt. Hon. W. L, Mackenzie King 
who (September, 1926— ).
Under Mr, Max de Pfyffer’s able 
At^Iast 11^3'fi^scment the Co-operative packing 
house is assuming a neat and attractive 
appearance, which is a great improve­
ment to the townsi'te.a 4> 4>
The first cherries of the season were 
shipped on Saturday by the Co-opera*- 
tivc Association,« ® * '
Mr. Jim Gcllatly had quite a nasty 
accident last week, when his car went 
off the Peachland road into the lake 
As the car fell on top of him in the 
water, it was fortunate he had some 
friends with him who managed to get 
the car off him. •  * •
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Gcllatly and 
Beth have returned,from Powell River.
Montreal, while the Ontario district is Lj^g Burley type, with some Green River 
located in the South-West Peninsula, Dark Fire-cured', and smaller 
centering about 40 m il«  south and east q£ fiue-*cured and cigar tob-
of the Detroit River. Quebec produces ^gg^g
largely cigar_ binders, cigar fillers and j £̂ j. future, it may be stated
mugh cut pipe smoking types, while certainty that Canada will con-
Ontano produces manufactunng types ti„ug tg i„gj.gggg proportion of
including White Burley, Flue-cured home grown leaf used in domestic 
(Virginia), Green River and Fire- manufactures, and can also expand her
cured. British Columbia has m the past production to meet any increase in de- 
prodiiced largely cigar leaf, but indica- mand from the United- Kingdom. There 
tions are that a considerab e acreage of ^re in South-Western Ontario, sur- 
manufacturmg will be grown rounding the present commercial dis-
tliere m ly -/. r • tricts, enormous areas of land which
The domestic tobacco nianuiacturang niay be devoted to tobacco culture in 
industry in Canada is in a flourishing case the demand increases beyond the 
condition. The manufactures for dom- capacity of the areas at present planted 
cstic consumption approximate each to tobacco. This expansion into new 
year two hundred million cigars, three areas contiguous to those at present 
billion cigarettes, twenty million pounds producing is rapidly taking place. In 
of smoking and chewing tobacco, and addition to this, it has been found that 
one million pounds of snuff. There are the Okanagan Valley of British Col- 
used annually from thirty to thirty-five umbia can produce the types of tobacco 
million pounds of raw leaf tobacco in at present in demand by manufacturers 
factories, fthc majority of which is of the United'Kingdom, and that the 
grown in Canada. In addition to that flavour, burn, and general quality of 
used in  ̂manufactures, it is estimated j Okanagan-grown leaf is excellent.
There will be a very large increase in
HEART”
m FABLE - TOPICS - COMEDY
Matinees, 3.30, 10c and 25c Evenings, 7.15 and 9, 20c and 3Sc
W EDNESDAY IS GIFT N I G H T ! !
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, JULY 8th and 9th
“ BLIND A LLEY S”
Mrs. Medley has put Mr. R. A. 
Pritchard in charge of the Knox ranch 
at Gcllatly.
Mr. F. A. Dobbin is busy planting 
out tobacco on his lakeside ranch.
Miss Jessica Payntcr arrived home 
for the holidays on Tuesday from Fort 
Saskatchewan, where she had spent the 
past eight months teaching Lord Rod­
ney’s sons.
Miss Aberdeen returned to her home 
at Winfield on Monday. Her pupils 
lopc she will be back again in Septem­
ber.
Only fifteen out of 182 students who 
attended the Normal School at Van­
couver failed in the final examinations 
recently held.
that 5,0(X),000 pounds of Canadian 
grown tobacco is sold and -'•’■jumec 
annually in the raw leaf state. Imports 
total annually about fifteen million 
pounds of raw leaf for use in manufact 
lire, two-thirds of which consists of 
Bright Flue-cured leaf, which is largely 
used in the manufacture of cigarettes 
and high grade pipe smoking brands. 
Since Ontario is at present producing 
only about five million pounds annually 
of this type, it may be seen that there 
is a considerable distance to go in ex­
panding the culture of this sort before 
the domestic requirements can be sat­
isfied
At present the annual production of 
raw leaf tobacco in Canada varies be­
tween twenty-eight and thirty-five mil­
lion pounds. It is likely that 1927 will 
see a largely increased production. Ex­
ports are mainly to tlic British Isles, 
and arc almost entirely composed of 
raw leaf. They have increased during 
the last five years from two hundred 
thousand pounds in 1921 to more than 
five million pounds in 1926. These ex­
ports have in the past been mainly of
acreage planted to tobacco in British 
Columbia in 1927.
There have been also recent indic­
ations that a larger market for Canad­
ian-grown cigar binders may be devel­
oped in the . United Kingdom. This 
type of leaf is mainly produced in Que­
bec Province, and the qualitj' of Que­
bec cigar binders is excellent. Should 
an extensive export, market for this 
type of leaf be developed, there is 
plenty of room for expansion to care 
for increased demands.
At the present time, the CanaJiain 
growers, packers and manufacturers 
arc, for the most part, in an enviably 
strong financial position, and bid fair 
to continue so if they can maintain the 
quality of their product. Those .dis­
tricts producing tobacco arc among the 
most prosperous agriculturally in the 
Dominion. With a strong domestic 
manufacturing industry and a rapidly 
growing export market, those interest­
ed in tobacco in Canada may look for­
ward to the future with well-founded 
optimism.
B
EMPRESS ORCHESTRA—H. E. KIRK, Director
K o d a k —
ON DOMINION DAY!
Every day there are opportunities for pictures 
that you’ll be glad to have. Some days— 
DOMINION DAY, for example—there are 
chances for pictures you’ll treasure.
Whether this Jubilee Year, you celebrate Canada’s Birthday 
at home or away, keep your Kodak handy, and for tho 
occasion provide an extra roll or two of the dependable
KODAK FILM.
AUTOGRAPHIC KODAKS, $ 5 .Q 0  "P
YOU W ILI, GET THEM  AT
P .  B .  W I L L I T S  &  C O .
PHARMACISTS AND STATIONERS 
BRING US YOUR FILMS TO BE FINISHED
m
%
■ y v
'-)'?  v>'S6, <- it I
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RAOE NXHE
M
T H E  FIRST DOM INION PAR­
LIAM ENT
On July 1 (Dominion Day), Lore 
Monck. who had been Governor Gen- 
, leral o r  British North America ajnee 
November 2, 1861, amiounced bla ap­
pointment as Govewior General of tlic 
Dominion of Canada. By the anthority 
of Her Majesty Queen Victoria, on 
thiat day he conferred the order o' 
'knighthood on John A. Macdonald and 
the Companionship of the Bath on -S, 
L, Tilley, Charles Tupper, Gcorgea 
Etienne Cartier, A. T. Galt, Wm. Me 
Dougall, and W. P. Howland, These 
honours were conferred in recognition 
o f the i>art the recipients had played 
•in bringing about the Union of Cana 
.da and the Maritime i Provinces.
On the following day, Lord Monck 
was st^orn in as Governor General and 
'Sir John A. Macdonald, at bis request, 
.formed a Coalition Goy^rnmerit of both 
•Conservatives 'and Liberal. The first 
Jiousc of Commons consisted of 181i 
jncmbcrs—82 from Ontario, 65 from 
Quebec, 19 from Nova Sdotia and 15 
(rom New Brunswick. Simultaneously 
the Senate came into being. It consist- 
.cd of 72 members, appointed for life-*- 
,24 from Ontario, 24 from Quebec, 12 
from Nova Scotia and 12 from New 
Brunswick. i
’I ĥc first Dominion Pitrliamcflt held 
in all five sessions. During; the first 
Wm. McDoUgall moved . a series of 
Resolutions praying that Rupert's Land 
and the Northwest Territories be added 
to the Dominion. Those resdlutionS 
bOTC fruit arid on June 23̂  1870, anj 
•order' of the Quceri-in-Council transfer- 
Tired to Canada the territory designated. A 
Bill Wa!s also passed empowering the 
<G6vcrrimcrit to/raise money for the 
■.construction of the Intcrcolpnial Rail-
loncl Wolsclcy (afterwards Field Mar­
shal Viscount Wolsclcy), which ar  ̂
rived at I'ort Garry on August 24, 1870, 
to find that Riel and his colleagues in 
the "Provisional Government" he had 
formed had fled and the rchcllion was 
ended', disclosed arid strengthened the 
spirit of Canadian national unity,
Donald A. Smith fg/terwards Lord 
Strathcona), of the I Hudson's Bay 
Company, acted ris administrator for 
the week following until September 2, 
when Adams G. Archibald, the first 
Lieutenant-Governor actually to exer­
cise office, who had travelled by way 
of Chicago to the end of railway con­
struction in Minnesota, arrived at Fort 
Garcy by canoe from l^cmbina. Colonel 
Wolselcy and the regulars oLthc Red 
River Expedition left Fort Garry the 
next day tmd began their journey to 
Lake Supc.rior and back to thri^East.
In October a census of the newly- 
made Province showed. the population 
to he 11.963. Of this total 1,565 were 
white, 9,840 were of mixed' white and 
Indian blood, of whom 5,757 vverc 
French-speaking and A083 Enghsh- 
sRcaking, and 558 were Indians settled 
on the land. Other Indians numbered 
11,265.,
On March IS, 1871, Licutenant-GOy- 
ernor Archibald opened the first sess-' 
ion of the first Legislature of Mani­
toba. ■' ,
,,”way. ■  ̂ „
While the Dominion Parliament was 
-in session the Legislature of Nova Sco­
tia prayed the Queen for a repeal of 
-.the Act of Union, so far as it related 
-to Nova Scotia, but, jcluc largely to, the 
-clever manipulatiori of Charles Tupper, 
•the repeal movement came to naught 
,-and the Imperial Government would 
not consent to the province withdraw- 
•'ing from Confederation. Early iti 
March, 1868, the first Canadian three 
-cent letter stamp was issued, and' on 
.JVpril 1, Post Office Savings Banks 
-were first opened. ^
During the third session the Gov: 
•fcrnment was faced .with _â momentous 
-question, when an expeditionary force 
■under Col. Wolseley had to be sent 
"to quell the uprising of the half-breeds 
wof Red River, under Louis Riel. Wolse- 
'ley*won a bloodless victory, the rebels 
fleeing at his approach.
The fourth session saw the conclus 
"ion of the Treaty of Washington, a 
pact that dealt with such important 
•questions as the • San Juan boundary,
- the fisheries, navigation : of- the vSt 
Lawrence,, and the Canadian canals. 
While the House was in session the 
Imperial Parliament passed the “B.N. 
A. Act, 1871,-' panting the Canadian 
"Parliament the right to create new pro­
vinces. ' On July_ 20, 1871, British Co- 
'lumbia was admitted to the Dominion, 
After the close of the fifth session,
■ Parliament dissolved. The Coalition 
'principle was abandoned and the ensu­
ing election, from which .the Gonser- 
vitives emerged victorious, took place 
,-along strictly party lines.
BRITISH  COLUMBIA A N D
c o n f e d e r a t i o n  ,
After the union of British Colum­
bia and' Vancouver Island liri . 1866, 
some of ihc restless spirits in the colony 
vlsioped a wider union as the result of 
Confederation, w hich. would include
i foxes on fur-farms was nearly .$3,150,-
1000.
Much uticntiou is now being paid to 
[ scientific farming, dairying, cattlc-rais 
ling and wool production; the fisheries 
[arc being eon.scrvcd; population is once 
I more on the upward trendv ami the fu­
ture of the "Garden of the Gulf" is 
exceedingly bright. /
GOVERNORS GENERAL SINCE  
CONFEDERATION
I,
their Province and the Middle West,
)an
HOW  MANITOBA JOINED  
THE U N IO N
The Province of. Manitoba came into 
"being on July 15, 1870, when by pur- 
, chase from the Hudson’s Bay Company 
for £300,000 ($1,500,000), with the re- 
v^ervation of one-twentieth of the fertile 
"belt and certain areas surrounding its 
tradir^ posts, the area between Ontario 
: and British Columbia was added to 
• the Dominion of Canada. As it was 
. established at first, it formed but 
■ small part of that area, which, in view 
. .o£ the date of the company’s charter, 
lo70, can be said to be the oldest con- 
•timiously British territory on the con- 
-tinent..
Throughout that whole, area sixty 
years ago the only place where settle­
ment had passed beyond the stage of 
the clustering of a few hunters’ families 
.-about a trading post Was at the eastern 
verge of the vast expanse of prairie 
land, where, at the junction of the Red 
.and the Assiniboine rivers, the site O'f 
the future city of Winnipeg, there had 
grown up, during the preceding, fifty 
years, a community known as Rec 
River.
In the twenty years before the for­
mation of the Dominion the growth 
of the Red River s'JJtUcaafint had been 
rapid and its history had been at times 
turbulent. After the arrival of a few 
aggressive citizens from Canada, in­
cluding Willbam Buckingham and 
William Caldwell, who in 1857 brought 
to Red River the first nrinting press 
and established there a weekly news­
paper, “The Nor’Wester,” the demand 
for annexation to Canada increased 
-greatly in strength.
When, by legislation of the British 
.and Dominion Parliaments, the pur­
chase of , Rupert’s Land was effected, 
the fears of the French-.speaking peo- 
- pic of Red River th.at their rights were 
to be disrc.gardcd, fears that were fo­
mented by a few agitators wbo’ took 
advantage of certain injudicious pro­
ceedings preliminary to the transfer, 
led to the "Red River Rebellion," head­
ed by Louis Riel, and the seizure of 
Fort Garry, the Company’s walled 
headquarters, in November, 1869. W ill­
iam McDougall, who h.ad journeyed 
•from Ottawa with his commission as 
Lieutenant-Governor, was warned by 
Riel not to enter Manitoba. After a 
stay of several weeks on the Minnesota 
side of the international line at Pem­
bina, bp went back to Ottawa.
Unfortunate as the events were which 
led to that armed outbrc.ik, good judg­
ment, wise decisiveness and an admir­
able Spirit of conciliation on the part 
of the government at Ottawa were 
strikingly in evidence afterwards. The 
••Rehcliion,’’ thoigh it was marked by 
acts of violence and most memorably 
by the shooting of Thomas Scott, by 
Older of Riel and bis as.sociatcs, was, 
after all, a comparatively .small affair; 
but it had great national importance. 
It effectively fixed the attention of 
Eastern Canada upon the West, and 
the ready response in the East to the 
.cal! for volvintccrs for the Red River 
Expedition, under the command of Co-
then Hudson’s Bay Comp y territory. 
Sir John Macdonald,' too, Was anxious 
that Confederation should’ be rounded 
orit, There were sevqral obstacles- 
the clilatoriness of the Hudson’s Bay 
Compiany in negotiating for the sale 
of its interests in Rupert’s Land to 
th e , Dominion, the ' indifference and 
to some extent the opposition of Go-v 
erndr Seymour and the acti-ve opposi 
tion of the old officials of British Co 
lumbia. Sir John Macdonald urged the 
Imperial authorities to replace Gover 
nor Seymour by Anthony Musgrave, 
Governor of Newfoundland, who was 
heart and spill with- the moveiherit 
The difficulty was unexpectedly re­
moved by the death Of Seymour, and 
Musgrave was appointed in his stead 
In the meantime the proponents of 
union on both Mainland and Island 
had been activel It was a matter of 
diplomatically, arranging details, in 
which Governor Musgrave was an ad­
ept;
At this time British Columbia was 
in a situation of almost complete iso­
lation. ’After*; the decline of placer 
•mining, business became stagnant. 
There was only a limited export inar- 
ket for lumb’en There wds practically 
rid fishing industry arid agriculture was 
in its inerest ̂  infancy. British Colum­
bia desired commupication, with East­
ern Canad'a : by railway in order to 
find a market for its .natural resources 
and to enable it to expand in popula­
tion and industry.
When terms had been, discussed in 
the Legislatwe Assembly, three men—■ 
the Hon. Joseph Trutch, the Hon. J. 
S. Helmcken and the Hon. W. W. Car- 
rail—-were sent as representatives to 
the Federal Government at Ottawa. 
The crux o f the proposal was a rail-
Centre of Canada's Confederation Celebration
way, but the delegates did not expect 
a railway right away. They thought 
of a wagon road to the Great Lakes, 
to be followed by a railway as soon as 
possible. They were met, however, 
more, than half way by a full-fledged 
railway to be completed within ten 
years. This was acceptable and the 
rest of the details, with a/few  minor 
alterations, were speedily agreed upon 
The railway, a private enterprise, was 
tq'be assisted mainly by a huge grant 
of land. 'This grant, in addition to a 
small cash subsidy per rnile> failed to 
attract the necessary capital. The op­
position to the scheme was very preat 
and the Pacific Scandal, which follow­
ed shortly, brought about the defeat 
of the Government;; The Mackenzie 
Government did not believe that the 
terms could be fulfilled literally a'nd̂  
proceeded with the railway as a gov­
ernment enterprise by degrees as fin­
ances permitted, taking advantage of 
the water stretches. This resulted in 
strained relations between British Co­
lumbia. and the Dominion'. Upon the 
return of Sir John Macdonald to power 
a new policy was ad'opted, and in 1880 
a . syndicate was formed in England to 
build the liqe, which was completed in 
five yearSi^
In 1884, a number of outstanding 
matters between the two goverriments 
were settled by what is known as the 
Settlemerit-Aetf acceptable at the time, 
but which British Columbia now claims 
was not a just settlement However, 
the building of the C.P.R. and its sub­
sequent highly successful . operation 
was not only a godsend to l^ritish Co­
lumbia but had' perhaps the most im­
portant and far-reaching influence on 
the economic destinies o f Canada of 
anything in its whole history. ,
PRINCE EDW ARD ISLAND  
AND CONFEDERATION
Prince Edward was visited,by Jacques 
Cartier in 1534, but he thought it part 
of the mainland. It Was at first called 
Isle St. Jean (St. John Island) and this 
name it retained until 1789. The In 
dians’ called it//“Abegweit" (Cradled 
dn-the-Wavc). Champlain took poss­
ession of the Island, in the name of 
France, in 1603, and it was formally 
ceded to the British in 1763.
The Island is about 145 miles long 
and in •width from 4 to 35 miles. It 
has an area of 2,184 squdre miles. Save 
for (Some b o g ^  arid swampy land, the 
whole Island is cultivable.
Its development was steady, and in 
1871 it had a population of , 94,201-— 
the densest in any part of British North 
Arnerica. There was growth in , popu­
lation until 1891, when it reached a 
maximum of 109,078, but the popula­
tion steadily declined until 1921, the 
time of the last Census, and it was then 
only 88,615. At first glance a. bad show­
ing; hut it was largely due to the intro­
duction of machinery, on the farm. The 
Island had no large cities or large fac­
tories to absorb the population thus re­
leased. Unfortunately three-fourths of 
the emigrants went to the United 
States and were lost to Canada.
In : 18M _ the^question J o f . Maritime 
Union was under consideration/at the 
Charlottetown Conference. This scheme 
was not found to be practicable aridi 
visiting delegates from Canada induced 
representatives of Prince Edward Is­
land to attend the Quebec Confedera­
tion Conference. But the Island was 
flourishing, it had a government sys­
tem to its liking, import duties were
low, and it had no public debt. The 
leaders of public thought felt it woujd 
be wise to let well ehoiigh alone, and 
in 1865 the Assembly by a vote of 
23 to 5 decided the terms offered were 
neither "liberal nor just” and would 
have nothing to do with'the Confedera­
tion . scheme. In 1866 and 1870 the 
Assembly again went on record against 
Confederation. . ,
But the Island began railway build­
ing. The Government, in 1873, found 
itself in a precarious financial position. 
The Dominion Government made lib­
eral offers regarding'the land question 
and the railway, and the Island' ac­
cepted “better terms" and joined the 
Canadian family.
Although there has been a decrease 
in population, there haS been a steady 
increase in wealth. The sea continues 
to yield a rich harvest of fish, the fer­
tile land yields large crops, particularly 
of oats and! potatoes. Unfortunately 
there are, few factories and those main­
ly to supply local needs,' thus a large 
home market is absent.
The Island is the home of a quite 
recent industry, fox-faririing. The first 
experiments in fox-farming were car­
ried on in 1887. The work gradually 
attracted wide attention and by 1909 
a number of farmers were engaged in 
the business. The war brought hard 
times for the fur-farmers and! there 
were many iailufes.- But thelindustry^ 
is now once more on a sound basis. 
In 1913 there were 277 farms on the 
Island and on these farms 3,130 foxes; 
in 1924 the rimhber of farms had in­
creased to 458 and foxes to 13,990. The 
demand for Prince Edward foxes and 
pelts is extensive, both in Europe and 
America, on -account of their superior 
quality. In 1924 the value of silver
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THE PRAIRIE PROVINCES 
IN  'CONFEDERATION
Tlicrc could be no Prairie Provinces 
jut Confederation, for Canada had no 
pirairie
And we should b.wc no Prairie Pro­
vinces now but for the foresight and 
unselfish zeal of a Scottish nobkman 
Lord Selkirk. In 1811, having secured 
a controlling interest in the Hiulson’s 
Bay Company, he sclent his energ 
and wealth in estabhsliihg a Britis 
colony on the Red River. Half a cen­
tury later, when, a flood of adventur- 
I ers as well as settlers had spread over 
the prairie sopth of the 49tli j)arallcl 
if the \yhitc race north of .that line 
iuul been represented only,by a scat, 
tcring of fur traders, there would have 
been a very serious danger of the flood 
breaking through, as it threatened, and 
“jumping thfc British claim.”  ̂ Without I a war, or "negotiations" tvhich might 
have proved equally disastrous, Canada 
would today have been confined to a 
corner of the continent between the 
Great Lakes aiull tlic Atlantic. Her na- 
ural westward growtii would have been 
barred, as King Louis in tlic eighteenth 
aentury barred the westward expan­
sion of the American colonics till their 
British mother-country came _ to their 
aid and broke down the barrier. Tlic 
great Dominion of which we arc so 
justly proud, ■with Jjcr union of pro­
vinces complete from sea to sea, would 
liavc been forever impossible.
Happily the Red River settlers were 
there to "hold! the fort" until our na­
tional government w a s  formed and 
ready to establish Federal rule oyer the 
territory surrendered to the Imperial 
Govcrnnient by the Hudson’s Bay 
Company for that purpose, and pro­
claimed as Canadian soil forever on 
July IS, 1870.
Our first Prairie Province, Manito­
ba, was immediately created.. It began 
as a Htpe block of land with a popu­
lation o f 12,228, Indians included. 
Greatly enlarged in 1881, and with fur­
ther large additions in 1912, it now 
contains 251,832 square miles, with a 
sea*coast on Hudson’s Bay.
The great national enterprise of op­
ening up for settlement the newly ac­
quired prairie land) and connecting both 
that region and' the Pacific gateway 
of the Dominion with our eastern pro­
vinces, w as. undertaken by the Canad­
ian Pacific. Railway Gbnipariy in 1881 
and completed before the end of ,1885. 
Settlers flowed in, mostly from East­
ern Canada and the British I^les, 
spreading over Manitoba and far into 
the territory beyond. A territorial gov­
ernor and partly elected council had 
been set up in 1876. In 1882 the sorith- 
ern part of the territory was organized 
into provisionair districts, .Regina be­
came their capital, and six years later 
a regular legislative/assembly was,, set 
|up there, though vvithout, full provin­
cial powers. .
Progress had become so rapid by 
1905 that the Federal Government cre­
ated) the Provinces of Saskatchewan 
and Alberta. Each of these, lik€ Mani­
toba, is larger than either France or 
Germany, A census in _ the following 
year showed a population of 365,688 
in Manitoba, 257,763 in Saskatchewan 
and 185,412 in Alblerta./ Despite the 
war and abnormal conditions following, 
the census of 1926 shows that in the 
last five years Manitoba increased its 
population from 610,118 to 639,056, Sas­
katchewan from 757,510 to 82i,(M2 and 
Alberta from 588,454 to. 607,584, the 
total having thus risen from 1,956,082 
to 2,067,682.
From practically nothihg, prairie 
farming went ahead till in 1926 it 
raised field crops valued at $647,282,- 
000, or more than half of all raised! in 
the Dominion. Whea't alone accounted 
for over $407,(X)(),000, arid' the bumper 
crop of 1923 exceeded $474,000,000.
And this is only a-beginning.
Since Confederation ihiiteeu Govern­
ors General have represented the 
Crown in Canada. While under res­
ponsible governtneat the Governor 
has no real power, it is doubtful if any 
in)I>ortaiU legislation is initiated or con­
cluded witliout consultation with the 
representative of the Crown.
On July 1, 1867, Lord Monck an­
nounced bis appointment :ts Governor 
(icneral. He liad taketi a deep interest 
in the Confederation movement, and 
was of material help to the framers of 
the Brilislii North Atncrica Act.
Lord Liagar totdc office on b’eb. 2, 
1869. The n>ain events'during bis rc* 
gime wore the Red River Rebellion 
(1869-1870), the transference of Rup­
ert's Land apdl the North-West Teirri- 
torics to Canada ami 'the conclusion 
of the Treaty of Washington, Under 
Lord Lisgar. British Columbia'joined 
Confederation.
The b-arl of Dufferin succeedetl I.»ord 
Lisgar in 1872. Prince Edward Is­
land entered Cenfcdenitioti, the Triter- 
eolonial Kuihvay was opened from 
Halifax to Quebec,'and the Royal Mili­
tary ('ollcj>e of Canada was cstab- 
lisbed. British Columbia became great­
ly incensed over the delay in carrying 
out the terms of union. Dufferiii yisitou 
tluit province in 1876 and' by Iris tact 
cjilmcd the troubled wat«'t s.
The Mar(|iiis of Lome followed the 
Earl of Ditfferin in 1878. Under Iffs 
rule the National Policy was adopted, 
the first sod of th e . Canadian Pacific 
Railway was turned, the North-West 
organized into Provisional Districts; 
and the Royal Society of Canada was 
founded.
In. 1883 the Marquis of Lansdownc 
became Governor General. While ho 
was in Canada, the second Riel Re­
bellion took place, the C.P. R. wa.s com­
pleted, and the Imperial (iovermnent 
empowered the Dominion to negotiate 
its own treaties with foreign countries.
Lord Stanley becairic Governor Gen­
eral ill 1888. He witnessed the contro­
versy over the Manitoba school ques­
tion. During his regime it was decided 
t6 submit the-Bering Sea seal ques­
tion to arbitration.
The Earl of Aberdeen succeeded 
Lord Stanley in 1893, The main 6c- 
currcnccs of his term of ofnee were 
the accession, to power of Sir Wilfrid 
Laurier as Prime Minister of Canada, 
the meeting of the Bering Sea Seal 
Commission at. Victoria ami Queen 
Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee.
Many important events took place 
while the Earl of Minto, avho became 
Governor General in 1898, wa.s in Can­
ada. Two cent postage came into 
bree, the British preferential tariff be- 
canie law, Canadian contingents served 
in South ^Africa, Queen Victoria died 
and King Edward VII ascendted the 
throne.
Earl Grey, who succcedfcd Minto in 
1904; saw the creation of the I’rovinces 
of Alberta and Saskatchewan, the ter­
centenary of the-founding of Quebec, 
the creation of the International Joint 
Commission, and new trade agreements 
with European countries. ^
Most momentous events occurred 
during the term-of H.R.H. the Duke 
of Connaught, who took office in 1911. 
F.^verything else was overshadowed by  
the World VVar. The Parliament Build­
ing was burned, and he laid the corner 
stone of the new* edifice to repbace it.
The Duke of Devonshire arrived in 
Canada in 1916 when the war was still 
in full blast.' He was in Canada during 
the reconstruction period and while 
the Canadian National Railways were 
being, organized.
Baron Byng succeeded Devonshire , 
in 1921. The most outstanding event 
during his term of office was the de­
feat of the Union Government which 
had been born of war conditions.
Baron Byiig was succeeded in 1926 by  
Viscount Willingdon, who, by his wis­
dom, tact and, graciouSnes.s,, is m pidly  
endearing himself to all classes of Can­
adians.
By their aloofness from party, by a 
knowledge of men and affairs gained 
in the «01d World surroundings, the 
influence of all these distinguished rnl- 
ers_has_-unclouhtedly„becn-mQSt_salaTL_ 
tary. ,
Executive Officers of the 
National Committee
1. .Alexander Mackenzie
2. George Brown
3. Queen Victoria
4. D ’Arcy McGee
5. Georges-Efienne Cartier
6. John A. Macdonald
7. !Lafontaine and Baldwin
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Memorials on Parliament Hill, Ottawa, 
of those Great Figures in Canadian 
Life Whose Efforts Have Resulted in 
the United Canada, "̂ he Sixtieth Anni­
versary of whose *^irth will be 
Celebrated July 1.
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CANADA'S THREE SCORE YEARS OF NATIONHOOD
Til'* production of foot- 
iituffB w i 's l  a lw ays rem ain 
llUHlC ltKlUJiU*y* 
This is ciisurc(l by nor 
very inunciinity, tiic fc iu l-  
jty iier ,soit) funl ttie 
bounty  of Natlti'C w b id i  dc- 
er<i«8 tlie variations of 
frost and  huow,; HUnfilinie 
aiui rain necessary for the 
Rfowtli of fruit, m a in  and 
vci^ctablcH unrivalled file 
world i.ivcr. ' In  the item of 
w hea t alone the year of 
Confederation saw a crop 
of l)UsholH fur
tlie entire terr ito ry  ndw 
known as the  O om im on of 
Canada: last year  the  total 
oroduclion of w hea t was 
406,269,()()0 hushelsj .
In the last 60 years the 
development of niachinery 
has made farm ŷ Orlc much 
less laborious. In 1867 the 
cuttiuK of main by mach­
inery was comparatively 
new, and tlie machines then;
In use were crude and un­
wieldy. In tliat year a  . 
Canadian company produc­
ed the haud-rakc reaper- 
shown hr Mr. Jeffreys^ 
sketch, whicli! was far .sup­
erior to any mauufaetured 
before. On many a farm of 
that day the entire grain 
crop , was cut by the old- 
fashioned cradle. An ex­
pert cradlcr, followed by a 
nwm with a wooden rake. 
Who raked the windrows 
into sheaves ami bound 
them with a wisp of straw, 
could harvest from three to 
four acres a day. Nowa­
days a power-driven rcup- 
er-thr^shcr whicli cuts a ' 
* IS-foot swath aud carries a 
crew of two men, can cut 
alicll thresh forty acres iu a 
day! The artist shows the 
old and new methods, to­
gether with another labor- 
saving device—a modern, 
tractor.
T H E  FA T H E R S O F  C O N FED - 
, ER A T IO N
The Fatlicrs of Confederation bear 
somewhat tlic same relation to Cana­
dian history as the Signers of the De­
claration of Independence do to the 
history of tlie United States, Like the 
latter, tlicy arc all venerated collective­
ly, Imt individually certain names stand 
out above tlie rest—the master minds 
that made the great'movemciitya reali­
ty. Just us WashingtoUw Jefferson, 
Adams, Madison and two or three oth­
ers were the guiding spirits'ill drafting 
the terms c>if the Declaration of inde­
pendence and putting it through the 
Confineiital Congress, so Macdonald, 
Cartier, Tupper, Calt, Brown, Tilley 
and McGee were the real leaders * in 
the mdvement that ' resulted an the 
m erging of the weak and scattered 
colonies of British North America in 
the Dominion of Canada. At the same 
time, while honouring th<? meniory of 
these outstanding' Canadians, it would 
be Unjust to forget the very real ser­
vices of the other men who with them 
made up the Fathers of Confederation, 
or who, in other words, represented 
the legislatures and people of their res­
pective coIcHiies. at the Quebec Confer­
ence in 1864.
Nearly all of these men had taken 
part ill the Charlottetown Conference 
that paved the, way for, the momentous 
meeting at Quebec; most of them were 
instrumental in steering the Quebec 
resolutions throilgh their respective 
legisjatures: and, with the exception 
of tlie Newfoundland delegates, .prac­
tically the same/ group met again at 
Wcstniinstcr in 1866 to prepare the 
final draft of the British North Ameri­
ca Act—the Constitution of Canada.
As each of the thirty-three Fathers 
of Con fcdcratioii—had ^beeiiT political 
leaders liefore the creation of the Do­
minion, /.so after Confederation each of 
them took an active part in the public 
life of the country, spnie as members 
of the federal cabinet, the Senate, or 
the House of Commons^ others as 
members of the various provincial goy- 
crnnieiits or legislatures; others again 
as lieutetiants-governdr of provinces, 
or members of the jiidiciary. By a cu­
rious coiiicid'cncc, two unrelated Jphn 
Hariiilton Grays sat in the Quebec Co|n- 
fcrence. One had been premier of 
Prince Edward Island, and the other 
became a judge of the Supreme Court 
of British Columbia.',
FO U R  N O T A B L E  P R E M IE R S  
O F  CANADA
Sir Jdhn A. Macdonald
Sir John A. Macdonald, the ‘ chiy.f 
architect” of Confcdcratipn, is proper­
ly admired for his shrewdness, his 
broad vision and his marvellous cap­
acity for leadership. He was loved for
his wit, his gcueromty and all his warm­
ly human chalractcristics. He stood for
a united Canada, the British connec­
tion, and a respect for law that en­
sured order at a stage of the country’s 
development when lawlessness might 
easily have been the rule. Though he 
had great ability for affairs, he served 
the land he loved through a long hfe 
with so little thought of personal, pro­
fit that in old age he w as ^ poor man.
Ready- in compromise, nimble in po­
litical strategy, our first preniier was 
far more than an able parlianientariari; 
he was a statesman to whose foresight 
Canada owes such enduring benefits 
'as the purchase of the West from’ the 
Hudson’s ,Bay Company,’the building 
of* the Canadian Pacific Railway that 
opened the prairies for settlement and 
brought British Columbia into the Un­
ion, and the adoption of a tariff policy 
which all succeeding gdvernments have 
continued, with necessary modifica­
tions, to this day.
Above ail, his career illustrates the 
importance in the interests of general 
harmony! of n^aking ‘concessions to di­
vergent elements and minorities that 
migitt otherwise become insurgent. 
Thus early he learned that “you can­
not rule Canada without the French,”, 
and "though an Orangeman he always 
considei-ed Quebec’s needs to the ex­
tent that he always had support from 
there' and_ sometimes his chief support^ 
Never was. this trait more evident, than 
when his diplomatic, winning of Howe,
by offer of better terms, quelldd the, 
secessionist agitation in the Maritimes
Alexander Galt
Of tlie thirty-three Fathers of Con­
federation, perhaps seven may be re­
garded as the governing minds. These 
were the actual Fathers of Confedera­
tion—Macdonald, Cartier, Galt, Tup­
per, Brown, McGee, Tilley, and it is 
probable that Galt, • although little is 
heard of him today, should rank high 
even among these. VVithout the infiu- 
ence and enthusiasm of Cartier it would 
have been impossible to {fersuade 
French Canada To consent to the un­
ion;- Brown-ensured the support of the 
influential Reformers of Upper Canada; 
Tupper and Tilley won the Maritimes; 
McGee by his eloquence swayed the 
Irish vote: and M^icdonald’s inim­
itable le.idei .ship piloted Confederation 
•through countless difficulties; but it re­
mains true that without the far-sighted­
ness and enthusiasm and constructive 
mind of Alexander Galt it is very un­
likely if the Dominion would now be 
celebrating it.s Diamond Jubilee.
• Galt saw, years before his associates, 
that a union of all the provinces was 
the only solution of the problem, the 
only way out of the political tangle 
which every year .was becoming more 
hopeless. He took the idea of Confed­
eration and. with infinite dare, built it 
up into a complete and practicable 
scheme. The practical politicians of his 
d.ay were inclined at first to laugh at 
him aud to brush his plan aside as an 
impossible liroam, but in the end they" 
were forced to admit that it was not 
only pnacticablc but the only possible 
road to peace and security. Galt not 
onl.v developed the scheme of Confed­
eration. but he, more than an.v other 
man. prepared the public mind to ac­
cept it. In season and out of season he 
talked Confederation, .and, although no 
socll-hinder. Ins clear, logical mind, his 
complete faith in the idea, and the 
confidence that people had in his in­
tegrity, won the support of thousands 
of citizdn.« who otherwise might have 
regarded the union of the provinces as 
a mad and' dangerous experiment.
Without questioning for a moment 
the debt that Canada owes to the .geni­
us of Macdonald in steering the ship of 
state throiigli the rock., and whirlpooks 
of party, racial and provin'eial jealous­
ies aud*mi.simder '.tandings into the har­
bour of Confederation, it is only just 
to Alexander Galt to remember that he, 
above all others, sowed the field that 
Macdonald reaped. Macdonald was .a 
shrewd and cautious statesman. He 
had no faith in rash experiments. l ie  
knew that the wise and successful poli­
tician le«l tlie people the w.aj- they 
were alread.v inclined to go. Macdonald 
was indeed the captain of Confedera­
tion. hut Galt was its prophet.
Altogether, before and after Confed­
eration. .Me.x.ander Tilloch Galt gave 
nearly sixty years to the service of his
Born in Glasgow in 1815, he migrat­
ed with his family in 1820 to Upper 
Canada, where they settled- at King­
ston. He was educated at the Royal 
GrammW School, which he left at the 
age of fifteen to enter a law office, 
and was called to the bar at the age of 
twenty-one. After eight years of prac­
tice; he was elected to the Legislative 
Assembly of Canada in 1844, and con­
tinued to represent Kingston in parlia­
ment until his death in 1891, His first 
term of office was in 1847-8 as Receiv­
er-General in the Draper adniinistra- 
tion. / ■By 1857 he had become Prime 
Ministet in the Macdonald-Cartier min-  ̂
istry. On the defeat of the Taclie- 
Macdonald' administration in 1864, he 
was a prime mover in the formation of 
the “Great Coalition” designed to carry 
through the plans for Confederation: 
and after the resignation of George'
country7 He lived to see its weak and 
scattered provinces welded into a pow­
erful and ambitions' Dominion. A man 
of rare—personaL charm,-modest :^and 
unassuming but’.with a quiet dignity 
that commanded respect, ,be had the 
genius of his family for fiv^ance and 
colonization, and was a master of dip­
lomacy. It is only right that Cana­
dians should remind themselves that 
they owe a debt of gratitude to this 
man whose constructive vision and un­
tiring effort were devoted so largely 
to the creation and upbuilding of the 
Dominion.
Brown in 1865, Macdonald was the 
chief figure in -th e  discussions ,land 
bringing into force of the British North 
America Act. Therefore, at the inau­
guration of this Dominion, in 1867, ho 
was sclccM  to, be the first, premier;;.and 
by force of hi.s genius he Jield the
position, with the exception of Mac­
kenzie’s five years of office, until his 
death. , , •
\Vhilc-his opportunism, and his con­
viviality have bce.n held against him, 
impartial historians agree that Canada 
could not have been happier in her fifst 
preniier, since Sir John A. Macdonald 
combined the wise vision, thaj knew 
How to build .vvell for the future, with 
a strong hand, that held discordant 
elcmcnfs together in the embryo na­
tion' until natural fusion might take 
place, '
Sir W il'frid L au n e r
What woqld have been the fate of 
Confederation in Canada, if the high 
principles which inspired the great men 
who worked but this political regime 
Jiad not survived in the minds of the 
statesmen who ,were compelled to carry 
on their gigantic undertaking? .One of 
the finest titles bestowed on Sir W il­
frid Laitrier is probably to .assert that 
he was the right heir of the Fathers 
of Confederation, and that he ■com­
pletely understood and embodied in his 
doctrine the noble ideals of the states-; 
men of 1867. ■ t . . ,
Sir Wilfrid was born at St. Lin des
Laurentides, Quc..' in; 1841, of Fi/cnch- 
Canadian .stock. He was well tfaihed 
for his colourful cafecr by a solid edu­
cation at L’Assomption College, and, 
after haying followed his law studies at 
McGill Ufiivcrsity, he turned naturally 
towards politics, having'at his disposal  ̂
ail.exceptional gift for eloquence, which' 
revealed itself during his college years.
Anfong all the strong characteristics, 
of Lauricr ranks high his reputation as 
a speaker. In 1904, the Daily News oi 
London wrote about him: “Sir Wilfrid 
Lauricr is easily the greatest states­
man of the British Empire.” l^uridr’s 
gift of eloquence was recognized not 
only in Canada biit ovations followed 
hini; everywhere' on his visits to the 
United States, England or France ev­
ery time he addressed a ĵpublie meeting.
The greatest success which he at­
tained, but which no French-Canadian
before him Jiad tried, w as, to capture
the feelingSvdf the English-speaking ele­
ment of, Ontario, even so far as to ob­
tain their most complete confidence. 
Elsewhere, he had succeeded in con­
vincing his audiences by the power of 
his ideas and by the music of his phrase,, 
but Ontario offered difficulties .niuch 
harder to ovefeome.
Ontario was. soon enraptufed.
.Xaurier had 'just been elected leader 
of his party, and when he started on 
his speech tour in Ontario. Blake was 
suddenly struck with aii illness which 
was considered by. some as diplomatic. 
Outside of Toronto, Laurier’s victory 
had been comparatively easy, but even
wlicii he was surrounded by those he 
looked upon as his staunchest enemies, 
the overwhelming power of hts elo­
quence changed a predicted defeat to a 
sure triumph. . His first election as 
Prime Minister took place immediately 
aftef. aiid historians of today arc still- 
woi'fdcring on what unforeseen hope 
in sight he launched such a perilous ad­
venture if not his indomitable energy 
and the love of his country.
pne of the deepest sorrows of his 
life was the trend of political events in 
Canada during the Great War. Defeat­
ed in 1911 on a double platform, the 
iiavaT question and reciprocity, he was 
no longer Prime Minister when' the 
war broke out. Unable to lead his par­
ty as he would have liked it, the ordeal 
he suffered hastened the end of his life. 
He diedi in 1919, and fhe whole nation 
paid respects to his remains, which now 
lie in Notre , Dame Cemetery.
What was Laiiricr’s doctrine on. Con­
federation? First of all, a fundamental 
principle: Confederation was a comPfp- 
mise between ah alliance and a com­
plete fusion. And l̂e, added: “Fro'm 
this fundamental principle is borne this 
corollary, that between, the entities re­
united by Confederation there is ,, |n 
the new entity whirh springs .from it, 
no superiority or subordination, but 
complete equality.” ,
ft is substantially the principles of 
the Fathers of Confederation.
It would.be erroneous to think, how­
ever, .that Laurier had a strong leaning
QUEBEC FATHERS OP CONFEDERATION
towards Confederation. He was against 
it .in 1867. But he was broad-minded 
and patriot enough to support it when 
it became unavoidable and to work to­
wards a more perfect functioning of it. 
and' he spent, to reach that goal, all 
the magnificent gifts of his talent ,
Sir Charles Tupper
The “War Ho^'se of Cumberland” 
was , for years the political designation 
of Charles Tupper, and his w,hole car­
eer was one o f strenuous activity and 
aggressive policies. Along with Joseph 
Howe, he stands as the most conspicu­
ous figure of the . Maritime Provinces. 
Tupper lacked the fire and passionate
appeal and the poetic and eloquent in
‘ ,aspiritment of Howe, but he had a great 
platform strength and his driving pow­
er was superior.  ̂ H is contest with 
Hdwe, the great Liberal leader in No­
va Scotia and heretofore invincible, in 
which the latter suffered his first de­
feat, in 1855, was long known as the 
“battle of the giant,s.”
Of English extraction through Unr 
ited Empire Loyalist descent, the l<Ue 
Sir Charles was born in Amherst, N.S., 
in 1821, and, despite his career of al­
most inordinate activity and ̂ stress and 
strain, he Uvedi to be 94. -His early life 
was a hard struggle, but with charac- 
tdristic indomitableness he successfully 
graduated at Edinburjgh University as 
an M.D. in 1843, after which he settled 
down to practise in his native townT ____ A- ^ ^  9̂ A ̂  A ̂  aa v
it, the result of whicl\ was the bargain 
with.a syndicate to build the C.P.R.
In the spring of 1884, his work o f  
piiotifig the G.P.R. on its somewhat 
adventurous career to prospective suc­
cess completed, he was appointed to -  
the office of Canadian High Commiss­
ioner. At the invitation of Sir John;. 
Macdonald in 1887, he retyrned from. 
England, acc'bpting the position o f  
Minister of Finance, \yhich he held for 
about a year and again assumed office- 
in London, where- he remained until’ 
called back as! $ecretary of State un­
der Sir Mackenzie Bowell. In a few  
months he succeeded ,as Prime Minis- , 
ter, on the eve of The flections of 1896..
The fortunes of the Conservative/ 
Party,, through internal cabinet dissen- 
sion8;and from other causes, were at a. 
|ow ebb and,; d,espitc his former pres­
tige, his swaying power atid almost un­
paralleled efforts, he went down to de-; 
feat. ■ !̂  •' ‘ ' .'/'
In opposition, as leader, he display- 
IC!fed not less vigour of debate, not less- 
courage apjd not less determination to- 
win, but age and the rising star of Sir: 
Wilfrid Laurier were top fearful odda 
against him, and at the end of his- 
term he retired, his reinaining. years, 
being devoted to his private interqsts- 
and to the preparation of his reminis­
cences. '
Alexander Mackenzie
- - - . * , . j -j j  X r I Alexander Ma!ckenzic was born ini
His great, ability and decided turn for Perthshire, Scotland^ 6n January 28,
- ------ * p A1S. .  (2) Hon. G E O R G E  E T IE N N E  C A R T IE R , . (3) f fon
Canada. A tto rney  G eneral, Low er,C anada. JifcGER
.Hon. I f  L T
(1) Hon. J.
Hon-.Slr ^nis
Kec»v̂ ®®̂ 5iUa. Canada.
(5) H on. A L E X A N D E R  T . GALT. 
M inister of F inance, Canada.
public affairs brought Ijim very quick­
ly into prominence, and the “little Doc­
tor,”, as he was familiarly know’ll, was 
in the thick and front Of the fight from 
the time he first donned'his coat of 
mail. Quick to'discern the, weak points 
in the policy of the, old-line Conserva­
tives, lie drew up a prografnrne havih 
a more comprehensive and progressive 
view of affairs; As a consequence he 
attracted to himself the moderate men 
of both parties, or, in other words, 
completed a new political alignment 
and became the acknowledged leader.
In 1864, he was chosen Premier Of 
Nova Scotia. That was the year it* 
which Confederation took root. Not 
only did he bring his province, though 
unwillingly enough, into Union, but he 
took a leading part in framing the terms 
of the B.N.A. Act, and afterwards in
England in defeating, opposition and' 
settling the-final draft with
1822. AYhen but ten years old he Tyas 
employfed as . a herd-laddie; and at six­
teen'worked in The fields at the plough. 
He learned the trade Of stonecutter 
and, beforfe his twenty-first year he was; 
an effirient. workman. 'He had but little­
time 'forTed'uca!,tipn, but he loved bookst­
and particularly the poems of Robert^ 
Burns.' His sympathy for the poor and:
his passion for liberty were largely diie 
------  -  -  ile
the Imper­
ial audiorities, and even succeeded in 
inducing his great rival, Joseph Howe, 
to join the government of . Sir John 
Macdonald after Confederation. For 
his services he was created a C.B; On 
the formation of the first government, 
in view of certain difficqlties ^arising in 
other provincesj he declined to accept 
a portfolio. He was, however,^ sworn 
in as President of the Council in 1870, 
and in 1873, when Sir John’s govern­
ment resigned, was Minister of Cus- 
toms. Then came the dark days of op- paper and 
position and Tupper was a Source; of 
great strength to his leader, being at 
once his chief lieutenant, adviser and 
organizer. To his activities and power 
of oratory much of the success of Sir 
John’s National Policy in 1878 was due 
After the elections. Sir Charles be­
came Minister of Public Works, and as 
such he organized the Department o::
Railways and Cqnals, of which he was 
the first minister. In that capacity he 
accompanied Sir John and Sir Leonard 
Tilley to England on a'memorable vis-
ONTARIO FATHERS OF GONEEDERATION
(1 ) lio n . JA M E S  C O C K B U R N , 
Solicito r G eneral, U pper Canada.
(2 ) H on. O L IV E R  M O W A T, 
P ostm aster G eneral, Canada.
(3) H on. G E O R G E  B R O W N , 
P residen t, E xecutive Council, Canada.
(4 ) H on. W IL L IA M  M cD O U G A E l*  
Provincial S ecretary  of Canada.
(5 ) H om A L E X A N D E R  C A M P B E L L , 
Com m issioner of Crown L ands, Can;idib
(6) Hon- JO H N  A. M A C D O N A L D , 
A tto rney  G eneral of U pper Canada.
to_ the'influence of Burns’ ■yerse. While- 
still in Scotland he displayed an inter­
est-in national affairs and took part in 
some of the Chartist debates.
Mackenzie came to! Canada in 1842’ 
and at first settled in Kingston, where 
he found employment as a mason on 
the fortifications of the harbour. Hc- 
vyas later'employed On the three great-- 
est public works attempted in Canada 
Up to that time—the Lachine. Bcauhar— 
nois and Wfelland canals. In 1848 he 
moved to Sarnia. He was already tak­
ing an active interest in public affairs. 
He was an advanced Reformer, almost* 
a Radical, and his ability as a speaker- 
attracted the attention of George- 
Brown, with whom he formed a last­
ing political friendship.
In 1852, Mackenzie became editor o f  
the Lambton Shield, but his editorial 
career was a short one. His vigorous, 
uncompromising language caused ac­
tion for libel to be taken against his 
the Lambton Shield was 
forced, to cease publication.
In 1861 he was^electcd to Parliament 
for Lambton. During his campaign he 
denounced extravagance in public works 
for political purposes and advocated 
reform of the representation and of the 
tariff. During his first term in Parlia­
ment. in a powerful speech, he express­
ed a desire to see a united C.'iiiada from 
the Atlantic to the Rocky Mountains.
During his second term a coalitibn 
government was formed. He strongly 
opposed the Liberals joining forces with 
the Tories, but was ready to support 
any wise and just legislation the new 
government might bring forward. He 
was a warm advocate of a federal un­
ion of the British North American pro­
vinces. The Maritime Provinces link­
ed to the Upper Provinces by a girdle 
of raihva3*s would, he felt, make a 
strong united country. He saw, too, 
the possibilities of the Great West and 
spoke enthusiastically on the future of 
that vast territory. When Brown left 
the coalition government, Mackenzie • 
was invited to accept the portfolio hut 
he declined the honour.
In 1867 a vigorous effort was made 
to defeat him in the first Dominion el­
ection, I)Ut he was returned by a large 
majority. In 1872 the ifucstion of the - 
Pacific Scandal agitated the country 
and caused the fall of the Macdonald 
Government. Mackenzie, was called on 
to form a government and in 1873 the 
erstwhile stonecutter became Prime 
Minister of Canada. He introduced 
many important reforms, sucli as vote • 
by ballot, and established the Royal 
Military College of Canada, an institu­
tion of tlie greatest benefit to the Do­
minion and to the Empire. He had, , 
however, a timorous railway policy and 
counselled delay in the Iniilding of th e - 
Canadian Pacific Railway when what 
was needed was courage and speed. 
The country was passing through a’ 
cycle of depression and the people lost 
faith in him as a statesman, and, in 
1878, his government .suffered defeat.
Alexander ' Mackenzie vyas the Sir 
Galahad of Canadian political life, and 
at tlic time of his death, in 1892. the 
London Times spoke of him as a man 
)f “iiificxililc integrity,” one whose 
“name has been regarded as a symbol ' 
of honesty among friends and foes ~ 
alike.”
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^BanLtalfacenturjr 
older than the Dominion̂  
itself'-'equipped through 
experience, resources ,̂ 
o r g a n iz r a t io n ,  a,ti6L 
connections to serve
Estajblished i8i7
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CREAMERY
BUTTER .......
BONELESS HAM 
Sliced, per lb. .... 
MOLASSES
per lb....... ..........
COOKIT LARD
per lb.....................
CANNED  
PEARS ...............
t h r e e  f a i r  c o n t e s t a n t s  f o r  t h e  b i g  s w i m
❖ ’••■fr❖ ■«■•#• «!•••••»• ❖ ❖ ❖ •I'❖ ❖ •I*-S'<!•-f 
♦  ♦
♦  FISH ER M A N ’S LUCK ♦
•» - -----------  . ❖
•fr Being a true account of three days •t*
"#• happenings and mishappen- ♦
♦  ings—m ostly ' nilsB ^
♦  By “Sahno Ferox” '*•
♦  *
Coles IMiillips, the artist, says: “Sit­
ting on a stool alCday painting pretty 
girls i.s a bit cloying. I craved corn 
beef, cabbage, and lionest sweat, and 
mcn-'-horny-banded, vulgar, profane, 
tobacco-chewing men—and bri)\vn 
earth, and growing tilings.’’ '
A .similar mountnin fever bad the 
Old; .Sport and bis son by the throat 
and wouhl not be denied; afisliing they 
must go. Maps had been examined for 
(lays and niglit.s, for a new and fi§hy 
.spot, unluumn to the multitude, and 
finally MeCullocb, with its group of 
lakes, vva.s .selected a.s likely to bo inter­
esting to bid and young. Fifty miles 
from us by bad roads and at an eleva­
tion of 4,144 feet, the old car bad its 
work cut out, whilst rain bad been seen 
fulling on the bills for days. Starting 
at 7.45 a.m., on Saturday, June 11th, the 
outskirts of Kelowna were pas.scd lui 
hour later and the ascent to the K.L.O. 
fruit benches commenced. Canyon 
Creek, with steep grades atuli narrow 
road, g:ivc a wonderful view of what 
appeared to he an extensive columnar 
basaltic rock formation on the eastern 
side of tlui valley, in appearance like 
the Giants Catiscway, in Antrim', and 
Staffa, on the west coast of Scotland.
This deposit is certainly worthy of 
closer investigation. ,A little further 
on and higher up, wc encountered a 
cloud burst, turning the road into a 
river, varicdi by mud holes and \Vashed 
down rocks. Reached McCulloch at 
11.00, atui, in trying to get the car into 
a drier and level spot for a camp, got 
into a mud hole and met our first tire 
trouble. After, lunch, walked a long 
three miles j to Haynes Lake, to learn 
from “three men in a boat” that the 
trout would not take the flv until later 
in the season. This we proved by 
throwing a sedhetive fly for; half an 
hour without a rise, and vvalked back | “BUILD B. C.” 
through much mud, moss, and water,
Waldron’s
GROCEIIf STOKE
E L L IS  S T R EET
40c 
30 c 
5c 
20c 
20c
K E L O W N A
Ponltry Associatian
FLOUR a n d  f e e d  STORE  
ELLIS STREET Phone 354
The place to buy good FLOUR  
at the lowest price at which good 
flour can be sold. Wo have nothing 
inferior or second grade.
Keep the hens up to their work 
by feeding them EGG MASH. Wo 
can give you a Mash that we be 
lieve is unexcelled for egg pirduc- 
t}on. Contains nine different ingred­
ients combined to give the highest 
analysis.
W e handle all lines of STOCK  
FEED , and aim to give every cus­
tomer a square deal every time. ....
FOR RADIO AMATEURS
KGO Programme For The Week Of 
July 3 to jfuly 9 .
.Frequency, 830 kilocycles; 361.2 metres 
Sund^, July 3
-11.00 a.m.—Service of Calvary Pres- 
'hyterian Church, San Francisco; Rev. 
Ezra Allen Van Nuys. D.D., minister.
4.00 p.m,—-Vesper service,, Grace 
-Cathedral, San Francisco.
6.30 to 7.30 p.m.-—Servi<:e of Calvary 
Presbyterian Church, San Francisco;
9.00. to 10.00 p.m.—-National Broad- 
-casting Company prevgramme.
The Bible story of “John the Bap­
tist and Salome” will be presented in 
vdialogue form, Avith symphonic brehes 
tral accompaniment. '
Monday, July 4
8.00 to 9.00 p.m.—National 6road- 
.•casting Company pro(»ramme.
Special programme of songs written 
1>y George M. Cohan. The numbers 
-will be used in vocal solos, brehestra- 
-tions and readings with orchestral ac 
-companimenL '
9.00 to 9.20 p.ni.—“Chats About New 
Books.”—Joseph Henry Jackson.
Tuesday, July S
8.00 to 9.00 p.m.—Oakland Studio.
The Pilgrims. Eveready program­
m e by National Carbon Company.
9.00 to 10.00 p.m,—'National Broad- 
■ casting Company programme.
,“Hits and Bits,” devoted to the Pac  ̂
ific Coast. The programme will con­
sist of songs and orchestrations charac­
teristic of Washington, Oregon and 
California.
10.00 to 10.30 p.m.—"HM” knd “JP” 
.entertain. '
10.30 to 11.00 p.m.—Surprise broad- 
'.cast.
Wednesday, July 6
8.00 to 9.00 p.m.—Vacation program­
me. W.O.W. Male: Trio; “Fishin’ Jim 
Pike;” road information, California 
State Automobile Association; Nature 
talk; E. Barnes, the Wolverine fiddler.
9.00 to 10.00 pi.m.—National Broad­
casting Company progrramme.
“The Drums of Oude,” by Austin 
Strong, a. dramatic episode of the In­
dian Mutiny, will be presented by the 
National Players, under the direction o f  
William Rainey.
. 10.00 to 12.00 p.m.—John Wolohan 
and his Californians, Colleriate Ball 
Room, Hotel Leamington, Oakland.
Thursday, July 7
8.00 to 9.00 p.m.—Programme by the
Paul Stcindorff Radio Lijght Opera 
Company. /
9.00 to 10.00 p.m,—National Broad­
casting Company programme.
The famous opera “The Chimes of 
Normandy,” by Planquette. will be pre­
sented by the National Light Op^ra 
Company, under the direction of Max 
Dolin.
Friday, July 8
 ̂8.00 to 9.00 p.m.— Western Artist 
Series con(:ert, Mme. Berthe Baret, 
French violiniste. ,Eva Garpia, pianiste. 
Barbara Blanchard, soprano. San 
Francisco Real Estate Board Glee Club, 
Eugene Blanchard directing.
9.00 to 10.00 *p.m.—National Broad­
casting Company programrne,
“An Hour in Memory L ine.” The 
revival o f O'ld time sopgs has proved to 
be popular, with raeflo audiences, and 
requests for numbers that ~were po^ 
ar in the past have been pouring into 
the offices, of the programme depart­
ment. Many have taken the initiative 
and copies o f songs that are almost 
forgotten have been sent in to be pre 
sented during this hour.
10.00 to 11.00 p.m.—^Frank Ellis and̂  
his Hotel St. Francis dance orchestra.
Saturday, July 9
8.00 to 9.00 p.m.'—National Broad­
casting Company programme.
A resume of the week’s programmes 
will be presenteij, offering the most 
popular of the numbers presented dur 
ing the week.
9.00 to 10.00 p.m.—Programme under 
the direction of Louis Epping.
10.00 p.m, to 1.00 a.m.—W ilt Gun- 
zendorfer'^s Hotel Whitcomb Band, 
San Francisco. Intermission solos by 
Rose Lind and Rodi Smith.
No spdrtmg event in years has attracted as much attention as the 21- to find everything in camp soaked, 
mile swimming race to be staged on August 31st in Lake Ontario, in front of Slept on K.V.Ry. station floor, and it 
the Canadian , National Exhibition Grounds at Toronto. Scores of the world’s was hard. Sunday cloudy but looking ' 
greatest swimmers, including George Young, winner of the Catalina'Channel a wee bit brighter above. Back to 
contest, will compete for the $50,000 prize money. A surprising feature is the lake andl dug apgle worms, which per- 
number of women who have entered for the long grind. In this group are three forniancC Coles Phillips would surely 
with spleiujid reciords. At the left is. Ethel Hertle, 19-year-old New York High haVe enjoyed, but two rods got a dozen 
School girl, 880-yard champion of the United States and long distance champion I good trout, and lost many—my!  ̂ but 
of the State of Connecticut She was for six hours the closest swimmer to they are fighters
George Young and Norman Ross in the Catalina swim. Top right is Madame At 3 p.m. the Old Sport, with an ex-
The annual school nicnic was - r - 1 ^  ^*'e«chwoman cellent greenheart rod, struck an ex- 
ranged a S  this v S r  bv Mrs ParkS resides m Brussels: Lower right is Mrs. H. Martens, of Toronto, who is a ceedingly heavy fish, and after playing 
[he t e a E ^ o h  last Fr^d^^^  ̂ swimmer with remarkable staying powers. ........................
tiny tots of the community with the
“ Try
Pacific
Milk
Once.”
■<atf
JitaPOBATES,
mothers were mvited to swell the ,pjjgjyjE jjjjoU S STORY OF  
crowd and Mr. Kennard took them m
his car to the picnic grounds on the _____
beach south of the village. An enjoy- «xhe Sea W olf” Is Packed 
able'afternoon at games and bathing,' 
with tea, came to a close all too soon 
when Mr. Parker appeared to take chil­
dren and baskets! home.
PRIM ITIVE PASSIONS
Full Of 
Dramatic Action and Thrills
M ISSION CREEK
PUBLIC SCHOOL
Report For June And Awards Of Rolls 
Of Honoiu:
In the fcillowing report of Mission 
Creek Public School for the month of 
June the names of the pupils are ar­
ranged' in order of merit.' where per­
centages are shown, 60 per cent and 
over constitutes a pass.
Division I.
Grade 8: (Average on ten tests.) 
James Flintoft, 71.5 per cent; Rose 
Quirico,_ 70.4; Mary Lanfranco, 68; 
Mary Fisher, 66.3.
Grade 7: Margaret Flintoft, 81; N el­
son Shiosaki, 72. •
Grade 6: Nan Hamill, 83; Louis
Perron, 78; Herbert Hewer, 76; Louise
Abounding from start to finish in 
strong dramatic action, the hew screen
Mr. Geo. Gibson, President of theA/T,. n-v I I he Sea Wolf, which comes to the
S r  we?e naSdo^nts “ The tour^S- im press on Monday and Tuesday, July 
lYcf roTn 4th and 5th, is said by leading critics
LoSff L a k T ^  Country Club on most striking master-
® ’ . * * * I pieces of production o f recent years in
Mr. and Mrs. Goldie, accompanied realm of tales of the sea. 
by the children, left on Tuesday for a It is a primitive, brutal story of a 
motor trip to Revelstoke and other tyrannhical shipmaster of the high seas 
points east. ‘ (with a shanghaied crew. Primitive,
 ̂ ~ stormy passions cause intendty of ac-
- Mrs. Downey and sons, of Kelowna, I for accomp^imeirt is the
were week-end guests at the home of of the gale, the feuds of brawling 
Mr. F. C. Copeland.m ‘m M
HINTS ON REARING CHICKS
him for nine oi; ten minutes to and fro 
and bnep completely around the boat, 
and twice hancling the rod with fish bn 
over to his son, neither being able to 
raise him to the surface, though the rod 
was bent nearly double, and the tip
Mr. Acheson-Lyle, of Kelowna, was 
at the Westbury Hotel over the week­
end.
sailors, fog, wreck, collision and mutiny, 
and domineering over all is the daunt 
less brute oiF a captain who rules with 
his fists and fears neither GodI or man. 
The character of this man, who, witiP 
all his unruly passions and ruthless na­
ture,, is a deep stu(ient of philbsophy 
Munson and Leona Perron, equal* 75; land a reader of poetry, is delineated on 
Camijlo Lanfranco, 69; Maria Perron, the screen by Ralph 'W. Ince with even 
68; Arnold Hewer, 63; Arthur Marty, greater force than it was on the printed 
61. On trial: Augnst Casorso, 56; An- pa'̂ '', 
drew Marty, 55; Lloyd Flintoft, 52. The sheer, stark brutality of the dra- 
Promoted to Grade 3: Edward Peev- ma is relieved by a delightful love story 
er, 87; Robert Schwartz, 75; Earl which runs through it like a silver 
Tame, 70; Robert Munson^ 64; Mark thread in a black fabric, while some of 
Lewis, 62. On trial: Anna Shlahetka, the action scenes are most spectacular, 
54. inciluding the ramming of a ferryboat
Promoted to Grade 2: Georgette Per- by an ocean liner, and the burning of 
ron, Isobel Tame, Frances Shiosaki, “W olf” Larsen’s vessel, “The Ghost,” 
Mary Quirico, Fern Lewis, Masa Kubo, after a desperate battle between the 
Louise Lanfranco. “W olf” and his mutinous crew.
Promoted to Grade la: Eid^a Rawl- As The Morning Telegraph, of New 
ings, Polly Shlahetka and Mabel Shir-1 York, described “The Sea Wolf” in a 
ai, equal; Kiyoko Kogima. |review of its production: “It will thrill
audiences w herever he-m an pictures are 
HONOUR ROLLS I liked, and tha t is no t saying th a t women
Division I. I Patrons who
Proficiency: M argaret Casorso; h o n -1’"9ksh raw meat, it is excellent. This
ourable mention, Nan Hamill, Louise Picture. vigorous action, has great 
Hamill, Frances Martin, Margaret Fliii- ap’̂ eal to the average audierice and an 
toft Clara Hewer under-current of philosophical argu-
______ _ Depbrtment: ' Margaret F lin to ft; ,ment over man’s 'immortal soul chal-
Hamili (absent for tests but promoted honourable mention, Margaret Casorso, lenges the interest of the most i^telli- ; . - . . V  ̂ • - r  • TT ... VT TT— ?.. XT . —  I <TT.Tit rkatrotio To tH6 vast aFmy of J3ckon standard of year’s work.)
Grade 5: Frances Martin, 83; Clara 
Hewer, 81; Gordon Kennedy, 76; Jam­
es Fleck, 76; Fred Chamberlain, 72; 
Angus Fisher, 72.
Grade 4: Margaret Casorso, 86; Pet­
er Lanfranc(3, 74; George Chamberlain, 
61; Alice Shirai, 55; Kimmie Koga, 46.
Division II.
Promoted! to Grade 4: Alby Schwar­
tz, 84; Nellie Peever, 83; (Gwynneth
Louise Hamill, Nan Hamill, Nelson sent patrons. u- • • . -
Shiosaki. London s readers this picture can be
Regularity and Punctuality: M ary I *’eeommended as presenting life as he
Lanfranco; honourable mention, James 
Flintoft,' Margaret Flintoft, Angus 
Fisher.
. Division II.
Proficiency: Georgette Perron.
Deportment: Isobel Tame.
Regularity and Punctuality: Edward |
Peever.
(Experimental Farms Note)
There may be too much dogmatism 1 often a foot under water, the watch 
regarding the proper methods of chick was consulted, and nine minutes more 
feeding and rearing. Given well hatch-1 failing Ho bring him even into sight, it 
ed'! chicks from good, vigorous, healthy I was suggested that w e  let the boat 
parents and almost any system of feed-1 drift ashore and try to land him on the 
ing, where ordinary common sense is I ^̂ ®ach. This resulted in the cast break- 
used, good results are likely to be oh- the middle, and today, the dis-
tained. In many instances there is too Hussion as to what kind of a fish it 
much time wasted in fussing with was still goes on—Ogopogos barred! 
chicks. Reaching camp a^ in , we were met by
Feeding tests at tlie Central Experi- wife insisteil upon our
mental Farm have indicated that equal- supper. W e enjoyed some
ly good results can be obtained where  ̂ meal that lingers in :otir
a good mash is fed in hoppers kept
constantly before the chicks from V ,
time they are ready to feed (about 48 ' for home just before dusk
hours) as where regular feeding five  ̂ when the
or six times per day is practised. I n L -  went wrong^and with it our igni- 
cpnjunction with the mash feed, of P ’9’1 back^to farm and,
course, water, milk, fine grit and oyster 9̂“*' blankets spread in the hay 
shell and green feed are given. When I’9’t.’- bet^r_ than the _ K.V.Ry.
the chicks are about ten days of age a Rained  ̂ all night, and
light feed of scratch grain is given i® probably raining there  ̂yet, fields 
daily. When the chicks are a month roads almost out of sight, back to 
to six weeks of age the chick mash is P ^ ’* without breakfast, which was got 
replaced by growing mash an<I when at I’”  ̂ camp ground by the road, where 
about two months of age, a hopper of P water, fireplace,
crushed tjats in addition to the jjrowing I seats, made, the meal taste]
mash is kept before them at all times. especially as the ram had stop-
T-his system cuts (lown greatly the l a b - . i t . •our of attendance Ihen a miracle! Look, a young man
See that the chicks have sufficient appears, walking towards us,̂  and upon 
heat to enable them to warm up any r J'̂ âs bound to-|
time they feel like it but avoid keeping I M c C u l l o c h  to phone for a ser-, 
the houses closed more than is neces-1 from Kelowna. He had |
sary. Allow the chicks out on range as I P ” deer on the road, nearly
soon as weather permits. 1 arPund, found
Prevent crowding in the brooder and car in the ditch and
houses by stretching pieces of wire net-1 belpless . .  , i
ting across the corners and put in low | , ^ame is plentiful-—a full-grown black 
roosts and encourage the chicks to use 1 three fishers re-| 
them as early as possible. above, on theif way out from I
Separate the sexes and dispose of all P"® lake, Brum .objected to their at- 
cockerels that are not to be retained for snap-shot him and made off.
breeders as soon as they can be satis-1 -^arge porcupines are also there in
In looking over a file of letters 
received from »time to time this 
sentence appeared four times. 
“Just try Pacific Milk once in 
*your cooking.” One correspond­
ent immediately added: "You will ! 
prefer it for its own richness and ; 
flavor.” It takes quality of a high 
character to make a constant,pa­
tron right away. ‘
Fraser Valley Milk Producers’ 
AssoGiation
PACKERS OP PACIFIC MILK
Head Office: Vancouver, B .C ,
Be Careful-
OF YOUR FEET.
We* Make Shoes To Fit 
The Feet.
Skilled Workmanship on S l ^  
Repairs gives your feet a tteat 
all the time.
SHO ES, OXFO RDS and Light 
Summer Wear goitig at a 
BIG DISCOUNT
BERT MUSStnO
SHOE STORE S H O E REPAIRS
Bernard Avenue
factorily m arketed. plenty.
Good chicks to start with, given good | Towed into Kelowna, washed, shav- j 
feed, kept in clean, well ventilated, not | , Car repaired, got us hiDine |
overcrowded houses on clean, fresh, | dark Monday evening. _Feehng
green range assure strong, vigorous po 8>rls m ours.
pullets in the fall which are the only I fried trout went
kind th a t will satisfy the up-to-date, I- ®9*” ^
Tuesday 
well for
successful poultry keeper.
GEORGE ROBERTSON.
Asst. Dom. Poultry Husbandman.
M int Strikes Confederation Medals
Broadcasting Canada’s Conic.^v.;i'atioii jubilee
CJCA\ 
EDMONTON
/
CNRV
CKCO
VANCOUVCR
crcTVKYOlkM
CAVCABY C JR M “MOOUJAW
CKCV
QUCOEC
CMROOTTAWA
If VW1NH1PCO
'  CHYC Montmal
CFCA
TXMONTO,
CJGCVOMOON
C 'f  
ORlA4MONOVai.e
t m r rCNRA CHN(S MONCTOH-HAUrAX
Flowers in bloom in woods, very at­
tractive and different from our own at 
this level. Purple orchids everywhere, j 
five different varieties of violets, thej 
blue of one exceeding anything in the i 
gardens. Rhododendrons in bud and 
very plentiful. Three flowers seen 
which in our ignorance we could not 
classify. Trees, too, different—mostly 
jack pine, with some hemlock, and that 
graceful larch, which, though carrying 
cones and the appearance of an ever-1 
green, is not, but sheds its needles be­
fore winder comes.
Kelowna Dairy Co.
Ii;AMOUS FOR
Ice Cream
Ask for our Bricks at 
Sutherland’s
OSOYOOS D IV ISIO N  OF YALE OSOYOOS D IV ISIO N  OF YALE  
DISTRICT DISTRICT
Recording District Of Osoyoos | Recording District Of Osoyoos
* T \o jp ictu w  map above gives a comprehensive idea of thQ nw stextonsivotiom of radio stations ever attempted 
*  in Lanada and possibly in tlie world. The tie-in links 19 radio stations, with CNRO at Ottawa as the key 
rSij®? Marcom beam station CP at Drummondville which will ro-broadcast on a short wavo-lenrth to tho 
British Broadcasting Company m England, which in turn will broadcast to European receiving stations. By  
means of this tie-m of Canadian radio stations the world will hear not only thh special Jubilee radio p io- 
g e n in g  o f July 1st, but also will listen to the initial peal of the carillon in the tower o f the  
J^aruament Buildings and also to the speeches by the Governor-General, Prime Minister and others.'*' The
of equipment and if  undertaken on a  commercial basis would have .>oo8t approximately $1,000,000 more to establidi. o u «
A B O V E  are shown two medals 
which have been struck by the
TAKE NOTICE that I, Gerald Moffat TAKE NOTICE that I, Gerald Moffat 
Christie, Agent for the Canadian Na- Christie, .Agent for the Canadian Na­
tional Railway Company, of 1150 Main tional Railway Company, of 1150 Main 
Street, Vancouver, B. C., occupation Street, Vancouver, B. C., occupation 
Railroading, intend to apply for a lease Railroading, intend to apply for a lease 
[of the following described land and of the following described land and 
land covered with water, situate on land covered with water, .siUiale on
Okanagan Lake in the vicinity of Okanagan Lake at Trepanier: COM-
[Westbank: COMMENCING at a post MENCINCJr at a post planted at high 
planted at high water mark of Okana- water mark of Okanagan Lake, about 
Igan Lake, about 1910 feet North-Eas- 30 feet North-Easterly from the South- 
tcfly from the S.E. corner of District Easterly corner of Lot 2, Block “A” 
Lot 807, thence o, 30° E., 290 feet, (Registered Map No. 217), thence S. 
thence S. 60° W., 150 feet, thence N. 69° 38' E. 250 feet, thence S. 20° 22'
30° 'W., 200 feet more or less to the W . 150 feet, thence N. 69° 38' W. 255
Royal Mint at Ottawa in com­
memoration of the celebration of 
the Diamond Jubilee of Confed­
eration. The larger medal is that 
which is to  be awarded in gold, silver and bronze to the win­
ners of various competitions. Twenty-six hundred of these 
are being issued. The smaller medal is that being issued to  
every school child in the Dominion. Two million of these were 
required for this purpose.
high water mark of Okanagan Lake, 
thence North-Easterly along said high 
water mark to point of commencement, 
and containing 0.9 of an acre more or 
I Jess,
Gerald Moffat Christie,
Agent for
TH E CANADIAN NATIO NAL  
' RAILW AY COMPANY.
Dated June 2nd, 1927. 44-9c
feet more or less to the high v;atcr 
mark of Okanagan Lake, thence North- 
Easterly along said high w.itcr mark 
to point of coiiimcnccmciit, and con­
taining 0.9 of an acre more or less.
Gerald Moffat Chri.slie,
Agent for
TH E CANADIAN NATIONAL  
RAILW AY COMP7\NY.
Dated June 2nd, 1927. 44-9c
M
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On tlie first of the week we are installing a
Help Yourself Unit"'
This Unit will contain sixty Sections in which goods will 
be displayed and priced so that you may
“HELP YOURSELF”
I . .' '
This will make fo^im e-saving and convenience. “An­
other improvement in our Service,” /  ,
The M cKenzie C o., L td
Fone 214 For Food
1
Reason alone tells that any guessed-at plan, which does 
not provide for distribution costs, cannot be lasting, being 
in itself economically unsound. We resort to no such guess­
work in our operations.
For over twelve years our FAIR PROFIT SALES POLI­
CY, eliminating all unnecessary costs, has insured a lasting 
economic service to the individual purchaser, and that he 
appreciates oiir system is amply demonstrated by our ever 
increasing volume.
CREOLINE DISINFECTANTS'  ̂  ̂  ̂̂
^Juarts,' each .65
Yi gallon, each  ...... ............................. .......................... .$1.15
I Gallons, each ............... ....... ...... ......... -.... ....................... ...$1.75
WIDGO FLY CHASER
Quaker, Maple Leaf, Five Ros^s—Floiir and Cereals
BUY FROM  T H E  ROUSE T H A T  SAVES YOU M OHEY
Occidental Fruit Co., Ltd.
Your Boy
Is he saving his money, or 
spending as he goes?
H e l p  h i m  t o  c r e a t e  t h e
SA V IN G  H A BIT
which w ill mean so much 
to him in after years. An 
Endowment Policy with 
The London Life will build 
him an estate, also pay him 
very ■
LARGE D IV ID END S.
Full benefit policies oh boys ten y e a rs  and oyer.
>9> <•>•«•«><•* <C> ■t'4» <«“t ’*1̂ 4* 4m|>* — X
•»
«  «•
eg. «  4. «  4> 4* «
SPORT n w
b a s e b a l l
Mr. A. A. HaU Resigns Management 
, Of Kelowna Club 
H oldiiig/a meeting on Weditegday 
cveijing, members of the Kelowna base­
ball team received with regret the re­
signation of A.A, HaU, who has acted 
as manager, secretary, and other posi­
tions combined. Under Mr. Hall s 
capable Ie.adcr.ship, Kctpwna placed a 
team in the Central Okauavan League 
whiqh narrowly missed winning the 
championship and the silverware, losing 
to Winfield in the final play-off al­
though heading the league wifh but one 
defeat. Mr, Hall has concentrated on
bringing bn younger players who woUld 
turn out, and. with the steadying mflu- 
ence of a few cxpericnccdi players, gave 
Kelowna the first wiimuig , basebaU
team they have had for a few years. 
The nature of Mr, Hall’s business
Insurance Company
A . H . DEMARA & SON
Relowna
OFFICE Mason & Risch B lock PHONE 156
W ORK OF RED CROSS
SOCIETY IN PEACE TIM E
Beneficial Activities Assume Many 
Varied Forms Of Usefulness
The attention of the people of Can­
ada has been specially called to the 
Red Cro.ss Society and its peace time 
programme by the recent royal pro­
clamation by the Governor General.
Having been in the habit of associat 
ing tlie f\‘.eil Cross with war and the 
wounded, the aA ĉrage citizen has over­
looked the fact of the continuance of 
the Red Cro.ss Society as a national and 
internat ion.il organization. According 
to Article dS of the Covenant of the 
League of Nations, now signed by fifty- 
.six natioii-s, the Red Cross organiza­
tions arc continued for “the improve­
ment of health, the prevcnticxn of dis­
ease .and alleviation of suffering 
throughout the world.”
Revelation of the state of the people 
in the matter of general fitness was the 
reason for this article. When it was 
found that of 2^4 millions examined in 
Britain in t!ie last year of the war only 
one in three was fit for duty; when, in 
Canada, only half of the 360,000 exam­
ined under the Military Service Act 
were fit to .serve, then the authorities 
realized that private and public health 
standard.  ̂ w ere far lower than was ever 
dreamed of. What was needed was
leadership in full use of knowledge of 
nutrition, sanitation, personal hygiene, 
preventative medicine. This was de­
puted to the Red Cross because of its 
being humanitarian, universal, and at 
the close of the war at the height of its 
activity and influence.
Its work in Canada since 1918 has 
included continued visiting of disabled 
soldiers and the giving of comforts, re­
lief for cx-soIdiers’ families, outings and 
loans.
It established courses in public 
health nursing in the universities; it car­
ried on classes in home nursing in hun­
dreds of communities; it established and 
supports 39 Outpost Hospitals; it re­
ceives immigrant mothers and children 
in rest rooms at the port of entry; it 
has disseminated 5,000,000 pieces of 
health literature. One hundred and 
forty thou^nd boys and girls have been 
enrolled as members of Junior Red 
Cross, and they are pledged to practice 
a set of simple rules of health living.
As the organization-to deal with great 
disasters, it has had, since the war, to 
cope in Canada with conflagrations and 
epidemics.
The Red Cross exists to stimulate 
health activities; it co-operates but it 
does not compete. It will not duplicate 
services already being rendered. It has 
made contributions of more than $325,- 
000 to other health organizations. Help­
fulness is the R«d Cross motto, and co­
operation its watchword'.
made it impossible for him to contin­
ue as luanagcr, and he reluctantly re­
signed his connection with the team,
A hearty vote of thanks was accorded 
Mr. Hall for his efforts this year, in 
which he has spared neither time por 
money to bring the baseball team along. 
In order to retain the interest and the 
organization which he had brought a- 
bout. Mr. Hair wished the team to elect 
officers, and carry on until the next 
season. The gathering selected Harold 
Bourke to fill thc position of manager 
for the balance of the season and J. G. 
McKay as secretary-treasurer.
In rendering the financial report, Mr. 
Hall pointed out that, despite the lack 
of public support at games, the club 
was , free of dqht and had considerable 
equipment on hand. This was mainly 
due to the May 24 gate, which swelled 
the total receipts, and the low cost of 
operating, due to generosity on, the part 
of car owners. .
Benefit Games For Injured Player
It was decided to stage a benefit 
game with Winfield for Claude Byrde, 
who was injured while playing at Pen­
ticton, and also' to endeavour to arrange 
a game at Penticton as a benefit for the 
same purpose, the proceeds to be applied 
to (iospital and _medical treatment ex­
penses. '
Prospects Bright For Next Year
It was. felti that, with the organiza­
tion intact and the youneer players a- 
vailable, the chances for Kelowna plac­
ing a strong aggregation in the fielc 
next year were extremely bright. Given 
a better measure of public support, 
there was no reason why Kelowna 
should not take a strong position in 
Okanagan baseball circles in the fut­
ure, if the interest among the players 
this year is continued.
Winfield Defeats Kelowna In Exhib­
ition Game
Coming from behind to tie the count 
and score two runs in the seventh in­
ning, Winfield took an exhibition con­
test from Kelowna at Athletic Park on 
Tuesday evening, 9-8. The game was 
in the nature of a benefit game to assist 
in defra3ring medical-treatment furnish­
ed C, Byrde, Kelowna pitcher injurec 
recently at Penticton, and from the ef­
fects of which he is still suffering, al­
though able to be around and take part 
in the game again.
But for the support of Winfield anc 
their fans, who turned out in gooc 
numbers, the sum collected would have 
been very small, the visitors supplying 
a large percentage of the collection 
taken. Tliose who did turn out witness­
ed about as exciting a contest as could 
be wished for, with plenty of hard hit­
ting, good fielding, and a close score. 
Considering that there was nothing at 
stake, the game was hard fought, the 
winning runs coming in the final in­
ning, after Byrde had* shown siggis of 
losing cotrol in the sixth and had been 
replaced by Roth.
Although Kelowna gathered more 
safe hits than their opponents, Win-  ̂
field hit when hits were needed.to bring 
in r'uns, McCarthy’s three-bagger, fol­
lowed by hits by R. Duggan and Simp­
son, bringing in two runs in the final 
inning.
Kelowna started off with a five run 
lead, gathered in their first time at bat, 
when five hits, a walk, and two errors 
let five Kelowna batters cross the plate. 
Four hits and an error gave the visitors 
foiir tounters in the fourth, which was 
their big inning. Winfield were still 
one run behind at the beginning of the 
seventh, but by scoring two runs, while 
holding Kelowna scoreless, the visitors 
'took the long end of the score. The 
Central Okanagan League champions 
gave Duggan their usual good support, 
catches by McCarthy and Simpson fea­
turing. Patterson, with three hits, one 
a three-bagger, R. Duggian, and_Simp- 
son were the heavy hitters for Winfield. 
SCORE—
R H E
Winfield .....  1 1 0 4 0 1 2 — 9 9
Kelowna 5 1 1 0 1 0 0 — 8 12 4
Struck out: Byrde, 7; Roth, 2; Dug­
gan, 6. Bases on balls: Byrde, 1; Dug­
gan, 2. Three-base hits: Talbot, Mc­
Carthy, Patterson. Two-base hits 
Simpson, J. Parkinson, Byrde, Roth 
Earned runs: Winfield, 6; Kelowna, 5.
, Kelowna lined up as follows: Byrde, 
p., Foster, c., J. Parkinson, lb., Bourke, 
2b., Talbot, s.s.. R. Parkinson, ,3b., Buh- 
Icrt, r.f., McKay, c.f., Roth, If. Ump 
ire: Dr. J. E. Wright.
The writer, who happened to be in 
the Kelowna lineup, was the subject of 
continuous “ragging” of a personal na­
ture from the Winfield spectators, al­
though the reason could not be ascer­
tained until after the game, when it 
appeared that Winfield took exception 
to the statement in last week’s notes 
that Kelowna finished' the league sched­
ule ahead of Winfield, who ultimately 
won the league championship in the 
playoff.
For the benefit of those who vented 
their objections throughout the game 
Tuesday night, it may be explained 
that when it was found that Kelowna 
could not finish the ha.guc more than 
200 points above Wmficld, making a 
playoff necessary, any league fixtures 
unpl.aycd were abandoned. This is the 
practice in any league where a play­
off system is used such as the Van­
couver City League. Kelowna and 
03rama played a 10-aII tic. which, under 
baseball rules, docs not enter into the 
league standing, and must be replayed 
should it have any bearing on the 
championship. Kelowna also had a
postponed fixture with Winfield, but 
as Kclowiia couhl not, even by winning
these two po.stpo»ied fixtures, finish 200 
noints over WIjnneW, there was no ne­
cessity of playing them, and the league 
Htaiidhig on the games played up to the 
time wlicii the playoff was obviously 
necessary left Kedowna, having played 
10, won 9, lost 1. Wmficld, played 11,
c»»ii  Lzi ------ , -....
standin cs^^ila c
won 9. lost 2, Kelowna hayin|^a per­
centage of .900 ami Winfield . .
league standing, however, has- no bear­
ing on the league title, which w.as de­
cided on the playoff, which Winfield 
tlieiwon and, on h if play in the games, 
deserved. .
In endeavouring to cover sports in 
the Kelowna dictrict and to supply re­
sults Which arc necessary for the arous­
ing of interest among local supporters, 
so that teams can be entered in various 
sport.s, the writer has gone tp consid­
erable trouble, and from playing ex- 
pcrictico in a ll. sports believes he is 
quaUfied. Mn , tryiilg to serve in the 
interest of sport, anything of a person­
al nature is naturally resented.
ROWING
So far as reports arc coricerned. Kcl- 
own-d’s interest pa July 1 will be con­
centrated on Vancouver, where a junior 
crew is engaging in a lapstr '̂nlc event 
ill connection with the Jubilee celebra­
tion regatta. Kelowt>a will have as op­
ponents Vernon and Vancouver which 
will add interest to the event. 
Last year the locals narrowly missed 
taking Vancouver’s crew into camp in 
a lapstreak event at Coal Harbour, 
while the Kelowna senior four were 
successful against the visitors at the
August regatta here.'
It will also mark the last appearance
of R. Gumming, popular local athlete 
in a Kelowna uniform, as “Stfotty” will 
continue his journey from Vancouver 
to California, where he wilL reside in 
future. .
The Kelowna crew leave Wednesday 
morning for Vancouver. The local four 
is composed of D. Loane, _stroke, H. 
Carruthers, 2, E. Makovski, 3, dnd R. 
Gumming, bow. This four has been 
steadily training for the Coast trip, and 
under the coaching of Mr. DesBrisay, 
formerly of Nelson, are Confident that 
they can make a good showing.
Send-Off To “Scotty” Gumming
A largely attepded party at the El­
dorado Arms, on Monday evening, in 
honour of Mr. Gumming, bore witness 
to his popularity in local athletic circles, 
“Scotty” having been a prominent fig­
ure in basketball, rowing and lacrosse 
during recent years, being a member of 
the winning four-oared crew last year 
and of the Kelowna Senior “C” basket­
ball team, Interior champions and hold 
ers of the Province Cup. Mr. Cummiirg 
was also associated with the Old Scouts 
Club, and at present holds the position 
of president in that organization.
His presence will be missed ainong 
the various athletic organizations of 
the city, and he will have a large num­
ber of well wishers for his future in 
California, where he has obtained : 
position and where his mother is re 
siding.
CRICKET
League Standing
P. W. L. D. Pts
Occidental ....... ........3 2 0 1 5
City .............. . . . - - - 4  .1 1 2 4
Canadian Legion —..3 ,0  2 1 1
Qity Draws W ith Occidenteds 
. In a free hitting match,'the City man 
aged to hold the league leading Occid­
entals to a draw in this week’s cricket 
fixture, although the score tallied by 
each team was well above the average, 
Dunlop being the only bowler who 
could do much with the opposing bats 
men. The Occidentals piled up anoth 
er large total, scoring 192 for 7 wickets
hfifore declaring, but the City, mainly mi . ^ ^  ̂  .i.irough Hayman, Campbell, E. Matt­
hews and Crichton, assisted by the 
tail erid of the batting list, held out a- 
gainst time and had amassed 131 for 
the loss of 8 wickets. • , »< ,
Starting slowly, the Occidentals .had 
lost 3 wickets for 54 but Dunlop’s work 
with the willow, which resulted in 68 
not out, and A. P. H.ayes, 31, soon ran 
the packers’ total above the century 
mark. Parkinson, with 22 not out, and 
Dunlop were still at the wicket when 
the Occidental skipper declared at 19^ 
Hayman and Campbell started off 
well for the City, the scoreboard stan­
ding at 46 before the first wicket fell, 
but Dunlop took three Avickets in a 
short time with the addition of but 3 
runs. E. Matthews and Crichton ran 
the score up, however, before both were 
caught, Griffith and Leonard holding 
the fort' with G. Matthews still to bat 
when stumps were drawn. Dunlop’s 
work with ball and bat was the out­
standing feature of the match.
OCCIDENTALS
Oliver, b Matthews ............... -........... 5
Coe, c Mangin; b Griffith -----------  24
Wadsworth, retired ................... .......  21
L. Hayes, c Griffith, b Campbell .... 2
Goldsmith, Ibw, b Matthews ............ L
Dunlop, not o u t ................................... . oc
Jervis, Ibvv, b Matthews ......... ——— J
A. P. Hayes, h Griffith.......................  31
Parkinson, not out .................. -........ 22
Peel and Martin did not bat.
Extras .................................. - 5
192
Used Bil
20-in. Girl’s Hyslop — ......  $15.00
22-in. Lady’s Massey ............  $22.50
24-in. Men’s Perfect ............ $17.50
24-in. Men’s Massey ........   $25.00
22-in. Men’s Massey ............ $25.00
All these wheels are in good 
. running order.
NEW  MODELS
$40.00 $60.00
T e d  B u s e
“Bicycles and Sport Goods
An investigation is being carried on 
as to the possibility of, constructing a 
milway and highway tunnel under the 
irst Narrows of Burrard Inlet.
r
CITY
Hayman, b Dunlop ......... —̂ ...........
Campbell, b D unlop............... .. .........
Lucas, b Dunlop ................ ...... ... ....
E. Matthews, c Parkinson, b Oliver 
Crichton, c A. P. Hayes, b Oliver 
Blakcborougli, b L. Hayes ......... .i JU. Jri
Mangin, b L. H a y es....
Griffith, not out ..........
Keevil, run out
Leonard, not out ..............
G. Matthews, did not bat. 
Extras ............... ..........
BOW LING
Runs
134
Wickets
Feel ................
Oliver ..... ........
Dunlop.............
Goldsmith ......
L. Hayes .........
E. Matthews ....
Blakcborougli .
Griffith ............
Campbell 
G. Matthews ■
M angin....... .....
Hayman ..... .
17 0
37 2
24 3
20 0
31 2
48 1
57 0
29 2
12 1
18 2
15 0
8 0
LACROSSE
Only One More Fixture Hero
Efforts to secuit: an out of town fix­
ture for Friday’s celebration proved un­
availing to officials of the Kelowna 
Lacrosse Cluli. Trail not being willing 
to give the necessary guarantee, while 
Kamloops this year switched from 
Kelowna- to Verhon for their holiday 
lacrosse opponents. Vernon^ is also 
playing baseball in a Main Line league
fixture at Kamloops the same day.
Consequently, Kelowna’s next game 
in the Okanagan Lfcaguc will be onV « f-v 1__ A fnmt*July 7, when Armstrong make their 
only appearance this year. On July 14, 
Kelowna is slated to appear in Vernon, 
these two matches completing the lea­
gue schedule, unless a playoff is neces­
sary. . ■ ,
As Kelowna will only have the one 
home fixture, the club is. anxious thiat 
their supporters turn out on this oc­
casion, not only to give them the rnoral 
support in an effort to win from Arm­
strong, present holders _of the Rowchffe 
Cup, but to assist in financing the ab­
breviated schedule laid down this year, 
which .gives Kelowna only two home 
games to draw the receipts for running 
expenses in the form of equipment..
Scores arc as follows:
R. Haldane won from R. S, Moe,
R. Haldane (Capt.), 21; Gccu,17; 
Avender, 16; Lycll, 20; P. Rankin, 22. 
-T o ta l. 96, .
R. S. Moc (Capt.), 19; Harvey, 12; 
Chadwick, 14; Hawes, 14; Paige, 22.— 
Total, 81.
Cushing won from McCormick, 82-77.
Cushing (Capt.), 16; Day, 21; Camer­
on, 17; W. Harvey, 14; Thorp, 14,-—
Total, 82.
. McCormick (Capt.), 18; A. Raymcr, 
21; Owen, 14; Bogress, 15; Hoy, 9.—* 
Total, 77.
THE BEES* M ETHOD
O F INCREASE
(Experimental Farms Note)
A swarm is emerging! The bees arc 
aifcctcd with a temporary ebullition; 
they pour from their hive pell-mell and 
soon the air is filled with a seething, 
bu!;zing„hordc which seems to impart 
to its owner some of its own joyous 
excitement. This is the bees’ method 
of increasing the race.
Early in the spring the queen coni- 
incnccs to lay eggs that develop into 
worker bcqs onlj'. Later, as the col­
ony becomes strpngcr, the weather 
warmer and pew nectar is available, 
drones (or male bees) arc produced, 
and yet later, as greater strength is at­
tained and nectar becomes abundant, 
eggs arc deposited ih c^ucen cells and 
preparations for swarming arc begun. 
Usually less brood is produced and the 
activity of the colony is reduced as the 
young queens arc developing in their 
cells. Nine dajrs from the time the 
eggs were deposited in the queen cells, 
the larvae arc ready to be capped over 
and, if the weather be bright and warm 
and nectar plentiful at this time, the 
bid queen, with the majority of the 
field bees, will then leave the hive to 
establish a new home elsewhere. In 
the old home arc left a few fielders, 
the nurse bees and the brood with 
young quecUa still in their cells. Some­
times the swarm will fly direct to its
new home but more often it clustcra- 
for some time on a nearby object, thua • 
affording the owner an opportunity to- 
rehivc it. .
Natural swarming was once consid­
ered desirable but modern bcckcopcra. 
seek to prevent It because It usually oc­
curs when least desired .and therebjr 
reduces the honey crop. Moreover, In­
crease can be made just ns efficiently,, 
with less labour and at a more opport-. 
une time, by (he beekeeper himself.. 
Write to the Bee Division, Central. Ex­
perimental Farm, Ottawa, for further 
information on Swarm Control and In­
crease.
a  B. GOODERHAM,-Dom. Apiarist..
TRAP SHOOTING  
Scores In Team Shoots For Latta Cup
Considerable progress has been made 
with the. team shoot for the Latta Cup 
staged by the Glenmore Gun Club of 
Kelowna, two of the first round shoots 
having been concluded Moe’s squad
was eliminated by Haldane’ŝ  Cushing 
- M< ^ •winning from icCorpnek.
M. Paige and P. Rankin, with 22, 
were high guns in the shoots concluded, 
while a visitor to the traps on June 
in the person of A..Field', former B.C. 
champion, broke 23-21-21. i
Rutland and Westbank, together with 
ten local teams, are competing for the 
Latta Gup on an elimination basis, 
shoots being held at the Glenmore trap 
each'Thursday evening.
H EIE’S
HOPING Conrtesy _ South Bend Bo lt Co.
That (everyone , has a won­
derful time over the holi­
day and all the fishermen 
good hauls;
Ever3fthing For The Sportsman
*117 ACRES, all under cultivation; 
•A 4 two-stofcv frame house, 7 
rooms, 3 verandahs, frost proof cel­
lar; woodshed, stable; free irriga­
tion; adjoining schoolf 4 miles from 
Kelowna. A few bearing fruit trees, 
Aji A1 mixed fariu.
O n terms. A snap, on ly® ” >” v v
0 0  ACRES. 18 acres under culti- 
« «  • vation, 3 acres in pasture. A
few bearing fruit trees, Bungalow, 
, with cement cellar. Stable5 rooms. .. 
to hold 6 -head, with loft, chicken-
house. An |ldoai mixed (PC  4 |4 | f |  
farm. Price, on terms d lw j iV v V
a c r e s . One acre in orch- 
ard, small f r u i t s 68 acres 
under cultivation; free irrigation;, 
house, 2-storcy frame, 6 rooms, good 
condition, hot and cold water laid 
on; cement cellar, holds 15 or 20 
tons. Stable, holds 4 horses, 9 cows: 
loh, holds IS tons of hay. An ideal 
mixed farm.
Price, on.terms, only tU O jiv V V
O A  ACRES, 17}4 acres in bearing 
Mil# orchard, alfalfa. Good well 
for. domestic use. Two storey frame 
house, with verandah; cement base­
ment. Stable with loft. This is_ an 
A1 orchard in first class condition.
.... . $ 11, 000;
BUNGALOW , 5 rooms, modern; 
built in fixtures in kitchen; garage;
in first class condition.
Price, on terms .....
BUNGALOW , stucco finish, 4 
rooms, bathroom, pantry, acre 
lot; very desirable location. Ou
Son.. ................... S3,000
TW O STOREY FRAME HOUSE
overlooking the lake. 3 bedrooms, 
large sleeping porch; dining room, 
living room  ̂ open fire place; kitchen.
pantry, bathroom. Thi^ _derirable 
home at a snap, ^
Price only,’ un terms $3,500
WILKINSON &  PARE?
Real Estate and Insurance in all its 
branches.
Established 1893
Yet Another Shipment of
FROCKS A N D  
DRESSES
av.'.v.v.fIV q
f J- V i
EXTRA SPECIAL
For
MONDAY TO THURSDAY 
SELLING 
July 4th to 7th.
These are wonderful values and are 
splendid fitters, made by the Sewsure 
Garment Co., of Montreal.
FIVE PRICES
$1.75, $1.95, $2.25, $2.50 
$3.25
Women’s plain colored broadcloth dresses, 
straight lines, kick pleats, self tie and pip­
ed in white. Colors : blue, mauve, rose, 
peach, gold, green and apricot. Sizes, 16
to 20, and 36 to 44. $ 3 .2 5
Prices .................. $2.95 and
Figured, floral and fancy broadcloths in ev­
ery color and trimmed with self color to
match. Sizes, 36 to 44. $ 3 .5 0
• *P rices .........$1.95, $2.25, $2.50,*
Fancy broadcloths, light and dark colors.
Five dozen only of these, sizes $ 1 .7 5
36 to 44; to sell at
CRETONNES AND CHINTZES
SPECIAL SALE
OF THESE W ONDERFULLY USEFUL  
MATERIALS JUST W HEN NEEDED
Our stocks are replete with myriad ver­
sions of exquisite patterns. Colorful designs, 
daringly different, harmonious effects in 
subdued tones, all beautiful and ready to 
a(dld a touch of charm to any room—either 
as 'slip-covers, draperies, bed spreads, cush­
ions, or for aprons, housedresses or fancy 
bags. Sunfast and tubfast colors. See these 
new materials and new color effects. We 
will gladly suggest decorating helps and 
ideas that may be carried out in your home.
TH O M A S LAW SON, LTD.
PH O N E 215 KELOWNA, B. G.
